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Abstract

Alliance Textiles in collaboration with the Department of Computer Science at the Uni-

versity of Otago developed a computer based knitwear designprogram that enables a member

of the public to easily and quickly design a knitted garment.Once the garment is designed, a

knitting pattern is produced and from which the person couldknit his/her garment.

The system is extremely flexible to use but a tool is only as good as the person who uses it.

Inexperienced knitters may experience complications withthe designs they create. Having a

program that could provide interactive advice or assistance would benefit these types of people.

This project is concerned with the design and implementation of such a program which we

called the DesignAdvisor.

By analysing the design style of the garment and comparing it to pre-defined design styles,

comments on the appropriateness of the garment in terms of the design style it most closely

matches can be made. These comments, which are a combinationof text and graphics, have

been designed to instruct the user in aspects of good knitwear design.

This thesis describes the theories surrounding intelligent design aids and their role in the

design of DesignAdvisor, details the implementation of DesignAdvisor, and proposes modifi-

cations and improvements that can be made to the original implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Alliance Textiles in collaboration with the Department of Computer Science at the University

of Otago developed a computer based knitwear design programthat enables a member of the

public to easily and quickly design a knitted garment. Once the garment is designed, a knitting

pattern is produced and from which the person could knit his/her garment. The program is

called DesignSystem, written entirely in NeXTSTEP1, and is currently being used in two knit-

ting shops in Auckland. Figure 1.1 shows a screen shot of DesignSystem. The screen shot is

the initial screen presented to the user upon invocation of the application. The function of this

screen is to enable the user to enter the dimensions of the garment before proceeding to design

the garment proper. Figure 1.2 shows three snapshots of a user designing a garment. In the top

picture, the user has added a cable texture to the garment. The middle picture shows the user

selecting a colour for the cable texture while the bottom picture was taken at the final stages of

the design process where two other cable textures have been added and coloured.

The system is extremely flexible to use but a tool is only as good as the person who uses it.

For a novice knitter, the lack of advice on how a garment should be designed could result in an

unduly complicated design which the knitter might not be able to knit or one which is in bad

taste. For a professional knitter, more sophisticated tools to assist in the design process may

encourage him/her to use the system more often.

1NeXTSTEP is a trademark of NeXT Computers, Inc.
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Figure 1.1: Screenshot of DesignSystem’s initial screen

Reading an on-line manual can only go so far to teach the user about good knitwear design.

It would be better to have a program that can provide interactive advice or assistance. This

project is concerned with the design and implementation of such a program which we called

the DesignAdvisor.

Many AI systems have been developed to assist humans in theircreative search for a new

product. Such systems are commonly known as AI design systems and most recent ones gener-

ally use an AI technique called case-based reasoning (CBR). Themain assumption underlying

this approach is that past solutions to similar problems could be used as a basis for solving new

ones. The past solutions are recorded as cases and sophisticated mechanisms are developed to

locate similar cases.

However, there is a fundamental difference between these systems and that required to give

advice to designers of knitwear. Users of these traditionalsystems come with a target solution

in mind and the objective is to produce a design that meets therequired specification. For our

2



Figure 1.2: Snapshots of a user designing a garment using DesignSystem
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knitting problem, the users do not have a target solution; they simply want to knit a garment

of their own design. They may or may not have an idea of what they will be designing. Such

“on the fly” design requires a system with emphasis on supporting creativity rather than on

problem solving.

Our solution to the problem is to focus on designing a system to assist creative thinking.

The guiding principle is that creativity comes from humans and our system, although embodied

with a lot of knowledge, should not be allowed to control the process. It observes and suggests

where necessary.

We began by observing that there is no hard and fast rule telling us what is a good design.

It may well be the case that each expert knitwear designer could comment on one’s choice of

colours and textures and even the overall pattern layout butthese comments are not based on

scientific ground. Instead they are based on one’s own personal choices. This is not surprising

since producing a creative design demands innovative interpretation of how these different

factors are combined and the process cannot therefore be easily subjected to following a fixed

set of rules.

One solution to this problem is to analyse the design style ofthe user’s garment. By com-

paring this aspect of the user’s garment against pre-defineddesign styles we can then comment

on the appropriateness of the garment in terms of the design style it most closely matches.

This process is depicted in Figure 1.3 and in turn explains the flow of information through

DesignAdvisor which is the computer implementation of thisprocess. Square boxes indicate

the main processes which go on within DesignAdvisor while the round boxes indicate data that

is passed to each process.

The flow of information begins when DesignSystem passes a description of the components

that the design is composed of as the input to DesignAdvisor.This component information is

then analysed to form a summary of the design which reflects the design style of the garment.

4



Figure 1.3: The flow of information in DesignAdvisor.
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An inference engine then compares the user’s design againstpre-defined styles in order to find

the closest match. Differences between the user’s design and the style to which it best matches

become the basis for any suggestion to the user.

The architecture of DesignAdvisor is composed of two separate modules. The first module

utilises knowledge about some known styles on garment design. We expect users to follow

some known style when designing their own garment. The DesignAdvisor is thus programmed

to observe what the user has done and identify what style is being used and provide advice

when certain rules are broken. This module is a program written in Scheme that is external to

DesignSystem and receives and sends its information via a UNIX socket.

Figure 1.4: Screen shot of preview option in DesignSystem.

The second module is concerned with the user-interface for DesignAdvisor and is the means

by which the suggestions about what aspects of the garment toalter are presented. It also in-

cludes a facility for displaying what the garment will look like based on the suggested alter-

ations. If the user agrees with these changes, the DesignAdvisor can automatically alter the

6



garment for the user. Written in Objective-C, this module is embedded in DesignSystem.

Figure 1.4 shows this preview facility as part of DesignSystem. In this picture one option

to change the contrast colour of the garment is presented. Ifthe user presses the picture of

the garment containing the brown moss stitch texture on the left of the picture then the users

garment on the right of the picture will reflect this change.

A brief overview of each chapter is as follows: Chapter 2 presents a background on design,

the role of intelligent design systems, and the influence of intelligent tutoring systems in the

eventual development of DesignAdvisor. The first stage in module one whereby the description

of the garment is generated from DesignSystem and sent to DesignAdvisor is the topic of

Chapter 3. Producing a summary of the user’s design is the focus of Chapter 4. Chapter

5 describes the rule base and inference engine. The task of generating the explanations is

presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes module 2 and in Chapter 8 the conclusion is

presented including a section on future work.

7



Chapter 2

Background to design

2.1 Introduction

Reich & Fenves (1991) explore the nature of design and highlight various issues that developers

of computer based design systems should be made aware of. These issues are directly related to

DesignAdvisor and a comment about their relevance is presented at the bottom of each point.

1. Design problems are almost always under-specified and loosely constrained. Not only is

there not a definite testing criteria in design, but there is also no criterion for determining

when the design process should terminate. In addition thereis never a single objective in

design; rather many objectives are sought. In most design problems there are additional

criteria that cannot be quantified such as aesthetics.

The problem of knitted garment design is a loosely constrained problem; a user can

continue creating a design until they are satisfied that it isfinished whereas a computer

based application may find difficulty in determining when the user has completed his/her

design.

2. The solution of design problems requires the use of diverse knowledge sources from

several disciplines. Each of the knowledge sources can raise different concerns regarding

the design which may give rise to multiple solution strategies. The problem space may

8



evolve dynamically as the solution progresses.

From the ability to reason about matching colours to the overall layout of the components

of the design, designers must traverse various aspects of good garment design. This

requires a combination of different knowledge domains and the ability to reason about

them.

3. Design knowledge is constantly evolving. Designers not only must cope with a complex

task, but they must track the evolution of a domain. In this situation, designers determine

whether new knowledge is related to the body of existing knowledge, or whether the

new knowledge reflects a more fundamental change in technology. The latter in turn

may alter the problem-solving behaviour of the designer.

Knitted garment design is also an evolving profession. Styles come and go and the

criteria for evaluating them change constantly. As the technology for producing different

colours and textures improves, it may alter the method by which a design is generated.

Bearing in mind the above issues and the aim of DesignAdvisor as a system for assisting

the creative process of knitwear design, this chapter reviews 2 related areas of AI research,

namely:

1. Intelligent Design Systems (IDS) - Computer-based applications that either automate,

complement, or aid in the process of design.

2. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) - Computer-based applications that train or teach a

particular subject to the user using a predefined model of learning.

This review will focus on how knowledge is utilised and represented in these systems and

how the process itself is handled. Section 2.2 presents the review of 3 IDSs, namely PEARL

- a computer aided design tool for electrical circuit design; PARADISE - a design system for

architectural design; and IDDEX - a drug design system. Although the current implementations

9



of DesignAdvisor does not truly teach the user to knit, a brief review of ITS is given to highlight

its relevance to DesignAdvisor in Section 2.3.

2.2 A Review of Intelligent Design Systems

Both technical and theoretical advances in expert systems development have increased the

power of such applications to solve problems in broader knowledge domains. These include

the formulation of better explanation generation facilities (Wick & Thompson 1992), the use

of fuzzy logic (Yukimatsu, Furuhashi & Uchikawa 1995), and new methods for knowledge

elicitation and representation (Clancey 1992). Initially such programs were used as a tool for

medical diagnosis (Weiss, Kulikowski & Safir 1978) but in thepast ten years these systems

have developed to assist users to use computer based design systems. The object to be de-

signed could be a car, a house, an electrical circuit, or in the interests of this project, a knitted

garment. Some examples of these design systems include PEARL(DeJesus & Callan 1985)

to aid electrical circuit design, PARADISE (Liew, Tan, Krishan, Tham, Teh & Low 1994) to

aid architectural design, IDDEX (Iwai, Sekitani, Nomura, Ueda & Mizoguchi 1994) to aid

the development of new drugs, MUSE (Domeshek, Kolodner & Zimring 1994), a tool kit for

case-based design aids, MIDAS (Domeshek, Herndon, Bennet & Kolodner 1992), a design aid

for aircraft design, CASECAD (Maher & de Silva Garza 1996), a case-based design system

for design problem definition, BRIDGER (Reich 1993), an intelligent bridge designer, and

DAS/Logic (Birmingham & Kim 1985), a logic circuit design assistant. The first 3 systems

will be reviewed in depth in this section.

10



2.2.1 PEARL

Electrical circuit design is a complex task and various solutions to automating this process

have been proposed (e.g. White & Frederiksen 1990). One of theproblems is the design of the

layout of the circuit itself. Traditionally experienced circuit designers possessed the specialised

techniques that could effectively translate a circuit’s behaviour to the choice of layout of the

actual physical components of the circuit. Allowing novices to do the same is a major concern

since an incorrectly designed circuit can pose a potential risk in terms of the safety of the

device. This problem is addressed in PEARL (DeJesus & Callan 1985), a Computer Aided

Design (CAD) tool for building power supply circuits for printed wiring board (PWB) layouts.

Choosing a layout for circuits of these power supplies is not clear cut. The problem consists

of many factors, which include:

1. A PWB is composed of discrete components of an irregular size and shape. Because of

this the complexity associated with the layout of the components increases.

2. Certain constraints must be adhered to about how the power supply circuits are con-

structed. An example of this is the location of groups of components.

3. The primary side of the power supply circuit needs to be separated from the secondary

side of the circuit. Having these two sections of the circuittoo close may cause part of

the power supply to short circuit.

4. Industry safety standards and manufacturing requirements about how these power sup-

plies are constructed must be adhered to.

Before the development of PEARL (DeJesus & Callan 1985), the only method of testing

the design was to build a prototype manually and to test it. Using AI techniques, alternative

solutions have been proposed with the objective of automating this task. Mitchell, Steinburg,
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Smith, Schooley, Jacobs & Kelly (1981) use a method by which an existing circuit could be

redesigned to meet a desired change to its functional specification, thus tailoring it to implement

a new function. This approach is more concerned with the representation of the circuit than

on its topology. Another approach represents the circuit asa sentence and parses it to produce

the required circuit specification (Tanaka 1985). Topological routing algorithms like those

proposed by Huijbregts & Jess (1993) use a method of graph searching to analyse the circuit

layout.

These methods normally work well for small circuits where there is complete knowledge

about how the circuit should be constructed. However such methods are not a suitable option

where the constraint space is very large as in the case of building power supply circuits. Instead

PEARL uses a knowledge-based approach for the following reasons:

1. Power supply layout is an example of a situation where the problem is heavily con-

strained and the knowledge about how to solve it is scatteredor incomplete. The knowl-

edge of good layout design would normally be distributed between the engineer and the

layout designer. In addition, the layout process is a multi-pass process and this indicates

that there are many unknown factors affecting it.

2. The knowledge-base would be expected to grow throughout the life of the system as

it incorporated the knowledge about the strategies and rules of thumb used by layout

designers. This would eventually lead to a better understanding of the problem domain.

The knowledge-base of PEARL is a set of constraints and critical layout information that

applies to power supply design. The constraints are represented as production rules and divided

into three categories:

1. User interface rules to carry out functions chosen by the user.
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2. Control rules that are heuristics to handle special layoutsequences based upon power

supply constraints and layout strategies.

3. Component searching rules to identify one or more components that satisfy a set of

constraints.

These rules are implemented using an OPS5 expert system shell (Forgy 1981) which imple-

ments a number of different placement strategies to partition the search space and a series of

heuristics to choose one placement strategy over others that may be candidates for selection.

It is argued that the rule-based approach using rules is usedbecause of the number of con-

straints associated with the problem of layout design. Similarly, I will argue that the knowledge

base in DesignAdvisor should also be stored as rules becauseof the non-algorithmic nature of

knitwear design. I will show later that the use of a rule-based system will adequately capture

much of the information required in DesignAdvisor.

2.2.2 PARADISE

Early Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems for architectural design fail to integrate design

knowledge crucial to the decision-making part of the designprocess. They also do not allow

any inferences to be made about the different parts in a design. However more recently in-

telligent systems have been developed to overcome this problem and I will describe one such

system below.

Liew et al. (1994) have developed PARADISE, an intelligent CADsystem for architectural

design. This system, like PEARL, was developed using a knowledge based approach and thus

enables important relationships between the design objects to be inferred when changes are

made. PARADISE uses two methods to represent its knowledge: Firstly the object-oriented

paradigm is used to represent the syntax and semantics of a design object facilitating communi-
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cation between the design objects. Secondly, multi-domaindesign knowledge known asRules

are encapsulated in each of these design objects.

Using its knowledge, PARADISE enables the users to reason graphically about a design,

aid the users in evaluating its appropriateness, and even suggest possible solutions. A set of

separate modules contain the necessary resources to managethe user interface. Since CAD is

inherently a graphical process and thus requires proper control over the user interface, PAR-

ADISE was relevant to DesignAdvisor for two reasons:

1. Knitwear design is also inherently a graphical process. PARADISE explores the use

of high-level reasoning on the low-level graphical representation of the design objects,

and as opposed to PEARL, provides an excellent user interface. In the same way expert

knitwear designers reason about the colours, the layout of the components, and what

textures will be used, all of which require more than just rules in order to represent and

reason about this information within the system. ThereforeDesignAdvisor will also need

to have a good user interface for interacting with its users.

2. PARADISE attempts to model the syntax and semantics of the design objects and the

way in which they interact with each other. In the same way relationships between de-

sign components in DesignAdvisor needed to be modelled effectively so as to provide

the basis for identifying inconsistencies in the overall design. For DesignAdvisor a pro-

cess of converting the quantitative representation of the garment in DesignSystem into a

qualitative one would be required to achieve this.

2.2.3 IDDEX

The main task associated with new drug design is to use a “leadcompound” to form the basis

of the particular drug and then modify it to produce its final form. This process may seem quite
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straightforward to implement as part of an intelligent design aid but certain factors complicate

the task. These are:

1. The structure and components of the drug are unknown.

2. The structure is unknown but the components of the drug areknown.

3. The structure and components of the drug are known but the component’s characteristics

are not.

These problems make it hard to extract and express the knowledge of the design process

clearly and because of this traditional expert system architectures, for example rule based sys-

tems, could not be used. In addition, the knowledge of the components that the drug was

composed of had not been arranged or organised because it wasfound that human developers

of these types of drugs had not been conscious of its importance to the process of developing

new drugs.

Iwai et al. (1994) propose a new approach which combined the use of domain theory in

drug design and a set of heuristics. Their system, known as IDDEX, uses two basic methods:

1. The “Scrap and Build” method. A process of redefining a “leadcompound” by de-

composing its makeup (scrap phase) and substituting the resulting sub-structure with

appropriate parts to create a new candidate compound (buildphase) and

2. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) used to modify a past similar design example. This

method can select an appropriate past example, evaluate thedifference between the spec-

ification and the example, and modify the example repeatedlyuntil the specification is

satisfied.

The architecture of the system consists of a series of data bases about drug design and

an inference engine implemented as a set of separate modulesthat interact with each other to

produce the full system. Briefly, the system contains 6 modules, namely:
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1. CBR Engine - the case-based inference engine.

2. Scrap and Build module (SBM) - the module for dividing a compound into parts and

then rebuilding a new compound via the “Scrap and Build” method.

3. Parts Data Base (PDB) - the data base for storing the parts data.

4. Lead Compounds Data Base (LDB) - the data base for storing leadcompound data.

5. Drug Design Knowledge Base (DDKB) - the knowledge base for storing drug design

knowledge.

6. Knowledge Acquisition Module (KAM) - the module for interviewing an expert when

they operate IDDEX and storing this new information in the DDKB.

Thus in IDDEX, designing a new drug consists of decomposing one of the “lead com-

pounds” in the lead compounds database and then rebuilding it using other parts from the parts

database. The latter step is guided by the knowledge stored about drug design. Depending

on whether the user is in the process of decomposing or rebuilding the “lead compound”, the

form of reasoning changes. As some attributes of the drug maynot be known, the system may

have to interrogate the user for more information. This new information could then be used to

modify and refine the drugs database.

IDDEX was relevant to the development of DesignAdvisor for three reasons. The first

concerned the inference mechanism used by IDDEX. Both aspects of forward and backward

chaining were present in the “Scrap and Build” method, a departure from the normal single

direction form of reasoning. A similar inference mechanismis needed for DesignAdvisor.

Expert knitwear designers could have a full design in mind and then decide on what design

components could make up this design or start with a single texture and build on this.
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The second concerned the nature of the knowledge to be storedabout knitwear design.

Knitwear design combines the knowledge of various domains in order to produce the full so-

lution. It may not be enough to have just one form of knowledgerepresentation in order to

model the knowledge of the expert knitwear designer. IDDEX highlighted the importance of

segmenting the knowledge into various repositories depending on the nature of the knowledge

and then implement a method to allow communication between these repositories.

Finally IDDEX’s solution exposes one main issue in the development of any intelligent

design aid. When does the program start interacting with the user and when does it stop aiding

the user? IDDEX does not start aiding the designer until the drug is nearly complete. Should

an application like DesignAdvisor do the same or start aiding the user right from the beginning

of their session? This may depend on their experience level.

2.3 From IDS to Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Since DesignAdvisor is an intelligent design system intended for novices, there is scope for

the system to teach aspects of good design style to its users.ITS has been applied to many dif-

ferent teaching domains, from training commercial aircraft pilots (Chappell & Mitchell 1995a)

to teaching chess endgames to novices chess players (Gadwal, Greer & McCalla 1991). Tech-

niques used include case-based reasoning (Chappell & Mitchell 1995b) and rule-based systems

(Choi & Kim 1992) with the objective of training or teaching the user. However an extension of

IDS to an ITS is not so straightforward since “...for an ITS the knowledge base needs to contain

Expert Knowledge about teaching (training) methodologiesand not only Expert Knowledge

about the domain of the application.” (Castillo & Melin 1995,pp. 836). I have not had the

time to investigate this issue and this section thus briefly mentions how others have encoded

the necessary teaching knowledge in their system. It is noted that this is a major problem in
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itself.

Over the past six years, several alternatives have been proposed for encoding teaching

knowledge. Sophisticated cognitive models can be used to interpret a student’s behaviour when

learning a new task. Here the ACT* theory of cognition (Anderson 1983) is used to construct

two models. One represents how students execute the skills that are to be tutored and the order

models how these skills are acquired. Both models encode the knowledge as production rules

that are compared to the student’s responses in an attempt tofollow their line of reasoning, for

example, when learning Lisp (Anderson, Boyle, Corbett & Lewis1990).

An alternative approach is proposed by Tomiya, Kubota & Okamoto (1994) where knowl-

edge is encoded as a network for the purpose of teaching the fundamentals of the C program-

ming language. Each node in the network represents one concept to be taught. The concept

is represented as a frame where slots contain the teaching material. Arcs that connect the net-

work represent the flow of learning for a particular student from which a model of the student

is generated.

A similar method is adopted by (Gadwal et al. 1991) where a graph is used to encode the

appropriate knowledge to teach chess endgames to novices. The graph represents the various

strategies available at a particular point in the game. Eachnode on the graph is compiled from

a plan library and consists of frames containing various plans that could be used to make a

move. Links in the graph connect to the next move depending onwhat strategy is selected.

Finally, a rule base approach is used to encode the microbiological and chemical methods

used for evaluating the quality of food in QUACONTRA (Castillo &Melin 1995), an ITS for

teaching quality control in the food industry. The teachingknowledge is expressed as rules and

facts, and in conjunction with a Prolog inference engine, isable to train the student in this field.
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2.4 Conclusion

Previous work on IDS have raised some interesting ideas regarding how DesignAdvisor might

be developed. In conclusion, DesignAdvisor will be implemented as follows:

1. DesignAdvisor is to take a knowledge-based approach to the problem of evaluating the

user’s design as an algorithmic approach could not be easilyidentified.

2. The method by which this knowledge is represented is in theform of rules. These rules

contain the knowledge from various domains about knitted garment design style. Infor-

mation stored in these rules are qualitative values that describe the design styles of expert

knitwear designers.

3. The translation between the quantitative representation of the garment in DesignSystem

to qualitative expression for DesignAdvisor is necessary.To convert between these val-

ues requires some form of reasoning depending on the nature of the attributes describing

the components on the design. For example, the pattern layout of the design is a series

of values that reflect the position of the components on the design. These values need to

be converted to a qualitative expression that describes thelayout. In this case the ability

to reason about geometric patterns is then required.

4. The reasoning process used within DesignAdvisor needs tobe of a forward chaining

nature as this was the predominant mechanism by which the expert knitwear designer

came to her conclusion. This may change as more information about the process of how

the expert knitwear designer generated their garment. At present, building a description

of the style of the users design and then using this as the input to a forward chaining

inference mechanism appears to be the best solution.

5. A model of the user also needs to be incorporated into DesignAdvisor to complement
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the process of deciding what advice is required to be presented to the user. This will be

used in conjunction with the inference mechanism used for identifying the design style

of the garment.

6. As a combination of the visual aspects of the design are used to form the basis for gen-

erating the advice e.g. the colour of the textures and the position of the components on

the design, we expect that by adding graphics to complement the textual suggestions will

further enhance the creative process of knitwear design.

7. Interaction between DesignAdvisor and DesignSystem wasof importance. When Des-

ignAdvisor was invoked, the speed at which DesignAdvisor could evaluate the design

and generate its advice, and the method in which these suggestions were presented to

user were the main issues considered. The use of object-oriented technology was of use

here so that the two programs could easily communicate between each other and also

share important user interface resources. In this way DesignAdvisor could have a suffi-

cient amount of control over the way in which DesignSystem behaved during the user’s

interaction with it.
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Chapter 3

Extracting garment information from

DesignSystem

One of the first problems to be addressed in the development ofDesignAdvisor was concerned

with the form and content of the information about the user’sgarment that would eventually

be processed by DesignAdvisor. The solution involved understanding how DesignSystem rep-

resented the user’s garment, and identifying what parts of this representation are needed as

input to DesignAdvisor. This chapter describes the algorithm, written in C++ and Objective-

C, that has been added to the original code of DesignSystem, toextract the relevant attributes

associated with the user’s garment.

There are five main tasks involved: (i) identify the skill level of the user (see Section 3.3.1),

(ii) access the design component’s type and description (see Section 3.3.2), (iii) convert the

design component’s colour to a qualitative description (see Section 3.3.3), (iv) access the size

and position of the design components (see Section 3.3.4), and (v) access the yarn type of the

design component (see Section 3.3.5).

Before the algorithm is described, the overall architectureof DesignSystem is presented in

the next section. This architecture was developed by other members of the Computer Science

Department and is included for the purpose of providing a background to the implementation

issues surrounding DesignAdvisor.
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3.1 The architecture of DesignSystem

The most primitive data type is that of the stitch type; each point on the garment is represented

by a stitch. A series of the same stitch type forms an area known as a stitch panel but more

commonly referred to as a texture. Figure 3.1 presents threeexamples of stitch types available

in DesignSystem.

Figure 3.1: Example of three stitches available in DesignSystem

When DesignSystem starts up, the entire garment is represented as a texture with one stitch

type and this is referred to as the base-garment. The base-garment will be modified by the user

by placing different textures of varying size on it. A texture in the form of a picture is known

as a motif (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: An example picture that can be used in DesignSystem

When a motif is placed on the base-garment, each pixel on the base-garment will be re-

placed by the appropriate stitch type composing the picture.

Figure 3.3 shows a motif added to the base-garment. Since a picture in DesignSystem can
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Figure 3.3: The same picture rendered as a motif in DesignSystem.

have up to 256 colours, a process of reducing the number of colours to a maximum of 6 is used

for the colours associated with the motif. Having 6 colours to work with is easier than 256

as each colour requires a different yarn and even expert knitters would have trouble managing

more than 6 individual yarns at once.

Figure 3.4: Internal representation of a garment in DesignSystem

Figure 3.4 illustrates the internal representation of a garment within DesignSystem. A

garment is represented by a linked list structure called theforest and contains four separate

nodes that represent either the front, back, left-sleeve, or right-sleeve sections of the garment.

Contained within each node are the structures that hold the information on the motifs and

textures that appear on each section of the garment. A linkedlist structure called the motif-

list stores the motifs while a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) tree stores the textures that

appear on that section (for more information on CSG trees see Foley, van Dam, Feiner &
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Hughes (1990)).

The CSG representation was chosen for the textures because:

1. It allowed for easy manipulation of the textures that the garment was composed of; an

important aspect in the functionality of DesignSystem.

2. The process of generating the text for the knitting pattern associated with the garment

was simplified.

3. CSG trees facilitate quick rendering of the garment in 3D toallow the user to obtain a

global view of the garment.

Associated with each section are such attributes as the current motif being worked with

and the current texture being manipulated. Figure 3.5 presents a sample section of the garment

and its associated CSG tree. The tree is initially a single node representing the base-garment

texture. As new things are added, the root node is modified so that its left pointer points to

the previous tree and its right pointer points to the thing being added. Thus in Figure 3.5,

the right child of each node contains the texture while the left child is a pointer to the earlier

node/subtree. The root node of the tree points to the most recent texture to be added to the

garment, in this case it is the middle texture in the example.Contained within each node in the

CSG, or each of the motifs in the motif-list, are such attributes as the size of the component,

the position of the component, the colour of the component, and an integer value that uniquely

identifies the component for quick access on the garment.

3.2 Identification of the data sent to DesignAdvisor

The first problem considered in the development of DesignAdvisor was to identify and extract

the relevant data from DesignSystem about the user’s current design.
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Figure 3.5: Sample section of a garment and corresponding CSGtree

One of the main points highlighted from a consultation with the expert knitwear designer

was that design, for the most part, is a qualitative process based on the visual aspects of the de-

sign. This is especially true when the problem focuses on identifying the style of the garment.

However the attributes that each component is composed of are represented as quantitative

values in DesignSystem and furthermore not all of the attributes of the component were re-

quired. Much of the information stored about the component dealt with functions relating to

the rendering of the component on the screen.

Thus, the criterion used for selecting the appropriate attributes is that they are relevant to

the decision process. These attributes were the type of the component, its name, colour, dimen-
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sions, position on the garment, and the ply of the yarn to knitit. All these attributes, apart from

the name of the component, would require translation from their quantitative representation

to their corresponding qualitative description. In the translation process, those attributes that

required a simple mapping between quantitative and qualitative values would be done within

DesignSystem for reasons of speed while those attributes that required a more complex form

of reasoning to identify the qualitative value would be madewithin DesignAdvisor.

As an example, one of the attributes extracted is the colour of the component. Within

DesignSystem, this particular attribute is represented bythe yarn’s colour; rendered using a

set of intensity values, each of which is a floating point number. For the purpose of reasoning

about the style of the garment, it was better that the colour be described using qualitative values

instead. In this case the qualitative value was an english-like description such aslow-saturation

or red.

The decision about the representation of the extracted datawas based partly on the speed

at which DesignSystem could send its data to DesignAdvisor.The problem is that there is an

overhead associated with sending data via a UNIX socket facility. In order to minimise this

overhead, the data passed to DesignAdvisor needed to be as terse as possible while encapsulat-

ing as much information about the component. In addition, the form of the data was required

to be as flexible as possible to represent all the various datatypes describing the component.

With this issue in mind, the input to DesignAdvisor was composed of a string containing a

description of all the components that formed the garment. Each component in the string con-

sists of six attributes that contain either a qualitative orquantitative value. A comma is used to

delineate each component’s description. The six attributes are listed below:

1. type - the type of the component. This attribute can either be the valuetextureor motif.

2. description - the name of the motif or the description of the texture. For exampledouble

moss stitchto describe a texture ordinosaurto describe a motif.
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3. colour - the colour of the texture or motif, a qualitative description of the intensity values

that are used to represent the colour of the yarns in the design. If there is more than one colour

to the component then this is reflected as the valuemanyfor this attribute.

4. position - the position of the component on the section of the garment.It is represented

using a set of x and y coordinates, each coordinate representing a measurement in centimetres.

The origin of each position is taken from the top left hand corner of the base-garment.

5. size- the size of the component on the section of the garment. The width and height are

stored as two floating point numbers, each one representing ameasurement in centimetres.

6. yarn-type - the ply or thickness of the yarn the particular component isknitted in.

Figure 3.6: Example garment and corresponding string sent to DesignAdvisor. Measurements
are in centimetres
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Figure 3.6 presents an example garment composed of a base-garment, motif, and a moss

stitch texture. The corresponding descriptions of the components are contained in the boxes to

the right of the garment and combined to produce the full string sent to DesignAdvisor.

3.3 Extraction of the data sent to DesignAdvisor

The next step addressed relates to the method employed to obtain the structures representing

the garment in DesignSystem for DesignAdvisor. Fortunately there were already some func-

tions present in the code for DesignSystem allowing easy access to the values describing these

structures.

Consisting of a series of Objective-C and C++ methods, these functions defined the struc-

ture of the components. Figure 3.7 presents some of the existing C++ methods used to extract

values contained in a node of the CSG tree that represents a texture on the garment. Additional

code written by myself was then combined with these functions to extract the relevant data to

be sent as input to DesignAdvisor.

inline int getTag() { return tag; }
inline int getX(void) { return x; }
inline int getY(void) { return y; }
inline int getWidth(void) { return width; }
inline int getHeight(void) { return height; }

Figure 3.7: Existing C++ Code to extract the values describinga texture

One of the major problems in extracting this data was that themotifs and textures were

stored in separate data structures. Textures were stored within a CSG tree while motifs were

stored within a linked list. The solution to this problem wasprovided by NeXTSTEP Devel-

oper’s rich set of data types, one of which had been used in DesignSystem that allowed the

design components to be quickly and easily looked up regardless of what underlying architec-

ture represented them.
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When a design component is added to the garment, a corresponding button appears with a

small picture of the component on the left hand side of the screen stored in a structure called

a matrix. A matrix is essentially a linked list of objects that are related to each other. In this

case it is all the design components on a particular section of the garment. To select another

component to work with involves pressing the button that corresponds to the design component.

Figure 3.9 presents thematrix that displays the design components on the front of the

garment. Each button in thematrix is connected to either a motif in the motif-list or a texture

within the CSG tree. Accessing the objects in thematrix required a simple sequential look-up.

In this way, a generic data structure was available to accessthe components on the garment.

To build the string sent to DesignAdvisor was then a case of traversing thematrix that

contained the design components, identify what sort of design object the button was linked to,

and use the appropriate Objective-C or C++ methods to extractthe relevant information from

them.

INPUT: S = The four sections of the garment.

1. Identify the skill level of the user.

2. For each sectionSi in S do

(a) For each buttonBi in Si do

i. Find out what sort of structure the buttonBi refers to and access the corre-
sponding componentC.

ii. For each componentC extract the name, colour, size, position, stitch type, and
yarn type details using the appropriate accessors.

Figure 3.8: Algorithm to extract data from design components

Figure 3.8 presents the pseudocode of the algorithm while subsections 3.3.1 to 3.3.5 explain

each of the processes described in the pseudocode. A full listing of the Objective-C code,

written by the author, to extract this data can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 3.9: Section of garment and corresponding matrix

3.3.1 Accessing the skill level

One of the features of DesignSystem is that it allows the userto select their level of knitting

experience before they begin designing their garment. Thislevel indicates how detailed the

knitting pattern should be. For the novice knitter, a more detailed version of the knitting pattern

is generated and thus includes “step by step” instructions on how to knit each stitch that is

used to reproduce the textures and motifs that feature on thegarment. Expert knitters do not

normally require this level of detail and consequently a more terse knitting pattern is produced.

DesignAdvisor also uses this level in the explanation module to generate the appropriate advice

to the user. There are currently three levels available:
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1. novice- has no real knowledge of knitting.

2. intermediate- some knowledge of knitting.

3. experienced- experienced knitter.

The value is an integer, between 1 and 3, contained in the Objective-C object that controls

the components on the design. Accessing this value requiressending an Objective-C message

to this object to instruct it to pass this value to the algorithm so that it may be added to the

string. Appendix D contains the code inIRCSGRep.M that I have written for this task. This is

the first attribute added to the string.

3.3.2 Accessing the component’s type and description

Every component in the design contains an integer value thatidentifies the type of the com-

ponent and dictates how it is to be manipulated by DesignSystem. Motifs in the motif-list are

manipulated using Objective-C methods while C++ methods areused to manipulate the tex-

tures in the CSG tree. All these methods are part of the original code of DesignSystem and

used in the algorithm to extract the component’s attributes.

switch([[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] getTypeOfThing]) {
case MOTIF_TYPE:
case TEXT_MOTIF_TYPE:

tempObject = [internalRep motifWithTag:[[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] tag]];
strcat(string,"type motif ");
sprintf(description,"description %s", [self changeCase:(char *)[tempObject getName]]);
strcat(string,description);
break; }

Figure 3.10: The author’s Objective-C code to access the type and description of a component

Figure 3.10 presents the code for extracting the type and description of a motif. The state-

mentswitch([[ theMatrix cellAt:element:0] getTypeOfThing]) identifies what the object was in
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the matrix so that the appropriate method of extracting the component’s information can be ap-

plied. Once the type has been identified, the Objective-C method [getName] is used to extract

the description. I have added [changeCase] which reformats the name of the motif to a form

suitable for processing by DesignAdvisor.

3.3.3 Accessing the component’s colour

One of the issues concerned with the development of DesignSystem was that it had to both

represent and display a garment as close to the real world object as possible. This is reflected

in the way DesignSystem handles the colour of the component.Every yarn is represented as a

set of intensity values obtained from the yarn’s spectral signature. Using this data a texture’s

or motif’s true colour can then be rendered for the user.

In this case a quantitative representation is suitable for rendering the colour of the garment

on the screen. However findings from the interviews with the expert knitwear designer sug-

gested that he/she reasoned in a qualitative fashion and especially when the attribute is the

colour of the garment (see also White & Frederiksen (1990) on how “experts like beginning

novices, make extensive use of qualitative reasoning”).

The colour of the garment in the interview was described in terms of various levels of a

particular colour or a range of colours. Terms such as “low saturation front” or “ red cable”

were used. It then would be reasonable to suggest that if DesignAdvisor was to reason about

colour in this way then a translation from the quantitative representation of the colour to a

suitable qualitative format would be required.

As part of the NeXTSTEP development system, several Objective-C functions are provided

to convert a representation of a colour into many other formats depending on its intended

application. Since the expert knitwear designer eluded to descriptions of colour in terms of

“saturations” and “hues”, the most applicable form to convert the intensity values to was its
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hue, saturation, andbrightness; three floating point values which could be obtained using

one of the predefined NeXTSTEP functions [NXConvertColorToHSB]. Once these three values

were generated, a qualitative description of the colour could then be produced.

NXConvertColorToHSB
([[[yarnDB findYarnWithCode:(const char *)selectedNode->getColour()]

getCIEColourForColour:0] getNXColor],&h,&s,&b);
sprintf(colour,"colour %s ",[self mainColourDescription:h sat:s bright:b]);

Figure 3.11: The author’s Objective-C code to access the colour of the component

Figure 3.11 contains the Objective-C code to convert the intensity values to their corre-

sponding hue/saturation/brightness values. This procedure is quite complex and requires ex-

planation as four different processes are involved in the conversion process. They are:

1. selectedNode->getColour()accesses the code which is indexed to the series of intensity

values.

2. Then [yarnDB findYarnWithCode] finds the yarn’s details corresponding to this colour

code from the database of yarns while the [getCIEColourForColour] method accesses

the intensity values relating to the colour from the yarn’s details.

3. Next [getNXColor] is used to translate these intensity values into the standard represen-

tation of a colour within NeXTSTEP.

4. Finally [NXConvertColorToHSB] converts the colour into its corresponding hue, satura-

tion, and brightness values.

The remaining step is to convert the hue/saturation/brightness values into a qualitative ex-

pression similar to those used by the expert knitwear designer. I wrotemainColourDescription

to achieve this by identifying the colour range or colour group the series of values falls into

and generates the English-like expression. The description is then added to the string which

describes the design component. Figure 3.12 presents the code formainColourDescription.
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- (const char *)mainColourDescription:(float)h sat:(float)s bright:(float)b;
{

char *description;

h=h*360.0;
s=s*100.0;
b=b*100.0;

NX_MALLOC(description,char,30);
if (((h>10.0) && (h<=29.0)) && ((s>=80.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=80.0) && (b<=100.0)))

sprintf(description,"%s","orange");
else if

(((h>=0.0) && (h<=40.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=55.0)) && ((b>=50.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","low-saturation");

else if
(((h>=15.0) && (h<=105.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","yellow");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=80.0)) && ((s>=20.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=50.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","hue-yellow-red");

else if
(((h>=30.0) && (h<=34.0)) && ((s>=19.0) && (s<=24.0)) && ((b>=0.95) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","natural");

else if
(((h>=60.0) && (h<=180.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","green");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=360.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=55.0)) && ((b>=50.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","low-saturation");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=360.0)) && ((s>=70.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","high-saturation");

return description;

}

Figure 3.12: The author’s C code to convert the h/s/b values to a qualitative description

3.3.4 Accessing the size and position of a design component

As described in Section 3.3, the size and position information associated with a texture or motif

can be accessed using the C++ functions or Objective-C methods respectively.

A cartesian coordinate system is used to identify the position of a design component with

the origin located on the top left-hand corner of the garment. Similarly the size of the design

component is measured as the smallest enclosing rectangle that surrounds it. Both the size and

position information are measured in centimetres and stored as floating point numbers within

the structures that represent the design components.
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sprintf(position,"position %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getX());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(position,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getY());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(size,"size %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getWidth());
strcat(string,size);
sprintf(size ,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getHeight());
strcat(string,size);
break;

Figure 3.13: The author’s C++ code to access the position and size information of a texture

Figure 3.13 presents the C++ code I wrote to access the size andposition information of a

texture while Figure 3.14 presents the Objective-C code I wrote to access the same information

for a motif.

sprintf(position,"position \%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getOriginX]);
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(position,"\%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getOriginY);
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(size,"size \%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getWidth]);
strcat(string,size);
sprintf(size ,"\%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getHeight]);
strcat(string,size);
break;

Figure 3.14: The author’s Objective-C code to access the position and size information of a
motif

3.3.5 Accessing the yarn type of the component

The final part of the string generated by the algorithm refersto the yarn type of the design com-

ponent. This reflects the thickness of the wool for knitting the garment. One of the important

factors associated with the yarn type is that the thickness of the wool may prevent the produc-

tion of certain intricate textures. Therefore it is important to have this information available

when reasoning about the garment.

Within DesignSystem the yarn type is represented as a numberbetween 0 and 8. In terms of

readability for the user, this value does not help them to understand the advice DesignAdvisor
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may present to them when its explanation refers to this attribute of the design component. To

provide a more qualitative description of the yarn type, I wrote a C function to convert the

quantitative value to a qualitative description. Figure 3.15 presents this code.

switch(yarnply)
{
case 0: case 1:

sprintf(yarn,"yarn %dply",yarnPly+2);
break;

case 2: case 3: case 4: case 5: case 6:
sprintf(yarn,"yarn %ply",yarnPly*2);
break;

case 7:
sprintf(yarn,"yarn mohair");
break;

case 8:
sprintf(yarn,"yarn chunky");
break;

}

Figure 3.15: The author’s C code to extract the yarn type of a component
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Chapter 4

Identifying a user’s style

Chapter 3 described how the string input to DesignAdvisor is extracted from the garment’s

internal representation in DesignSystem. In this chapter Idescribe the process of generating a

summary of this input for identifying the garment’s style.

This process is part of DesignAdvisor and is implemented in Scheme (Clinger & Rees

1991), a subset of Lisp (Steele 1990). Chapters 5 and 6 describe the second and third part

respectively and are also implemented using Scheme.

The steps to generate the summary of the user’s design presented, are:

1. Parse the string from DesignSystem to extract the necessary information about the user’s

design.

2. Generate a description of the layout of the components on the design; an important indi-

cator of the style of the garment.

3. Summarising the information about the design in a form suitable for use by DesignAd-

visor’s inference mechanism.

In addition, two other problems could be identified at this stage as well and they are:

1. Detecting any overlapping motifs in the design; a possible problem in the overall design

of the garment.
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2. Evaluating the complexity of the design. This measure would be useful if the user is a

novice designer so that the appropriate advice can be given.

4.1 Parsing the string sent by DesignSystem

When designing the parser, it was decided that as many predefined functions in Scheme were to

be used because of the efficient implementation of the primatives within scm4e2 (Jaffer 1995),

the Scheme interpreter.

Based on this assumption, an algorithm was developed which used the Scheme function

search that returns a value reflecting the first position in a string where a particular sub-

string is found. By searching for the start and end positions of a sub-string, this provides

us with a method to extract each individual attribute of a design component on the garment.

Seeparse-string in new-controller.scm of Appendix B for the entire Scheme code. For

example, to extract the colour of the component in the stringpresented below we search for the

start position of the sub-stringcolour, add 7 to it as this will set the pointer at the beginning

of the sub-string that is the value for the colour, and finallysearch for the start position of the

sub-stringposition.

type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation position 0.0 0.0

size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

The sub-string between these two values is extracted as the colour of the component. In this

example it islow-saturation. This value is then added to a structure much like a Lisp property

list which contains all the values for the attributes that make up the component. Each individual

component is represented in its own property list and the entire list of components is stored in a

global structure called*component-list*. Figure 4.1 depicts the resulting structure produced

by the parser after analysing the string sent by DesignSystem.
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Figure 4.1: A depiction of the structure generated by the parser

4.2 Identifying the spatial layout of the design

One of the primary indicators of the design’s style is based on the spatial layout of the compo-

nents on the garment. Unfortunately this is not a trivial problem to solve since it depends on

how one derives a qualitative description of representing the layout. The layout of a design is

normally described in qualitative terms such as”linear pattern layout” or ”geometric pattern

layout” (see Figure 4.2).

As the only data that can be used to describe the layout is based on a set of (x y) values

stored in each of the descriptions of the components making up the garment, a method to

determine the pattern layout based on these values was developed.

The solution is as follows. Starting with the simplest case,identifying a linear pattern

layout is reasonably straightforward. The mathematical process of linear regression provides

an efficient means of generating a floating-point value whichreflects the degree to which a
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Figure 4.2: Examples of two different pattern layouts on a garment

set of values is linear. 1.0 is fully linear while 0.0 is fullynon-linear. In terms of a knitwear

design, a fully linear design is where the components are in astraight line either down the

garment or horizontally along the garment. Therefore we expect the linearity of the left design

in Figure 4.2 to be 1.0 while the right design would return a much smaller value. Extrapolating

the solution to detect other types of non-linear pattern layouts could then be done.

This is the task of three Scheme functions,regress, find-index, andpattern-set which

I wrote to return a quantitative value which describes the linearity of the pattern layout of the

garment. Seenew-controller.scm for definitions of these functions in Appendix B. The

computed value is then passed to another function which produces a corresponding qualitative

description, a process which is described in Chapter 5.

The value is computed using the algorithm below:

INPUT: L = A list containing the (x y) values describing the positionsof the motifs.

1. AnalyseL using the functionregress producing the valueCa.

2. If the computed value is 1.0 (fully linear) then return this value as the result of the algo-

rithm.
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3. If the computed value is less than 1.0 then

(a) SplitL into two sublists,La andLb using the mid point ofL as the partition point.

(b) Apply regress to the sublistsLa andLb producing two more valuesCb andCc.

(c) The final value of the linearity of the points is then computed as (Ca+Cb+Cc)/3

which is the average of the linearity of each of the lists.

Figure 4.3: Path taken to calculate the linearity of the components

Figure 4.3 demonstrates how this works and what values are obtained using these series of

functions. The arrows on each design indicate what pathregress has taken to compute these

values in this example. It is possible with this algorithm todetect linear, circular, repeating,

and geometric (where the layout is in a square) layouts.

4.3 Summarising component information

The contents of the string sent by DesignSystem to DesignAdvisor is a list of the design com-

ponents. In order to infer the design style of the garment, a global summary of the entire design
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is required to be generated. I implemented five functions, each employing a specific algorithm,

to generate this summary. Each function takes as input a collection of values of a particu-

lar attribute type from*component-list* and summarises this information to be added to a

structure that contains the summary of the design known as*user-design*.

A brief description of the functions is presented:infer-pattern-type is used to identify

the overall pattern type of the user’s design,infer-pattern-layout identifies the pattern

layout of the user’s design,infer-the-colours identifies the main colour and summarises

the nature of the contrasting colours within the user’s design, infer-stitch-type identifies

the overall stitch type of the garment, and finallyinfer-yarn-type identifies the overall yarn

type of the garment.new-controller.scm in Appendix B contains the Scheme definitions

of these functions. These functions are described in the sub-sections below. The same design

presented in Figure 4.4 is used as the example throughout this section.

Figure 4.4: Design used in example for identification of user’s style
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4.3.1 Obtaining the pattern type of the garment

Most knitwear designs normally consist of at least one texture composing the base-garment.

Other textures and motifs may also be added. Both the number oftextures and motifs contribute

to the overall pattern type of the garment. In the interview,it was found that the expert knitwear

designer, in order to ascertain the pattern type, used an implicit hierarchy built up from the type

of components on the design. For example, in a design, motifspossess more weighting than

the textures because they affect the overall choice of stitch type used to knit the garment. A

design with one or two textures on it but also containing a motif is known as amotif pattern

type because of the extra importance associated with the presence of the motif on the garment.

Conversely, where a design has a large number of textures and only one or two motifs, it is

regarded as atexturepattern type; since the focus is now on the various textures.

To enable the correct decision to be made about the pattern type, the decision-making

process of the expert knitwear designer is required to be emulated. An array is used to store the

different pattern types that may appear on a design. Each position in the array corresponds to a

particular pattern type:motif , cable(a special form of texture), andtexture with initial values

0, 0, and 1. The 1 in thetexture category reflects that there is already a texture present in the

design, namely the base-garment. When the rest of the design is interrogated and each design

component identified, the appropriate position in the arrayis incremented; +1 for a texture and

+2 for a motif. These weights have been chosen so that the detection of a motif on the design

will bias the overall decision of the pattern type to bemotif. Thus in order for the design to be

regarded as atexturepattern type the design must have considerably more textures on it than

motifs. The array position with the highest value wins over identifying the pattern type of the

design.infer-pattern-type in new-controller.scm is the Scheme implementation of the

procedure. Figure 4.5 depicts*user-design* after the list of components has been passed

throughinfer-pattern-type.
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type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation
position 0.0 0.0 size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

type motif description dinosaur colour many
position 13.0 10.0 size 16.0 14.0 yarn 8ply

type texture description moss stitch colour low-saturation
position 0.0 27.0 size 37.0 3.0 yarn 8ply

passed through infer-pattern-type will be

(design-name user-design pattern-type motif pattern-layout ()
main-colour () contrast-colour ()
stitch-type () yarn-type ())

Figure 4.5:*user-design* after*component-list* applied toinfer-pattern-type

4.3.2 Obtaining the pattern layout of the garment

As described in Section 4.2, a solution to the problem of producing a quantitative value re-

flecting the pattern layout of the design components is detailed. To implement the solution in

Schemeinfer-pattern-layout generates a new list containing the (x y) position informa-

tion found in*component-list*. This new list is then passed topattern-set which uses the

position information to calculate the linearity of the pattern layout.

Figure 4.6 depicts*user-design* after the list of components has been passed through

infer-pattern-layout. Seenew-controller.scm in Appendix B for the definition of the

functioninfer-pattern-layout.

type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation
position 0.0 0.0 size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

type motif description dinosaur colour many
position 13.0 10.0 size 16.0 14.0 yarn 8ply

type texture description moss stitch colour low-saturation
position 0.0 27.0 size 37.0 3.0 yarn 8ply

passed through infer-pattern-layout will be

(design-name user-design pattern-type motif pattern-layout 2.5
main-colour () contrast-colour ()
stitch-type () yarn-type ())

Figure 4.6:*user-design* after*component-list* applied toinfer-pattern-layout
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4.3.3 Obtaining the colours of the garment

Every design component on the garment has a colour associated with it. Findings from the

analysis of the interview with the expert knitwear designerfound that she summarised these

colours into two groupings: themain colourand the nature of the colours associated with

the rest of the design components thatcontrastthis main colour. To extract this information

algorithmically from the*component-list* required:

1. Identifying the largest texture in the garment. The colour of this texture would become

the main colour of the garment, and

2. Analysing the other textures in the user’s design and producing a summary of the type of

colours used. This would then be the description of the contrasting colours.

Note that an assumption was made that the colour informationof the motifs be not included

in the above calculation since motifs could have anywhere between 1 and 8 colours associated

with them and this would increase the complexity of identifying one particular colour as the

main colour. Furthermore motifs normally do not constitutea significant part of the garment in

most designs. The main colour and contrast colours are computed using the algorithm below:

INPUT: L = A list containing all the components in the design.

1. Initialise the largest textureTmax to 0.

2. Initialise the number of contrasting coloursC to 0.

3. Remove all the motifs listL retaining all the textures.

4. For each textureTi in L do

(a) If the area ofTi is greater than the area ofTmax then setTmax to Ti.
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5. Update themain-colour slot*component-list* as the colour ofTmax.

6. For each textureTi in L do

(a) Compare the colour ofTi to Tmax. If it is different then incrementC by 1.

7. If C = 0 then update thecontrast-colour slot of*component-list* asno-contrast.

8. If C = 1 then update thecontrast-colour slot of*component-list* ascontrasting.

9. If C > 1 then update thecontrast-colour slot of*component-list* asmultiple.

Steps 1-5 constitute the process of identifying the main colour. The more difficult task of iden-

tifying the contrast colour is detailed in steps 6-9. It was decided that by counting the number

of other colours in the garment, we could obtain a qualitative description of the contrasting

colours in the garment. Figure 4.7 depicts*user-design* after the list of components has

been passed throughinfer-the-colours.

type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation
position 0.0 0.0 size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

type motif description dinosaur colour many
position 13.0 10.0 size 16.0 14.0 yarn 8ply

type texture description moss stitch colour low-saturation
position 0.0 27.0 size 37.0 3.0 yarn 8ply

passed through infer-the-colours will be

(design-name user-design pattern-type motif pattern-layout 2.5
main-colour low-saturation contrast-colour no-contrast
stitch-type () yarn-type ())

Figure 4.7:*user-design* after*component-list* applied toinfer-the-colours

4.3.4 Obtaining the stitch type of the garment

To produce a summary of the entire garment’s stitch type an algorithm was designed to emulate

the same inference process used by the expert knitwear designer. In the interview, when she
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identified the stitch type of the garment, it was observed that if the garment consisted of only

one stitch type then thenameof that stitch type was used. Otherwise a qualitative description

of thenumberof stitch types on the garment was applied to garments composed of two or more

stitches. This is then sufficient enough for deciding the eventual design style of the garment in

terms of the stitch type.

For example, the description of the components in Figure 4.8contains one stitch type,

namelymoss stitchthat forms all the textures on the garment. If there were morethan one

stitch type then the valuemultiple would be used instead. This value is then added to the

stitch-type slot within *user-design*. Figure 4.8 depicts*user-design* after the list of

components has been passed throughinfer-stitch-type.

type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation
position 0.0 0.0 size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

type motif description dinosaur colour many
position 13.0 10.0 size 16.0 14.0 yarn 8ply

type texture description moss stitch colour low-saturation
position 0.0 27.0 size 37.0 3.0 yarn 8ply

passed through infer-stitch-type will be

(design-name user-design pattern-type motif pattern-layout 2.5
main-colour low-saturation contrast-colour no-contrast
stitch-type moss-stitch yarn-type ())

Figure 4.8:*user-design* after*component-list* applied toinfer-stitch-type

4.3.5 Obtaining the yarn type

The final task in generating the summary of the user’s design is to include the yarn type within

*user-design*. Since this piece of data is already in an appropriate form, no further pro-

cessing need be done to obtain this piece of information. A straightforward interrogation

of the design component is made and the value added to*user-design* Figure 4.9 depicts

*user-design* after the list of components has been passed throughinfer-yarn-type.
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type texture description base-garment colour low-saturation
position 0.0 0.0 size 37.0 51.0 yarn 8ply

type motif description dinosaur colour many
position 13.0 10.0 size 16.0 14.0 yarn 8ply

type texture description moss stitch colour low-saturation
position 0.0 27.0 size 37.0 3.0 yarn 8ply

passed through infer-yarn-type will be

(design-name user-design pattern-type motif pattern-layout 2.5
main-colour low-saturation contrast-colour no-contrast
stitch-type moss-stitch yarn-type 8ply)

Figure 4.9:*user-design* after*component-list* applied toinfer-yarn-type

Once the summary has been generated, the next stage is to apply *user-design* to a

process that expands this summary amending other information about the design in order to

identify the design’s style.

4.4 Two other problems in knitwear design

One of the other issues addressed when developing DesignAdvisor, was that the system should

also aid the user with any serious problems that may occur when designing a knitted garment

irrespective of the style of the design. There are two cases where this occurs:

1. Detecting overlapping motifs, and

2. Monitoring the design complexity of the garment.

They are addressed below.

4.4.1 Detecting overlapping motifs

Overlapping motifs could result if a user decides to position them too close together or the user

actually places a motif on top of another. The outcome of sucha condition is that erroneous

details about how to knit the garment will be produced when DesignSystem generated the
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knitting pattern for the user. In other words, DesignSystemat present, cannot produce a pattern

with overlapping motifs.

However, using the size and position information of the motifs, an algorithm has been

developed to quickly detect this problem. The approach taken is to compare two motifs at a

time until all motifs have been checked or that an overlapping pair has been detected. The

algorithm is presented below:

INPUT: A set of four lists:Posx - containing the x position of the motifs,Posy - containing

the y position of the motifs,Px - containing the widths of the motifs, andPy - containing the

heights of the motifs.

1. Initialise overlapO to 0 andN to the number of motifs.

2. For each motifNi in N do

(a) If Posy−1 < Posy then

i. If Posx + Px > Posx−1 andPosy−1 + Py−1> Posy then setO to 1.

ii. Else if Posy + Py > Py−1 andPosx−1 + Px−1 > Posx then setO to 1.

(b) If O = 1 then terminate loop.

The statementPosy−1 < Posy is used to check to see where one motif lies either above or

below another. Depending on the outcome of this test, a different test is then used. The algo-

rithm described above is implemented in Scheme. Seecheck-position in new-controller.

scm of Appendix B for its definition. The origin of a motif on the garment is taken as a point

at the top left-hand corner of the smallest enclosing rectangle that surrounds it.

Figure 4.10 demonstrates how an overlap is detected using this algorithm. Motif 2 has the

valuesPosx=0, Posy=11, Px=16, andPy=14. Motif 1 has the valuesPosx−1=7, Posy−1=6,
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Px−1=16, andPy−1=14. We then assume that Motif 2 is being compared to Motif 1 because

Motif 1 has been placed over the top of Motif 2.

In Case 1 an overlap has occurred and computed in the followingmanner:Posy−1 < Posy

so the test (a)i is used. 0+16>7 and 6+14>11. Both conditions hold true thus detecting an

overlap.

Case 2 presents a situation where no overlap has occurred and computed in the following

manner.Posy−1 < Posy so the test (a)i is used. 0+16<17 and 0+14>11. Only one condition

holds indicating no overlap.

Figure 4.10: Example cases of overlapping and non-overlapping motifs
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If there are more than two motifs on the garment then Motif 3 would then be compared to

Motif 2 and so on. Termination of the loop occurs when an overlap has occurred identifying

one of the offending motifs.

4.4.2 The complexity of the garment

As more and more motifs and textures are added to a garment design, the complexity of the

design increases. Allowing a novice designer to put too manyof these design components may

result in a design that they cannot knit for this very reason.

I view the complexity of the garment as an important aspect ofthe user’s design. Without

the appropriate knitting experience, novices may find it difficult to reproduce a motif, even

with explicit instructions. Textures also present some problems when attempting to knit them

depending how intricate they are.

As a measure to alleviate the design complexity, a check on the number of design compo-

nents is made periodically so that the design does not becometoo complicated for the expe-

rience level of the designer. To achieve this, a count is madeof *component-list* and this

count compared against a predefined value that is based on theexperience level of the designer.

If this value exceeds the predefined value then a flag is set so that an appropriate explanation

may be generated for the user.
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Chapter 5

The rule base and inference engine

5.1 Introduction

Once the summary of the user’s design has been generated by the processes described in Chap-

ter 4, its contents can then be passed to the inference engineto identify the design style of

the garment. Two main processes occur at this stage. The firstprocess generates the working

memory from the contents of*user-design* to be used as input to the inference engine. Part

of this task is to expand the description of the user’s designto include constraints that indicate

how closely the values of the attributes in the summary adhere to a particular design style type.

This extra information is used to support the conflict resolution strategies incorporated in the

inference mechanism as well as to guide the flow of inference.

The other process is to apply this working memory to the rule base of design styles using a

forward chaining inference mechanism. The inference mechanism is described and in addition,

a background on knowledge bases, and representations are discussed.

5.2 Acquisition and architecture of knowledge-bases

Knowledge is a key element of any expert system. Hart (1986, p. 29) states that “...the extrac-

tion and formulation of this information is often more difficult than the designing or decision
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making process’. In fact Rolston (1988, p. 157) describes theprocess of knowledge acquisition

as “an art and a bottleneck in the construction of ESs”. Various techniques can be employed

to glean this information and these include interviews withthe expert, observing the expert at

work, or getting the expert to fill out surveys or questionnaires. Each has its own degree of suc-

cess depending on the nature of the knowledge to be elicited.Liou (1992) presents a review of

such methods and the pitfalls associated with them. More recently, methods proposed to auto-

mate the task of knowledge acquisition include GAS (Chien & Ho1992) a customisable knowl-

edge extraction tool, using CBR to elicit the knowledge (Yamaguti & Kurematsu 1992), auto-

matically generating patterns from untagged text in a corpus (Riloff 1996), acquiring knowl-

edge from encyclopedic texts (Gomez, Hull & Segami 1995), and extracting knowledge from

decision support systems (Sawar, Cole & Smith 1992).

The task of acquiring the knowledge from the expert knitweardesigner had its own prob-

lems. Knitwear design, on the whole, is not a well defined process and this is compounded by

the fact that it is purely subjective. Furthermore, different designers focus on different aspects

of a garment, such as the colours of the garment, or the type oftextures, as the main criteria for

generating their designs.

Choosing the best knowledge elicitation technique turned out not to be quite a straight-

forward task. As I had little experience in knitwear design,it was not possible to develop

a sufficiently detailed survey for the knitwear designer. Observing the knitwear designers at

work will not help since it will not reveal what issues they will be considering when creating

their design. Therefore the only option was to interview theknitwear designer. This also has

the advantage that I could start with general questions about knitwear design, and then based

on the knitwear designers answers, develop more detailed questions with which to extract the

process of knitwear design and style from the designer. Thisis similar to that of Rolston (1988,

p. 161) where a hierarchical method of knowledge acquisition is proposed.
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Thus, early on in the development of DesignAdvisor, an interview was set up between

Alliance Textile’s head knitwear designer and myself. The objective of the interview was to

both identify what aspects of a garment were used in the decision about its style and any aspects

of the design process that could be incorporated into the method in which DesignAdvisor

reasoned about the garment. More details on the interview process and the results can be

found in Appendix C. A summary of the process and results are presented below.

The method used in the interview was to present the expert with various knitting patterns

that were already present in the Alliance catalogue. Some ofthe patterns had been designed by

the expert while others had not. Questions about various aspects of the design with particular

focus on how they arrived at identifying the style were asked. These included such questions

as how they arrived at the colour of the garment and what factors influenced the layout of the

components in the design.

Once the criteria for identifying the design style had been extracted, a new series of ques-

tions were then directed at the expert to determine what sortof inference process was used to

make these decisions. The intention of this set of questionswas to reveal the kind of infer-

ence mechanism that needs to be implemented. The results of the analysis produced several

important concepts about the style of the garment:

1. There is only one well defined style, namely theAran style of garment. Most of the

other styles that designers speak of are purely their own. Nonetheless I have decided to

consider four different styles, namely:Psychedelic, Bad-Taste, 1920’s-Geometric, and

theAranstyle.

2. A style of garment can be expressed in terms of six attributes: thepattern type, pattern

layout, main colour, contrasting colours, stitch type, andyarn type. These six attributes

are detailed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3.
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3. The values of the above attributes are expressed as quantitative values. Expressions such

as“red colour” or “circular pattern type” were used by the knitwear design expert as

their basis for their evaluation of a style of a design. If an expert system was to reason

about the garment’s style then the quantitative values in which DesignSystem represents

the user’s garment would somehow have to be translated into the corresponding qualita-

tive descriptions.

4. Another important aspect of the reasoning process derived from the designer was that

the values for the attributes that are part of a particular design style could also appear

in other styles, to some degree, as well. To implement this inthe knowledge-base a

value, known as theconstraintvalue, was added that reflected the degree to which a

value of an attribute belongs to a particular style. For example, the colourgreen is a

colour that can only be associated with a few design styles therefore the appropriate

constraintvalue is used to reflect this fact. The intention of these constraint values is

to aid the inference engine by limiting the styles to which a particular value can be

associated. Four constraint values are used:Free, Loose, Firm, andStrict. The Free

constraint value indicates that any values can be used for anattribute within a specified

design style while theStrict constraint value reduces the range of values an attribute can

have within a particular design style. For example, the value low-saturationis a value

that can be used in themain-colour attribute of the*user-design*. A low-saturation

colour applies more to anAran design style than to any of the others defined, therefore

theStrict constraint is used to reflect this.

Table 5.1 contains the definition of the four styles used. Theattributes and constraints are

listed in the columns while the four styles are listed down the rows. The values for each of

the attributes can either represent a type such ascablewhich describes a cable texture type, a

singular value such as4ply, or a range such asred or high-saturation. The description of the
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pattern layouts relate to the value obtained from the functionpattern-layout.

Table 5.1: Design Styles

Pattern Type Pattern Layout Main Colour Contrast Colour Stitch Type Yarn Type

Psychedelic

Constraint: Free Free Firm Firm Firm Loose

Values: motif geometric high-saturation high-saturation multiple multiple

linear spiral contrasting

fair-isle circular

cable repeating

texture h-repeating

Bad Taste

Constraint: Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm

Values: geometric geometric high-saturation high-saturation multiple single

fair-isle linear yellow contrasting 4ply

spiral green mohair

circular orange

1920’s Geometric

Constraint: Strict Strict Strict Strict Strict Strict

Values: motif geometric low-saturation high-saturation single single

geometric linear hue-yellow-red complimentary stocking 4ply

linear 6ply

8ply

Aran

Constraint: Strict Firm Strict Strict Firm Strict

Values: cable geometric natural no-contrast stocking single

texture linear low-saturation moss 4ply

h-repeating 8ply

10ply

12ply
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Values such asrepeating relate to layouts that have the same pattern repeating down the

garment whileh-repeatingrelates to the same pattern occurring in a horizontal direction across

the garment. Constraint values associated with thePsychedelicdesign style allow just about

all the pattern types and layouts. In contrast the1920’s-Geometricdesign style restricts this

choice to two pattern types due to the constraint value associated with this attribute.

Design styles are stored within DesignAdvisor knowledge-base as records. All the styles

are stored in a global list known as*design-styles*. Figure 5.1 presents the Scheme code

to define one of the styles called theBad-Tastedesign style. The knowledge base is used

when generating the suggestions presented to the user. To read and write the slots within this

structure the Scheme functionsread-design-slot andwrite-design-slot are used.

(design-design-name-set! (car *design-styles*)
’bad-taste)

(design-pattern-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(geometric fair-isle))

(design-pattern-layout-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(geometric linear spiral circular repeating))

(design-main-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation yellow orange green))

(design-contrast-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation contrasting))

(design-stitch-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(multiple))

(design-yarn-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(single 4ply mohair chunky))

Figure 5.1: The definition theBad-Tastestyle within the knowledge base

5.3 Generating the working memory

DesignAdvisor’s working memory, generated from*user-design*, is the product of two main

tasks. One task is to generate a constraint value that reflects the degree to which a particular

value of an attribute is associated with one of the predefinedstyles. The other task is to then

format both the constraint and attribute values in the same form as the representation of the
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rules in the rule-base.

To generate the constraint values, each attribute has a corresponding function that calcu-

lates a floating point value between 0.0 and 1.0 which denotesthe degree of constraint. These

functions are known aspattern-type, pattern-layout, main-colour, contrast-colour,

stitch-type, andyarn-type. Seefuzzy.scm in Appendix B for the definition of these func-

tions. The degree of constraint is then passed to another function call-constraint which

converts this quantitative value to one of eitherFree, Loose, Firm, or Strict. For exampleFree

corresponds to a constraint value of range 0.0 to 0.25.

Taking themain-colour as an example, the constraint value is generated by this function in

conjunction with a list that contains all the possible values the particular attribute can possess.

Each of the other functions has a corresponding list associated with it. These lists are similarly

ordered so that values that have corresponding constraint values such asFirm or Strict appear

further up the list. In the case of themain-colour function this list is known as*main-colour*

defined below.

(define *main-colour*

’(yellow orange green high-saturation hue-yellow-red low-saturation natural))

Calculating the constraint value is then based on the position in the list where the attribute’s

value appears. As some values for attributes can have more than one constraint value associ-

ated with them, a normalisation process is included withinpattern-layout, main-colour,

contrast-colour, stitch-type, andyarn-type to return a value that is the average of the

attribute’s constraint values.

Continuing with themain-colour function as an example, if the attributes value is‘‘low-

saturation’’ then the resulting output will be(‘‘low-saturatio n-main-colour’’ 0.85)

; a list containing two elements. The first is the original value reformatted to be in the form

for the rule-base and the second element is the constraint value. This output is then applied to
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call-constraint resulting in(‘‘low-saturation-main-colour’’ ‘‘strict-main-colo

ur’’ being produced.

Finally the reformatted user-design data is added to the working memory. The function

call-fuzzy-engine converts the string output produced bycall-constraint to symbols

and then adds this to the working memory. For example, if we take the example output

(‘‘low-saturation-main-colour’’ ‘‘strict-main-colour’’) and apply this tocall-

fuzzy-engine, then the resulting output will be((main-colour low-saturation-main-co

lour) (main-colour-constraint strict-main-colour)).

Figure 5.2: Translation process of user’s design to the working memory

Figure 5.2 presents an example user design and the resultingworking memory when each

attribute has been passed through its corresponding function and the resulting output added

to the working memory. Each attribute has now been expanded to contain the value of the

attribute and its associated constraint value reformatted.
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5.4 The structure of the rules

Another aspect of the expert system part of DesignAdvisor isthe rule base used by the inference

mechanism. The rule base mirrors the information containedin the predefined styles of the

knowledge base shown in Table 5.1. Each rule has an antecedent and a consequent. The

antecedent comprises of two main parts: A constraint value associated with an attribute and a

set of values the attribute can take. An example of such a ruleis presented in Figure 5.3.

(rule8 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl (linear-pattern-layout))
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

Figure 5.3: Example of a rule contained in DesignAdvisor’s rule-base

This rule means “If the pattern layout constraint value is firm and the pattern layout is linear

then the pattern layout is aBad-Tastepattern layout”.

All the style rules are stored in a list structure known as*design-rules*. The current

implementation of DesignAdvisor has 65 of these rules. The variables?pc and?pl are instan-

tiated with values that are contained in the*working-memory* by the inference engine while

the==> separates the antecedent from the consequent. A listing of all the rules can be found in

thedesign-rules.scm module of Appendix B.

5.5 The inference engine

At the heart of DesignAdvisor is its inference engine which applies the rules of design style

described in Section 5.4 to*working-memory* identifying the design style of the garment. Its

implementation is based on a similar process by which the expert knitwear designer came to

her conclusion about the style of a design.
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Different aspects of the garment were combined to form a general picture of the design and

this progressively led her to a conclusion about the style ofthe design. I believe that this is an

example of a forward chaining strategy and have implementedthis as part of DesignAdvisor.

The code of Hasemer & Domingue (1989, pp. 379–387) was used asthe basis for im-

plementing the inference engine. This code is an example of afull expert system shell with

conflict resolution written in Lisp. To enable it to be integrated into DesignAdvisor, the Lisp

code was translated into Scheme and additional functions written by the author to complete

the interface into the rest of DesignAdvisor. Appendix B contains the full listing of the expert

system inesshell.scm.

5.5.1 How the inference engine functions

Input to the inference engine consists of three sets of data:the rule-base, the contents of

*working-memory*, and a goal state that will terminate the inference process.Figure 5.4

contains the definition of the top level function in Scheme that invokes the inference engine.

(define (ps ruleset working-memory goal)
(set! *working-memory* working-memory)
(set! ruleset (get *rules* ruleset))
;; we now have to initialise the rule-set
(initialise-ruleset ruleset)
(production-system ruleset goal))

Figure 5.4: Scheme code to invoke the inference engine. Adapted from Hasemer and
Domingue (1989, p. 381)

Central to the operation of the inference engine is a function, production-system, which

matches each rule in turn to the data stored in*working-memory* by instantiating the ? vari-

ables in each rule with the data via a pattern matching algorithm that is part of the Hasemer &

Domingue (1989) expert system. If the antecedents of the rule match the data in*working-mem

ory* then the rule is added to a list of potential matching rules. Figure 5.5 presents the function
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find-rule-to-fire andrecognise-rule that are used in this process.

(define (find-rule-to-fire ruleset)
(conflict-resolution
(remove ’() (map (lambda (rule)

(recognise-rule rule)) ruleset))))

(defmacro recognise-rule (rule)
‘(let ((environment (match-antecedent (get ,rule ’antecedent) ’())))

(cond ((not (fail environment))
(put ,rule ’instantiation (instantiate (get ,rule ’consequent) environment))
,rule)

(else ’()))))

Figure 5.5: Scheme code forfind-rule-to-fire andrecognise-rule. Adapted from Hase-
mer and Domingue (1989, pp. 380–382)

As the pattern matching algorithm may produce a set of rules that could conflict with each

other, a set of conflict resolution strategies are present inthe inference engine to filter out these

conflicting rules. The objective of these strategies is to produce a set of rules that have either

little or no conflict in them. These strategies are:

1. find-least-recently-fired-rules. Returns all the matching rules that fired least

recently.

2. simplest-instantiations. Returns all the rules that are of the least complexity, that

is those that have a one attribute/one constraint pairing.

3. find-first. The first rule in the set of matching rules.

Figure 5.6 is the main function which applies the set of potential matching rules to the

conflict resolution strategies. The conflict strategies arecalled in a particular order so that the

only rules left to match will be those which reflect the current state of the user’s design.
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(define (conflict-resolution matching-rules)
(set! matching-rules (fireable-rules matching-rules))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (find-least-recently-fired-rules matching-rules)))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (simplest-instantiations matching-rules)))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (find-first matching-rules)))
matching-rules)

Figure 5.6: Scheme code to invoke the conflict resolution strategies. Adapted from Hasemer
and Domingue (1989, p. 383)

Next the set of matching rules are fired and the resulting consequences of the rules added to

the working memory. The functionfire-rule controls this process and its definition presented

in Figure 5.7. As an example, if the*working-memory* described in Figure 5.2 is passed

through the inference engine then the extra information added to the list is presented in Figure

5.8.

(define (fire-rule rule cycle-number)
(cond ((not (null? rule))
(let ((instantiation-to-fire (instantiation rule)))

(set! *working-memory*
(append instantiation-to-fire

*working-memory*))
;; store the instantiation of the previous fired
;; instantiations of the rule
(add-previous-fired-instantiation
rule instantiation-to-fire)
(note-cycle-last-fired rule cycle-number)))

(else #f)))

Figure 5.7: Scheme code to fire a rule and add it to*working-memory*. Adapted from Hase-
mer and Domingue (1989, p. 382)
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The final step in the inference process is to analyse this extra information added to*workin

g-memory* and from it identify the design style that appears the most. For example, if we

examine the contents of*working-memory* in Figure 5.8, we find that the design has satisfied

more of theBad-Tasteattributes than any of the other design styles in the knowledge base.

We can then assume the the user is heading towards aBad-Tastestyle. Once this has been

confirmed, the degree to which the user is heading towards this style has to be ascertained.

Building a model of what the user is doing allows this to be achieved. From this user model

the appropriate suggestions can be generated. This task is the topic of the next chapter.

((1920s-geometric-yarn-type)
(bad-taste-stitch-type)
(psychedelic-stitch-type)
(bad-taste-contrast-colour)
(psychedelic-contrast-colour)
(aran-main-colour)
(1920s-geometric-main-colour)
(bad-taste-pattern-layout)
(aran-pattern-type))

Figure 5.8: Information added to*working-memory* after application to the inference engine
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Chapter 6

The explanation facility

6.1 Introduction

The final stage of the Scheme module of DesignAdvisor is to generate a text explanation for

the user. The explanation contains mainly suggestions for changing some aspects of the user’s

garment which do not fit the design style that DesignAdvisor thought what the garment should

be. In some cases suggestions about how to rectify such problems as overlapping motifs or an

overly complex design may also be included.

This chapter reviews the literature on explanation generation, describes how in DesignAd-

visor a user model is used to aid in the production of the suggestions, and details how the

suggestions are generated.

6.2 Background to explanation generation

The primary objective of any intelligent design system is toaid the user. Unless it can impart

its decisions as succinctly as possible, the user may fail tocomprehend and may thus loose faith

in the system’s ability to analyse and help them in their design process. I believe that the focus

of an intelligent design system should not only be on the inference mechanisms but also on

its ability to advise the user. Of all the papers reviewed, three papers primarily influenced the
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final method in which the explanations were produced and theyare: GREBE (Branting 1992),

a system that justifies conclusions of law cases, a consultative on line help system (Gwei &

Foxley 1990), and REX (Wick & Thompson 1992), a reconstructive explanation system.

6.2.1 GREBE

GREBE (GeneRator of Exemplar Based Explanations) (Branting 1992) uses CBR, legal rules,

and common sense knowledge to determine and justify legal consequences of new cases. The

form of the explanation produced by GREBE is a memorandum that justifies the legal conclu-

sion in terms of the applicable precedents and legal rules relating to that new case. GREBE

generates three types of explanations:

1. Trivial - based on propositions that could be easily instantiated.

2. Rule Based - explanations based on the consequent of a rule.

3. Case Based - explanations based on the similarity between new and earlier cases.

In the development of GREBE, the critical issue was finding a method to identify the degree

of similarity between two cases and from this to generate theexplanation. Of relevance to

DesignAdvisor was the nature of the method used to find the similarities between two cases.

By decomposing the cases into a series of prepositions one canthen compare similar facts.

DesignAdvisor generates its suggestions in the same manneralthough the focus here is on the

differences between styles.

6.2.2 An on-line help system for UNIX

Most, if not all, operating systems possess some form of on-line help to aid the user in learning

about commands relating to such activities as file management or process control. Gwei &
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Foxley (1990) explore issues in improving on-line help systems by concentrating on these

three areas:

1. Developing user models to enable the explanations to match that user’s particular needs.

2. Categorising explanations in a way which enables more appropriate information to be

presented.

3. Incorporating a good interface which allows the users to communicate via natural lan-

guage.

The nature of this help is presented in three different forms:

1. Educative help which not only addresses the users currentrequest but further educates

them on the command.

2. Descriptive help which introduces how the command works.

3. Reason giving help which provides help on why the command isused.

To effectively support the user when aiding them during a session, a user profile is built so

that the system can better tailor its explanations to the user’s need and experience. Indicators

such as the frequency of help obtained or the number of times acommand was incorrectly used

provide the data by which the user profile is generated.

When DesignSystem was initially developed, it was tailored to meet the needs of inexperi-

enced knitwear designers. Therefore the advice generated by DesignAdvisor was also directed

at this group of people. Since then it was found that the system could also be used by more

experienced knitwear designers which may not require such verbose explanations presented to

them.

A method of tailoring the explanation to the experience level of the user based on the

methods presented in Gwei & Foxley (1990) was then implemented. However the user specifies
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his/her level of experience at the beginning of each sessionwith DesignSystem. If no level is

chosen then it is assumed the user is a novice and the explanation is generated accordingly.

6.2.3 A reconstructive expert system explanation

Finally, one of the most important aspects of an explanationfacility is that the explanation need

not be a trace of the problem solving steps of the expert. In fact the explanation itself becomes

a complex problem-solving process that depends not only on the actual line of reasoning, but

also on additional knowledge of the domain. To construct explanations like these is the job

of REX (Wick & Thompson 1992), an explanation system which examines its own trace of

reasoning and supplements it with its knowledge of the problem domain, before providing an

explanation.

The objective of the system was to present the explanations in such a way as to enlighten the

user so that they are further educated on the knowledge domain. This aspect of an explanation

facility was especially important when developing DesignAdvisor as it was not the line of

reasoning that was important but the actual suggestions generated from the conclusions made

by the inference engine. Novice knitwear designers would especially benefit from explanations

of this form.

6.3 Implementation of the user model

As proposed in Chapter 2, DesignAdvisor is not just intended to be an intelligent design aid but

also to train or educate the user on good design style. To effectively identify those areas where

the design may be lacking in its composition requires some model of what the user is doing

to be developed. In the explanation systems reviewed in Section 6.2, a model of the user also

features to support the explanation process. I believe thatDesignAdvisor should also address
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the issue of explanation generation in this way. Therefore the method of explanation generation

proposed is based on a combination of a user model reflecting the state of their design and their

chosen level of experience in knitwear design.

The user model in DesignAdvisor is less complex than others proposed because of the

nature of the people who may use DesignSystem. As DesignSystem is used in a shop environ-

ment, a person may use the system only once resulting in not enough time to warrant keeping

a record of the user for future reference. Also it is difficultto model the user’s intentions as it

does not rely on past cases to direct the suggestions generated for the user. That is, the system

is only interested in what he/she is doing in the current session.

To implement the user model the structure*working-designs* was created. The functions

count-satisfied-parameters, determine-possible-style, design-satisfied?,

reset-other-working-designs, and the controlling functionexplain all operate on this

structure to generate the suggestions.

6.4 Explanation generation in DesignAdvisor

To generate the suggestions sent back to DesignSystem requires three main steps: Similarities

between the user’s design and the inferred design style DesignAdvisor believes the design to be

are found using an algorithm based on Branting (1992). This process relies on the user model

*working-designs*. The differences become the initial input to the explanation generator.

Next the explanation is generated depending on the level of expertise of the designer. Finally

additional explanations dealing with overlapping motifs and the complexity of the design are

added if required. Once this process is finished, explanations of the type found in Figure 6.1

are produced.

In this example the suggestions are tailored for the novice designer by also providing them
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with definitions of the design attributes, a concept influenced by the work of Gwei & Foxley

(1990). In addition, the structure of the explanation has been composed to read as naturally as

possible so that the user gets the most benefit from the explanation as in Wick & Thompson

(1992).

I’m quite sure you are heading towards a bad taste garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.
A bad taste style suggests a geometric pattern type. The pattern type describes the
components that make up the garment.
To do this:
1. Include squares,circles or other geometric shapes.
2. Or have on part of it a fair-isle design.

A bad taste style suggests a high saturation main colour. The main colour
covers the major area of the garment.
To do this:
1. Make the main colour of the garment high saturation.
2. Or make the main colour of the garment yellow.
3. Or make the main colour of the garment orange.

A bad taste style suggests a high saturation contrast colour. The contrast colours are one
or more colours that complement or contrast the main colour.
To do this:
1. Make the dinosaur panel a high saturation contrast colour.
2. Or make the double moss stitch panel a high saturation contrast colour.

Figure 6.1: Example of an explanation produced by DesignAdvisor’s explanation facility for
an inexperienced knitwear designer

6.4.1 Detecting similarities between styles

One of the first tasks in generating the explanation is to identify the design style that appears

most in the*working-memory* as this becomes the design style of the user’s garment. Part

of this process is also to match values between the user’s garment and the knowledge base of

design styles.

The complete process is depicted in Figure 6.2. Contents of*working-memory* are com-

pared against the design styles stored in the knowledge base. Where there is a match between

the values in*working-memory* and the value in a design style*working-designs* is then

updated.
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Figure 6.2: The information flow of the style matcher

Next, the contents of*working-designs* are then passed into a function which counts

how many attributes of a particular design style have been satisfied. The design style with

the highest count then becomes the design style to which DesignAdvisor believes the user’s

garment to be and reflected in*possible-style*. Finally the*possible-style* and its

relevant information from*working-designs* are passed to the main function which builds

the explanation proper. As an example, the contents of*working-memory* passed to this

process are:

((1920s-geometric-yarn-type)

(bad-taste-stitch-type)

(psychedelic-stitch-type)

(bad-taste-contrast-colour)

(psychedelic-contrast-colour)

(aran-main-colour)

(1920s-geometric-main-colour)

(bad-taste-pattern-layout)

(aran-pattern-type))
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When compared with the design styles in the knowledge base,*working-designs* then
contains:

((design design-name aran pattern-type #t pattern-layout () main-colour ()

contrast-colour () stitch-type () yarn-type ())

(design design-name bad-taste pattern-type () pattern-layout #t main-colour ()

contrast-colour () stitch-type #t yarn-type #t)

(design design-name psychedelic pattern-type () pattern-layout () main-colour ()

contrast-colour () stitch-type () yarn-type ())

(design design-name 1920s-geometric pattern-type () pattern-layout () main-colour ()

contrast-colour () stitch-type () yarn-type ()))

The design style which DesignAdvisor believes the user’s garment to be is contained in

a structure called*possible-design*. In this case*possible-design* contains the value

bad-taste. Once this is complete, attributes which did not have a matching value arepattern

-type, main-colour, andcontrast-colour and this information forms the basis of the ex-

planation.

6.4.2 Tailoring the explanation to the level of user

The explanation itself is a collection of statements which suggest possible changes to the user’s

design. The full explanation is split into three parts: The first part is a general statement relating

to the overall design style DesignAdvisor believes the user’s garment to be. Depending on how

many attributes have been satisfied by the user’s design, thelevel of confidence is reflected in

this statement. For example, if only one attribute has been satisfied then the text will be:I’m

not sure about what you are doing yet. However I think you appearto be designing a bad taste

style garment.If most of the attributes for a particular design style have been satisfied then the

text will be: I’m reasonably certain that you are designing a bad taste style garment.

The next part of the explanation then identifies what particular attributes need to be changed

based on the output of the process described in Section 6.4.1. Depending on the level of
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experience in knitwear design, extra text may be added to theexplanation to expand it and thus

further educate the user.

For a user with little or no experience, two additional segments of text are added to the ex-

planation. The first is a definition of what the particular attribute is. For example, the definition

used for the pattern type is:The pattern type describes the components that make up the gar-

mentwhile the definition of the contrast colour isThe contrast colours are one or more colours

that either complement the main colour or are composed of an entirely different colour.

I’m quite sure you are heading towards a bad taste garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.
A bad taste style suggests a high saturation main colour. The main colour
covers the major area of the garment.
To do this:
1. Make the main colour of the garment high saturation.
2. Or make the main colour of the garment yellow.
3. Or make the main colour of the garment orange.

Figure 6.3: Example of suggestions generated for an inexperienced user to change the main
colour of the garment making it better fit aBad-Tastedesign style

The next segment of text is a list of possible alterations. Each suggestion is directed by what

possible values a particular attribute can have based on theinferred design style. For example,

based on the data contained in*working-memory*, the main-colourneeds to be altered to

make it fit theBad-Tastedesign style better. Combined with the values that the particular

attribute can take, we can then use this information as the input to generate the explanation for

the main colour of the garment. Figure 6.3 is a series of suggestions to alter the main colour of

the garment based on a bad-taste style and the format is the same for all the other attributes of

the design.
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I’m quite sure you are heading towards a bad taste garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.
A bad taste style suggests a high saturation main colour.
To do this:
1. Make the main colour of the garment high saturation.
2. Or make the main colour of the garment yellow.
3. Or make the main colour of the garment orange.

Figure 6.4: Example of suggestions generated for a user withsome experience to change the
main colour of the garment making it better fit aBad-Tastedesign style

For a more experienced knitwear designer, the definition of the attribute is omitted (see

Figure 6.4) and for an experienced knitwear designer suggestions about what values to change

the attribute to are also omitted (see Figure 6.5). Full details of the Scheme code for the

explanation generation facility can be found innew-explain.scm of Appendix B.

I’m quite sure you are heading towards a bad taste garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.
I suggest altering the main colour of the garment.

Figure 6.5: Example of the suggestion generated for an experienced user to change the main
colour of the garment making it better fit aBad-Tastedesign style

6.4.3 Including additional explanations

Additional explanations may also be included with the suggestions about how to alter the style

of the garment. One is concerned with overlapping motifs, anaspect of garment design that is

irrespective of the level of expertise of the designer, and the other deals with the complexity of

the garment being designed.

In Chapter 4, an algorithm was detailed that checks the user’sdesign for overlapping motifs.

If this case occurs then an extra suggestion is added to thosealready generated as described

in Section 6.4.2. For example, if an overlapping motif is detected and the user has little or no

experience, then the explanation sent back is shown in Figure 6.6.
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You have overlapping motifs on the design. I suggest that you rectify this by:
1. Removing one of the overlapping motifs from the design.
2. Or moving one of the overlapping motifs to a different position on the garment.

Figure 6.6: Suggestions to rectify the problem of overlapping motifs in a design

Finally, one of the other aspects of a design by the user is thecomplexity of the garment

which is determined by the number of textures and motifs added to the base garment. A

garment whose complexity exceeds that for the level of experience of the user will generate

a warning message, see Figure 6.7 for an example of this warning.

The garment you are designing is quite complex for your level of expertise. I suggest:
1. Reducing the number of textures on the design.
2. Or reducing the number of motifs on the design.

Figure 6.7: Suggestions to rectify the problem of a complex design

6.5 Conclusion

Once the explanation is generated, it is then sent to DesignSystem for display. An additional

function known as the Preview Option, which is a graphical user interface, has been added to

DesignSystem for this task.
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Chapter 7

Presenting the explanation to the user

The final stage in DesignAdvisor’s flow of operation is to present the explanation to the user via

DesignSystem itself. This part has has two main objectives.The first objective is to highlight

the deficiencies of the garment based on its design style and through this educate the user on

good design. The other is to support the creativity of the user by showing them the possible

changes to their original design.

The same user interface to that of DesignSystem is used to provide a consistent method of

interaction with the user thus keeping in line with the original design philosophy of Design-

System. Associated with each textual suggestion presentedto the user is an altered picture of

their garment allowing the user to “preview” the proposed changes. If the user agrees with

DesignAdvisor’s suggestions, then the user need only select the picture associated with the

suggestion for DesignSystem to automatically make these alterations to their garment. Figure

7.1 shows this preview facility as part of DesignSystem. In this snapshot one option to change

the contrast colour of the garment is presented. If the user presses the picture of the garment

containing the brown moss stitch texture on the left of the snapshot then the users garment on

the right of the snapshot will reflect this change. The arrowsat either side of the window in the

“preview” window allow the user to view a previous suggestion or move onto the next one.

The issues examined at this stage of DesginAdvisor’s development were:
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Figure 7.1: Screen shot of the preview option in DesignSystem.

1. Developing a method to parse the explanation sent back by the Scheme component of

DesignAdvisor.

2. Identifying the most efficient way to alter the current design of the user based on the

explanation.

3. Designing a suitable interface so that DesignSystem can present DesignAdvisor’s sug-

gestions effectively.

4. Automatically altering the user’s garment permanently based on the suggestions made

by DesignAdvisor.

Each issue is discussed in detail in this chapter.
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7.1 Parsing the string sent by DesignSystem

Recall that the output of DesignAdvisor’s Scheme module is a single string containing one or

more suggestions for the user. Before DesignSystem can present these suggestions to them,

the string is required to be parsed so that each suggestion can be extracted and its preview

generated.

The intended function of the parser is to identify the heading, list of design attributes to be

altered, and extract one or more suggestions about what to change for each design attribute.

Because we know the structure of each of the suggestions, we can make some assumptions

about where each of these substrings will be encountered.DASuggestionController.M in

Appendix D contains the Objective-C code for the parser developed and implemented by the

author. A description of the algorithm is as follows:

INPUT: S = string sent to DesignSystem from DesignAdvisor.

1. Extract the first sentence from the string. This becomes the headingH.

2. For each substringSi in S do:

(a) Extract the design attributeA from Si to be altered.

(b) For each suggestionAi in A alter the garment based on the suggestionAi and

generate an altered garment as a preview. This altered garment is then added to a

list which contains all the suggestions generated so far.

For example, the string in Figure 7.2 will result in one heading being extracted and 7 altered

garments to be previewed in total; 2 for the pattern type, 3 for the main colour, and 2 for the

contrast colour.
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’’I’m quite sure you are heading towards a bad taste garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.
A bad taste style suggests a geometric pattern type. The pattern type describes the
components that make up the garment. To do this: 1. Include squares, circles or other
geometric shapes. 2. or have on part of it a fair-isle design.
A bad taste style suggests a high saturation main colour. The main colour
covers the major area of the garment.
To do this: 1. Make the main colour of the garment high saturation. 2. Or make the main
colour of the garment yellow. 3. Or make the main colour of the garment orange.
A bad taste style suggests a high saturation contrast colour. The contrast colours are one
or more colours that complement or contrast the main colour.
To do this: 1. Make the dinosaur panel a high saturation contrast colour. 2. Or make the
double moss stitch panel a high saturation contrast colour.’’

Figure 7.2: Example of a string sent from DesignAdvisor to DesignSystem

7.2 Altering the current design of the user

As each suggestion is extracted from the main string, the substring which contains the sugges-

tion is then interrogated to seewhatparticular design attribute is required to be altered on the

user’s design andhow this attribute will be altered so that it reflects the suggestion graphically

as well.

The time it takes to alter a design component within DesignSystem is dependant on what

type of component is being altered. Recolouring a texture takes less time than adding a motif

or moving a design component from one position to another. For the more complex tasks,

an efficient method of altering the internal structure of thegarment was required so that the

garment could be changed and rendered at a reasonable speed.By disabling some of the

functions that the user sees when they manually add, delete,or recolour design components

and only altering that part of the garment which is currentlybeing viewed, significant speed

increases can be obtained. The algorithm is as follows and its corresponding Objective-C code

in DASuggestionController.M can be found in Appendix D:

INPUT: S = substring extracted from main string.

1. Disable the adding or deleting of textures and motifs in the component list.
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2. Disable the drawing of the altered garment in the main design window.

3. For each suggestionSi in S do:

(a) Make a copy of the CSG tree and motif list which contains thecurrent view of the

garment.

(b) CASE: Text associated with suggestionSi

i. Pattern type: Alter the pattern type of the base-garment.

ii. Pattern layout: Add more motifs to the garment until there are four and repo-

sition them.

iii. Main colour: Re-colour the base-garment’s colour.

iv. Contrast colour: Recolour an existing texture other than the base texture oth-

erwise add a texture and re-colour it.

v. Stitch type: Alter the stitch type of a texture other than the base garmentor

add a new texture of the relevant type.

vi. Yarn type: Alter the yarn type of the entire garment.

vii. Overlapping motifs: Highlight one of the offending motifs either to be deleted

or moved by the user.

viii. Garment complexity: Highlight the most recent texture or motif added and

then display it for deletion.

(c) Render the altered garment on the button.

(d) Add it to the list of suggestions to be displayed.

To implement the algorithm in NeXTSTEP, each suggestion is contained in an Objective-C

object,suggestionObjectand a special predefined NeXTSTEP user interface component called

buttonis used to display choices for the users. The reason whybuttonis used is that it allows the
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user a simple method of choosing a suggestion so that DesignSystem can take the appropriate

action and alter the user’s garment permanently.

When the text has been extracted and the button rendered, eachsuggestionObjectis then

added to an instance of a dynamically alterable NeXTSTEP list structure,suggestionList. Fig-

ure 7.3 depicts how this structure is organised in DesignSystem. The definitions and all the

methods to supportsuggestionObjectandsuggestionListhave been developed by the author.

SO-1

TEXT

BUTTON

SO-2

TEXT

BUTTON

SO-3

TEXT

BUTTON

SO-4

TEXT

BUTTON

Figure 7.3: Depiction of the architecture of the suggestionlist

Once all suggestions have been processed, the contents ofsuggestionListneeds to be pre-

sented to the user in a form that allows them to view each suggestion and possibly allow

DesignSystem to act on it.

7.3 Selecting the appropriate user interface

The method by which the suggestions are presented to the userhas an impact on their ability to

comprehend the system’s advice. Prior knowledge about the type of users using DesignSystem

would be of benefit to develop a satisfactory user-interface(UI) for DesignAdvisor. “All design

should begin with an understanding of the intended users, including profiles of their ages,

gender, physical abilities, education, cultural or ethnicbackground, training, motivation, goals,

and personality.” (Shneiderman 1992, p. 66).
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While it is difficult to address all of these issues within DesignAdvisor, I realised that Des-

ignAdvisor was to be used by a large cross section of the community of people with differing

experience in knitwear design. Developing an UI for DesignAdvisor would then rely on de-

signing an interface that could be used by all users irrespective of their experience level.

There are also other issues to be considered. Gulliksen, Sandblad & Lind (1996) stress the

importance of understanding the task at hand to design effective and efficient human-computer

interfaces. In the case of DesignAdvisor, it is its ability to present the suggestions in a way that

both teaches the user about good design style and supports their creativity. We achieve this by

providing the ability to preview the proposed changes.

Shneiderman (1992) comprehensively describes the processof UI design and outlines many

methods in which they can be developed. Influenced by these methods, DesignAdvisor’s UI

was based on that group which is referred to asdirect manipulation systems; classes of UI

in which objects and actions of interest are manipulated directly instead of using a text like

command language.

In addition specific guidelines about UI design under NeXTSTEP Developer are provided

in Garfinkel & Mahoney (1993). These guidelines help to maintain a consistent user interface

across all applications developed in NeXTSTEP.

One final issue in the design of the UI was the layout of the textand graphics associated

with the suggestions and the objects that manage the presentation of this advice. Vanderdonckt,

Ouedraogo & Ygueitengar (1994) review the problem of spatial positioning of the components

on the UI. They refer to these components as Interaction Objects (IO) i.e. components of a

UI such as radio buttons, edit boxes, list boxes or others. Various strategies are presented to

manage the placement of these IOs from manual methods to automated methods courtesy of

computer based design tools.

I concluded that although many methods exist to aid this process, there is too much material
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relating to the visual principles of layout design. Knowledge of visual design is theoretical,

experimental, or common sense. Therefore the layout of DesignAdvisor’s UI are based on

assumptions about the intended users of the system. In this case the focus of the UI is on the

novice knitwear designer.

Designing DesignAdvisor’s UI was then based on these issues:

1. The entire user-interface must be consistent with the overall look and feel of DesignSys-

tem. As Garfinkel & Mahoney (1993, p. 68) stressed“Don’t violate the user’s expecta-

tions”.

2. The management of the facilities available on the user-interface must be at the discretion

of the user, for example displaying the next suggestion or reviewing a previous one. This

requirement allows the user to feel that they are in charge ofthe system and that the

system responds to their actions, a concept which Shneiderman (1992, p. 73) refers to as

supporting the “internal locus of control”.

3. No more than two suggestions at a time be presented to the user. Part of this decision

is based on the fact that a satisfactory amount of space is required in order to display

the graphics relating to the garment. Another reason allowing only two options to be

displayed is that presenting all of them at once may confuse the user.

4. Pressing the button that contained the picture of the altered garment would be the only

task needed to confirm the change to the user’s garment. This would then “make users

the initiators of actions rather than theresponders.” (Shneiderman 1992, p. 73)

Figure 7.4 shows an example of DesignAdvisor’s “preview option”. The text is split into

two parts: TheAnalysiscontains the text relating to the overall design style the user’s garment

appears to be heading towards while theSuggestioncontains the text relating to a design at-

tribute that needs to be changed. The rest of the user-interface contains space for up to two
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altered garments and their corresponding text. In this example two alternatives for the pattern

layout of the garment are proposed.

Figure 7.4: DesignAdvisor’s main user-interface

7.4 Making the suggestions permanent

All options presented to the users to alter the garment are only suggestions. Having these

options available to them may spark their creativity and either allow them to alter their design

in a way suggested or perhaps re-design it and come up with a related pattern.

Assuming that they do take up a particular suggestion, the algorithm developed to alter their

garment is similar to the one described in Section 7.2. The difference being that the alteration

to the garment occurs on the main design window to the right ofthe preview window and
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buttons associated with motifs and textures are either deleted or added to the component list.

The algorithm is as follows:

1. Identify the particular button that has been pressed. CallthisBi.

2. CASE: Text contained in buttonBi

(a) Pattern type: Alter the pattern type of the base-garment.

(b) Pattern layout Add more motifs to the garment until there are four and reposition

them.

(c) Main colour: Re-colour the base-garment’s colour.

(d) Contrast colour: Re-colour an existing texture other than the base-garment texture

or add a new texture and recolour it.

(e) Stitch type: Alter the stitch type of a texture other than the base garmentor add a

new texture of the relevant type.

(f) Yarn type: Alter the entire yarn type of the garment.

(g) Overlapping motifs: Either delete the motif or bring up the motif movement panel

for the user to operate depending on the user’s choice.

(h) Garment complexity: Highlight the most recent texture or motif added and either

bring up the texture/motif movement panel or texture/motifdeletion panel depend-

ing on the user’s choice.

3. Redraw the garment on the main design window.
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7.5 An example session with DesignAdvisor

Figure 7.5 presents a series of snapshots during a session with DesignAdvisor. In this example,

we assume the user to be anoviceknitwear designer and thus full textual explanations will be

presented.

In the top snapshot, the user has added amoss stitchtexture panel to the original base

garment and coloured it pink. Now there are two different stitch types present on the garment;

the base-garment is represented in astocking stitchwhile the added panel is of themoss stitch

type. Contrastingcolours are now present on the garment. The pattern type isgeometric

indicating the style of the textures composing the garment and the layout islinear indicating

that the texture panel is positioned down the garment. From this input, DesignAdvisor inferred

that it is of aBad-Tastestyle. Suggestions were then generated to alter the garment.

One of the alterations suggested is in the area of the main colour of the user’s garment and

two alternatives to change this attribute are presented in middle snapshot. The final snapshot

now demonstrates that the user has taken up one of the alternatives and allowed DesignAdvisor

to recolour the main colour of the garment.
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Figure 7.5: Snapshots of a session with DesignAdvisor
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7.6 Summary

In this chapter, the topic of DesignAdvisor’s UI has been discussed, the algorithms to imple-

ment the user interface described, and examples of the UI presented. The intention of this

UI was to allow the user to both preview the recommended changes to their garment through

the combination of text and graphics, learn about good knitwear design, and enhance their

creativity in this design process.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusion

8.1 Summary

This research is about the design and implementation of an intelligent design aid for knitwear

design. The result is a program called DesignAdvisor which is embedded in the original

knitwear design program called DesignSystem. DesignAdvisor is now fully operational and

the following is a summary of the tasks which have been accomplished to develop DesignAd-

visor:

1. The initial DesignAdvisor was developed in Lisp by modifying code taken from Hasemer

& Domingue (1989)’s basic expert system. This was used to demonstrate the viability of

such an application for the purpose of identifying the design style of a garment.

2. To obtain the knowledge base for DesignAdvisor, an interview was conducted with Al-

liance Textile’s chief knitwear designer to identify the knowledge used and the nature of

such a process. A method of representing this knowledge was then developed and added

to the basic expert system.

3. The basic system was then translated to Scheme and implemented using scm4e2 (Jaffer

1995). The reason was that the Lisp version of the expert system took more than one

minute to identify the style. This was a major bottleneck as the user would have to wait
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a significant period of time before DesignAdvisor could provide any suggestions. From

the user’s perspective it was necessary to have an almost instantaneous response from

DesignAdvisor. By implementing the expert system in scm4e2 Iwas then able to reduce

this time to a few seconds. Further speed increases were thenobtained by using Hobbit,

a Scheme to C compiler (Tammet 1995) resulting in a run time ofless than a third of a

second. Refer to Appendix A for more details on the Scheme module’s implementation.

4. A full implementation of DesignAdvisor was then carried out. I added Scheme code to

parse the input sent by DesignSystem, convert the quantitative values representing the

garment’s details to a qualitative description to be reasoned with, and generate the sug-

gestions. To extract the description of the design from DesignSystem and implement the

user-interface of DesignAdvisor additional Objective-C, C++, and C code was written

and added to the original implementation of DesignSystem.

8.2 Conclusion

DesignAdvisor, described in this thesis, is an initial attempt at providing a user of DesignSys-

tem with advice on various aspects of their design. We believe that it provides the foundation

for expanding the functionality of DesignSystem to both educate the user on good design style

and support their creativity in the design process.

To provide advice in the area of knitwear design is a difficulttask. The main problem is

that knowledge about design and the design process needs to be represented in a form that a

computer can reason about it effectively and then display its results accordingly to the user.

DesignAdvisor had to satisfy not only the capacity of an advisor but also enhance or support

the creativity of the user to a degree. These specifications made the task of arriving at the final

decision for the architecture and implementation of DesignAdvisor quite challenging. The
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main problems encountered and their solutions are presented:

1. Choosing the most appropriate architecture for DesignAdvisor. Many examples of in-

telligent design systems exist, however the number of systems specifically tailored for

knitwear design are few. One fortunate aspect is that these systems are based on a wealth

of different approaches and techniques. Selecting those which were useful to the spec-

ification of DesignAdvisor was based on those features of thesystems which could be

transferred to the problem of reasoning about knitwear design.

2. Reasoning about a garment’s description. In order for DesignAdvisor to generate sug-

gestions based on the user’s design, it was necessary to develop a method of converting

the detailed quantitative representation of the garment into a more suitable form for rea-

soning. Therefore building a qualitative description of the garment and then modelling

the inference process of the expert knitwear designer are key factors in this system’s

attempt to analyse the user’s design.

3. Addressing the needs of the novice designer. Targeting novice knitter is the main objec-

tive of DesignAdvisor. Even if the inference mechanism is able to come to successfully

analyse the garment. There is still the issue of presenting these suggestions in a form

that can be comprehended by the user. Providing a means to visualise these recom-

mendations by previewing them fulfils this need. Not only arealternative suggestions

presented which may implicitly direct them to other ideas about their design executed in

a framework that advises them on good design style.

8.3 Future Work

This thesis has provided the foundation for an implementation of an intelligent design aid.

There is still wide scope for investigating the issues surrounding the architecture of DesignAd-
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visor and extending its implementation and many interesting problems remain to be solved:

1. The version of DesignAdvisor described in this thesis is at a prototype stage. One issue

only marginally addressed has been evidence of the “usefulness” of the system. As

DesignSystem is already being used in the knitting shop and has been extensively tested

we expect that the added functionality of DesignAdvisor is not going to dramatically

alter the behaviour of the DesignSystem but enhance it. We assume the added benefit of

visualising the suggestions proposed is a useful aspect of DesignAdvisor but needs to be

refined in order to satisfactorily impact on the user.

2. Exposing DesignAdvisor to real novice knitwear designers is required. Currently only

those people involved in the development of DesignSystem have had exposure to Des-

ignAdvisor. Shneiderman (1992) describes methods which can formally evaluate an

application. By using these evaluation techniques, the value of the suggestions, and the

method in which they are displayed to the user can be investigated. We are already

aware of modifications that can be made to this original implementation in the areas

of the explanation facility and the behaviour of the user-interface. For example, using

NeXTSTEP’s powerful graphics handling functions, it wouldbe possible to add anima-

tions to aid the suggestions thus re-enforcing a particularconcept.

3. In this type of intelligent design system, the method in which it interacts with the user is

an important issue. Currently DesignAdvisor is invoked to interrogate the user’s design

after a certain number of design components are added or deleted from the design. This

number is based on the user’s chosen level of design experience. Allowing the user more

control over the behaviour of DesignAdvisor via a set of preferences based on their level

of experience could be investigated. The power of NeXTSTEP Developer’s interface

builder can be used in this task to quickly develop alternative interfaces and test them
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on different users of the system. For example, adding a function to alter the level at

which DesignAdvisor starts interrogating their design or altering the behaviour of the

DesignAdvisor to only warn them when they have made a large mistake in their design.

4. At present the design knowledge relating to knitwear design styles is based on six main

attributes gleaned from a small set of interviews with one experienced knitwear designer.

It would be advantageous to demonstrate DesignSystem to herso that she can confirm

that these attributes are indeed enough to successfully provide the basis for reasoning

about a design. Engaging in more interviews with her and other knitwear designers of

her calibre will help to expand and revise the already existing rule base. The advantage

of using multiple experts to develop an expert system has already been discussed (Liou

1992) and we can use the methods proposed to further develop DesignAdvisor.

5. Inferences made by DesignAdvisor use a forward chaining mechanism. Although a sat-

isfactory solution for this prototype, there are alternative methods of reasoning that could

be used. Watson (1995) argues for the use of CBR in the development of intelligent sys-

tems. As DesignAdvisor evolves it may be possible to integrate some of these concepts

in the inference mechanism so that the design process can be better modelled.

There is clearly a great deal more to be done in the areas described before we can better

understand the true nature of knitwear design and the ability to model such a domain in an

intelligent design system.
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Appendix A

DesignAdvisor implementation details

To implement the Scheme component of DesignAdvisor on either NeXTSTEP or UNIX based

machines, presented below is a description of the Scheme modules that make up this system.

The Scheme modules were written for an implementation of Scheme (Clinger & Rees

1991), scm4e2 (Jaffer 1995) and the makeup of these modules is a combination of code taken

from the cs.cmu.edu AI Archive(CMU), a direct translation ofthe Lisp Expert System found

in (Hasemer & Domingue 1989) (HD), and additional code written by myself (BJW). Listed

below is a description of each module and a reference to the source of the code:

1. prop.tex - The Scheme code to provide Lisp like property lists in Scheme: (CMU)

2. misc.tex- miscellaneous functions needed to support the entire package: (BJW)

3. kb.tex - The knowledge base for the predefined design styles. (BJW)

4. fuzzy.scm- The set of Scheme functions which contain the necessary functions to con-

vert the quantitative values to qualitative ones. (BJW)

5. esshell.scm- The main inference engine and supporting functions. (BJW,HD)

6. new-explain.scm- The explanation facility. (BJW)
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7. new-controller.scm - The parser, relevant functions to generate the user’s design, and

the main controlling loop for the expert system. (BJW)

8. design-rules.scm- The rules base of design style rules. (BJW,HD)

scm4e2 was used as the main dialect of Scheme for two reasons:Firstly, it was implemented

in C for speed of use, a prime requisite of DesignAdvisor. Andthe other concerned the method

in which scm4e2 could be extended in its functionality. Using the Scheme-to-C compiler

Hobbit (Tammet 1995), the Scheme code was then translated into a set of C functions and

merged with the C code of scm4e2 producing the final application.

Upon initialisation of DesignSystem, it sets up the socket required to pass information to

DesignAdvisor and then invokes the Scheme application. WhenDesignAdvisor initialises, it

reads in an configuration file,Init.scm which completes the connection to the socket. Desig-

nAdvisor runs in the background until DesignSystem is terminated.

Init.scm should be placed in the directory where DesignAdvisor is executed from or

changed by altering the environment variableSCM INIT PATH.
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Appendix B

Source code for Scheme portion of

DesignAdvisor

;;***************************************************************************************
;;* Init.scm *
;;***************************************************************************************
;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

;; This Scheme code was added to the original initialisation file,
;; Init.scm read in by DesignAdvisor when launched by DesignSystem. It
;; completes the connection between DesignAdvisor and DesignSystem so
;; that data may be passed between the applications. UNIX socket
;; management is not a standard Scheme feature but implemented in
;; scm4e2 for the purpose of creating client/server type applications
;; by Aubrey Jaffer (AJ).

;; set up the data structures for the socket
(define socket ()) ;; (BJW)
(define message ()) ;; (BJW)

;; read the data from the port
(define (read-port . arg) ;; (AJ)
(let* ((char (apply read-char arg)))
(if (eof-object? char)

char
(do ((char char (apply read-char arg))

(clist ’() (cons char clist)))
((or (eof-object? char) (char=? #\newline char))
(list->string (reverse clist)))))))

;; complete the connection between the two applications
(define (init-server) ;; (BJW)
(set! socket (make-stream-socket 2 0))
(socket:bind socket 5129))

;; wait for data to be sent from DesignSystem
(define (from-client) ;; (BJW)
(socket:listen socket 5)
(set! message (socket:accept socket))
(controller (read-port message))
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(socket:shutdown message 2))

;; shut down server after termination of DesignSyste,
(define (close-server) ;; (BJW)
(socket:shutdown socket 2)
(quit))

;; pretty printing of data in DesignAdvisor
(define (print . args) ;; (AJ)

(define result #f)
(for-each (lambda (x) (set! result x) (display x) (display #\ )) args)
(newline))

;; initialise DesignAdvisor
(define (init-design-advisor) ;; (BJW)

(init-server)
(let loop ((n 0))
(cond ((= n -1) (close-server))

(else (from-client)
(print *explanation*)
(loop (+ n 1))))))

(init-design-advisor) ;; (BJW)
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;;*********************************************************************************************
;;* prop.scm *
;;*********************************************************************************************

;; a trivial implementation of property list routines
;; get, put, remprop oz/91
;; This code is taken from the cs.cmu.edu AI archive.

(define *namelist* ’()) ; top-level name/plst chain
(define *lastlook* ’(() ())) ; look-aside cache

;; locate the name/plst pair

(define (nameprop name)
(if (eq? name (car *lastlook*))

*lastlook*
(let ((pair (assq name *namelist*)))
(if pair

(set! *lastlook* pair))
pair)))

;; get returns property value found or ’() to indicate absence
;; of said property. As a consequence, ’() cannot be a property value.

(define (get name prop)
(let ((plst (nameprop name)))
(if plst

(let ((item (assq prop (cdr plst))))
(if item

(cdr item)
’()))

’())))

(define (put name prop valu)
(let ((plst (nameprop name)))
(if plst ; found a property list

(let ((item (assq prop (cdr plst))))
(if item

(set-cdr! item valu) ; replace the current prop value
(begin
(set! item (cons prop valu))
(set-cdr! plst (cons item (cdr plst))))))

(let ((item (cons prop valu)))
(set! plst (cons item ’())) ; create a new property list
(set! *namelist* (cons (cons name plst) *namelist*)))))

valu)

(define (remq prop plst)
(if (null? plst)

’()
(if (eq? prop (caar plst))

(cdr plst)
(let loop ((nlst plst))
(if (null? (cdr nlst))

plst
(if (eq? prop (caadr nlst))

(begin (set-cdr! nlst (cddr nlst))
plst)

(loop (cdr nlst))))))))

(define (remprop name prop)
(let ((plst (nameprop name)))
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(if plst
(set-cdr! plst (remq prop (cdr plst)))
’())))
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;;***************************************************************************************
;;* misc.scm *
;;***************************************************************************************
;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

;;subseq extracts a subsequence of a list referenced by two integers. BJW
(define (subseq sequence start number)
(let ((new-seq (list)))
(do ((k start (+ k 1)))

((or (= k (+ number 1)) (= k (length sequence))))
(set! new-seq (append (list (list-ref sequence k)) new-seq)))
new-seq))

;;atom is a predicate that checks to see that an argument is an
;;atom. Used for compatibility of functions in eshell.scm BJW

(define (atom a)
(not (pair? a)))

;;position copied from scmlib2a6 by Aubrey Jaffer in comlist.scm. This
;function extracts the position in a list where an object resides.

(define (position obj lst)
(letrec ((pos (lambda (n lst)

(cond ((null? lst) #f)
((eqv? obj (car lst)) n)
(else (pos (+ 1 n) (cdr lst)))))))

(pos 0 lst)))

;;remove copied from scmlib2a6 by Aubrey Jaffer in comlist.scm.This
;;function non-destructively removes an item from a list.

(define (remove p l)
(cond ((null? l) l)

((eqv? p (car l)) (remove p (cdr l)))
(else (cons (car l) (remove p (cdr l))))))

;;Scheme implementation of quick-sort function taken from the
;;cs.cmu.edu AI Archive. Takes the output of an arbitary ordering
;;function as the input to this function. Used in esshell.scm

(define (quick-sort ordering-function)
(letrec

((sort
(lambda (list-to-sort)
(if (or (null? list-to-sort) (null? (cdr list-to-sort)))

list-to-sort
(let ((pivot (car list-to-sort))

(rest (cdr list-to-sort)))
(let split ((left ’()) (right ’()) (rest rest))
(if (null? rest)

(append (sort left) (cons pivot (sort right)))
(if (ordering-function (car rest) pivot)

(split (cons (car rest) left) right (cdr rest))
(split left (cons (car rest) right) (cdr rest))))))))))

sort))

;; search returns the position where a substring resides in a
;; string. Used extensively in new-controller.scm to parse the string
;; sent by DesignSystem. BJW.

(define (search
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pattern
string)

(let* ((end-pos (string-length string))
(pattern-length (string-length pattern))
(string-end (- end-pos pattern-length))
(initial-result (list))
(start-pos 0))

(if (or (>= start-pos end-pos)
(< string-end 0)
(> end-pos (string-length string))) initial-result

(let loop ((string-pos start-pos)
(result-so-far initial-result))

(cond
((> string-pos string-end) result-so-far)
((string=?

pattern
(substring string string-pos (+ string-pos pattern-length))) string-pos)

(else
(loop (+ 1 string-pos)

result-so-far)))))))
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;;*******************************************************************************************
;;* kb.scm *
;;*******************************************************************************************

;; The definition of the structure of the records used to storethe
;; predefined design styles used in DesignAdvisor. The first section
;; of code defines the structure using the functions in
;; record.scm and the next set of code defines the four predefined
;; design styles as described in Chapter 5 of the thesis.

;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

;; Set up the lists which contain the predefined design-styles. BJW

(define *user-design* (list))
(define *design-styles* (list))
(define *working-designs* (list))
(define *explanation* "")

;; Set up a generic design style. BJW

(define design (make-record-type "design" ’(design-name pattern-type pattern-layout
main-colour contrast-colour stitch-type yarn-type general-constraint)))

(define make-design (record-constructor design))

;; Define the modifiers for each attribute in the record structure. BJW

(define design-design-name-set! (record-modifier design ’design-name))
(define design-pattern-type-set! (record-modifier design ’pattern-type))
(define design-pattern-layout-set! (record-modifier design ’pattern-layout))
(define design-main-colour-set! (record-modifier design ’main-colour))
(define design-contrast-colour-set! (record-modifier design ’contrast-colour))
(define design-stitch-type-set! (record-modifier design ’stitch-type))
(define design-yarn-type-set! (record-modifier design ’yarn-type))
(define design-general-constraint-set! (record-modifier design ’general-constraint))

;; Define the accessors for each attribute in the record structure. BJW

(define design-design-name (record-accessor design ’design-name))
(define design-pattern-type (record-accessor design ’pattern-type))
(define design-pattern-layout (record-accessor design ’pattern-layout))
(define design-main-colour (record-accessor design ’main-colour))
(define design-contrast-colour (record-accessor design ’contrast-colour))
(define design-stitch-type (record-accessor design ’stitch-type))
(define design-yarn-type (record-accessor design ’yarn-type))
(define design-general-constraint (record-accessor design ’general-constraint))

;;Code not used in this version of DesignAdvisor.

(define-struct pattern-component stitch colour cable placement yarn)
(define-struct garment front-piece back-piece l-sleeve r-sleeve)
(define-struct jersey front-piece back-piece l-sleeve r-sleeve)

;;Set up the structure to hold information for the 1920s-geometric
;;design style. BJW

(set! *design-styles* (list (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’())))

(design-design-name-set! (car *design-styles*)
’1920s-geometric)

(design-pattern-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(motif geometric linear))
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(design-pattern-layout-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(geometric linear))

(design-main-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(low-saturation))

(design-contrast-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation complimentary))

(design-stitch-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(single stocking))

(design-yarn-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(3ply 4ply 6ply 8ply))

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *design-styles*)
’strict)

;;Set up the structure to hold information for the psychedelic
;;design style. BJW

(set! *design-styles* (cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *design-styles*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *design-styles*)
’psychedelic)

(design-pattern-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(fair-isle geometric linear cable texture motif))

(design-pattern-layout-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(linear geometric spiral circular repeating h-repeating))

(design-main-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation))

(design-contrast-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation contrasting multiple))

(design-stitch-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(multiple))

(design-yarn-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(multiple))

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *design-styles*)
’loose)

;;Set up the structure to hold information for the bad-taste
;;design style. BJW

(set! *design-styles* (cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *design-styles*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *design-styles*)
’bad-taste)

(design-pattern-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(geometric fair-isle))

(design-pattern-layout-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(geometric linear spiral circular repeating))

(design-main-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation yellow orange green))

(design-contrast-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(high-saturation contrasting))

(design-stitch-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(multiple))

(design-yarn-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
’(single 4ply mohair chunky))

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *design-styles*)
’firm)

;Set up the structure to hold information for the aran
;design style. BJW

(set! *design-styles* (cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *design-styles*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *design-styles*)
’aran)

(design-pattern-type-set! (car *design-styles*)
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’(cable texture))
(design-pattern-layout-set! (car *design-styles*)

’(geometric linear h-repeating))
(design-main-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)

’(low-saturation natural))
(design-contrast-colour-set! (car *design-styles*)

’(no-contrast))
(design-stitch-type-set! (car *design-styles*)

’(stocking moss))
(design-yarn-type-set! (car *design-styles*)

’(3ply 8ply 10ply 12ply))
(design-general-constraint-set! (car *design-styles*)

’strict)

;; This code defines the*working-designs* structure which holds what
;; attributes of each of the predefined design styles have been
;; satisfied by the users design. BJW

(define (init-working-designs)
(set! *working-designs* (list (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’())))
(design-design-name-set! (car *working-designs*)

’1920s-geometric)
(design-general-constraint-set! (car *working-designs*)

’#t)

(set! *working-designs*
(cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *working-designs*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *working-designs*)
’psychedelic)

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *working-designs*)
’#t)

(set! *working-designs*
(cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *working-designs*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *working-designs*)
’bad-taste)

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *working-designs*)
’#t)

(set! *working-designs*
(cons (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()) *working-designs*))

(design-design-name-set! (car *working-designs*)
’aran)

(design-general-constraint-set! (car *working-designs*)
’#t))

;; write-design-slot abstracts the code which writes to each of the
;; slots on the record structure. BJW

(define (write-design-slot design slot value)
(cond ((equal? slot ’pattern-type)

(design-pattern-type-set! design value))
((equal? slot ’pattern-layout)
(design-pattern-layout-set! design value))
((equal? slot ’main-colour)
(design-main-colour-set! design value))
((equal? slot ’contrast-colour)
(design-contrast-colour-set! design value))
((equal? slot ’stitch-type)
(design-stitch-type-set! design value))
((equal? slot ’yarn-type)
(design-yarn-type-set! design value))))
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;; read-design-slot abstracts the code which reads the values
;; contained in each of the slots on the record structure. BJW

(define (read-design-slot design slot)
(cond ((equal? slot ’design-name)

(design-design-name design))
((equal? slot ’pattern-type)
(design-pattern-type design))
((equal? slot ’pattern-layout)
(design-pattern-layout design))
((equal? slot ’main-colour)
(design-main-colour design))
((equal? slot ’contrast-colour)
(design-contrast-colour design))
((equal? slot ’stitch-type)
(design-stitch-type design))
((equal? slot ’yarn-type)
(design-yarn-type design))
((equal? slot ’general-constraint)
(design-general-constraint design))))
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;;*******************************************************************************************
;;* fuzzy.scm *
;********************************************************************************************

;; This section of code contains the functions which producethe
;; degree to which a particular value of an attribute belongsto a
;; particular design style. For each attribute in a design style there
;; is a list and corresponding function which is used to produce this value.

;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

;;Set up the lists. BJW

(define *overlap* (list))
(define *advice-level* (list))
(define *complexity* (list))
(define *info* (list))
(define *pattern-type* ’(fair-isle geometric linear cable texture motif))
(define *pattern-layout* ’(linear geometric spiral circular repeating h-repeating))
(define *main-colour*
’(yellow orange green high-saturation hue-yellow-red low-saturation natural))
(define *contrast-colour* ’(high-saturation contrasting multiple complementary

no-contrast))
(define *stitch-type* ’(stocking multiple moss single))
(define *yarn-type* ’(multiple single 4ply 8ply mohair chunky 6ply 10ply 12ply))
(define *design-frequency* ’())
(define *current-styles* ’(1920s-geometric psychedelic bad-taste aran))
(define *current-parameters*

’(pattern-type pattern-layout main-colour contrast-colour stitch-type yarn-type))
(define *possible-style* (list))
(define *no-of-parameters* 7)

(define *previous-possible-style* (list))
(define *style-max* 0)

(define (add-to-list style)
(set! *info* (cons style *info*)))

;;Needed to define a special version of position so that instead of returning
;;NIL if it does not find the element in the list. It returns a numerical value. BJW

(define (my-position obj lst)
(letrec ((pos (lambda (n lst)

(cond ((null? lst) 999.0)
((string=? obj (symbol->string (car lst))) n)
(else (pos (+ 1 n) (cdr lst)))))))

(pos 0 lst)))

;;enlist returns a object in a list if the object is an atom. BJW

(define (enlist x)
(if (list? x) x (list x)))

;;generate-design-feature is used to build the attribute/value pairing
;;used in the construction of the working-memory passed to the
;;inference mechanism. BJW

(define (generate-design-feature list)
(let ((feature (if (eq? (> 0 (length list)) #f) (car list) "")))
(cond ((not (null? (search "pattern-type" feature))) "pattern-type")

((not (null? (search "pattern-layout" feature))) "pattern-layout")
((not (null? (search "main-colour" feature))) "main-colour")
((not (null? (search "contrast-colour" feature))) "contrast-colour")
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((not (null? (search "stitch-type" feature))) "stitch-type")
((not (null? (search "yarn-type" feature))) "yarn-type"))))

;; call-constraint converts the values produced by the lower functions
;; into a qualitative value that describes the degree to which an
;; value of an attribute belongs to a design style. BJW

(define (call-constraint input-values)
(let loop ((element (enlist (second input-values))))
(cond ((null? element) (list))

((and (>= (car element) 0.75) (<= (car element) 1.00))
(string-append "strict-" (generate-design-feature input-values)))
((and (>= (car element) 0.50) (<= (car element) 0.74))
(string-append "firm-" (generate-design-feature input-values)))
((and (>= (car element) 0.25) (<= (car element) 0.49))
(string-append "loose-" (generate-design-feature input-values)))
((and (>= (car element) 0.01) (<= (car element) 0.24))
(string-append "free-" (generate-design-feature input-values)))
(else (loop (cdr element))))))

;; pattern-type returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW

(define (pattern-type type)
(let ((initial-value (/ (my-position type *pattern-type*) 5)))
(list (string-append type "-pattern-type") initial-value)))

;; pattern-layout returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW

(define (pattern-layout fuzzy-value)
(cond ((and (>= fuzzy-value 0.00) (<= fuzzy-value 0.01))

(list "geometric-pattern-layout" 0.90))
((and (>= fuzzy-value 0.1) (<= fuzzy-value 0.9))
(list "repeating-pattern-layout" 9.7))
((and (>= fuzzy-value 1.0) (<= fuzzy-value 4.9))
(list "circular-pattern-layout" 0.65))
((and (>= fuzzy-value 5.0) (<= fuzzy-value 5.4))
(list "h-repeating-pattern-layout" 0.60))
((and (>= fuzzy-value 5.5) (<= fuzzy-value 10.0))
(list "linear-pattern-layout" 0.95))
((and (>= fuzzy-value 10.1) (<= fuzzy-value 12.5))
(list "geometric-pattern-layout" 0.96))))

;; main-colour returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW

(define (main-colour type)
(let ((initial-value (/ (my-position type *main-colour*) 10.0)))
(cond ((= initial-value 0.0)

(set! initial-value 0.5))
((and (>= initial-value 0.1) (<= initial-value 0.3))
(set! initial-value (+ initial-value 0.42)))
((and (>= initial-value 0.4) (<= initial-value 0.6))
(set! initial-value (+ initial-value 0.35)))
(else (set! initial-value 0.0)))

(list (string-append (symbol->string type) "-main-colour") initial-value)))

;; contrast-colour returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW

(define (contrast-colour type)
(let ((initial-value (/ (my-position type *contrast-colour*) 10.0)))
(cond ((= initial-value 0.0)

(set! initial-value (map (lambda(x) (+ initial-value x))
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’(0.5 0.75))))
((and (>= initial-value 0.1) (<= initial-value 0.4))
(set! initial-value (+ initial-value 0.42)))
(else (set! initial-value 0.0)))

(list (string-append (symbol->string type) "-contrast-colour") initial-value)))

;; stitch-type returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW

(define (stitch-type type)
(let ((initial-value (/ (my-position type *stitch-type*) 10.0)))
(cond ((= initial-value 0.0)

(set! initial-value (map (lambda(x) (+ initial-value x))
’(0.5 0.75))))

((and (>= initial-value 0.1) (<= initial-value 0.3))
(set! initial-value (+ initial-value 0.52)))
(else (set! initial-value 0.0)))

(list (string-append (symbol->string type) "-stitch-type") initial-value)))

;; yarn-type returns a value which is based on where"type"
;; appears in the list. The value is then used as the input to call-constraint. BJW
(define (yarn-type type)
(let ((initial-value (/ (my-position type *yarn-type*) 10.0)))
(cond ((= initial-value 0.0)

(set! initial-value 0.1))
((and (>= initial-value 0.1) (<= initial-value 0.3))
(set! initial-value (map (lambda(x) (+ initial-value x))

’(0.4 0.65))))
((and (>= initial-value 0.4) (<= initial-value 0.7))
(set! initial-value (+ initial-value 0.2)))
(else (set! initial-value 0.0)))

(list (string-append (symbol->string type) "-yarn-type") initial-value)))
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;;*****************************************************************************************
;;* esshell.scm *
;;****************************************************************************************
;; The main inference engine translated from the Lisp versionof
;; Hasemer and Domingue, pages 379-387. All code relating to this book has the
;; intials HD associate, with it while all code with the initials BJW
;; is by Brendon James Woodford

(define *working-memory* (list)) ;; BJW

(define *rules* ’rules) ;; BJW

(define *cycle-number* 0) ;; HD

;;; parsing rules
;; antcecdent-part-of returns the antecedent of a user defined rule.

(defmacro antecedent-part-of (rule) ;; HD
‘(remove ’==> (subseq ,rule 1 (position ’==> ,rule))))

;; consequent-part-of returns the consequent of a user defined rule.

(defmacro consequent-part-of (rule) ;; HD
‘(remove ’==> (subseq ,rule (+ 1 (position ’==> ,rule)) 1)))

;;; Acessing and storing rule storing structures

;; Notes the cycle a rule fired in. This is used by the conflict
;; resolution startgey. Given a set of rules that are eligible
;; to fire, we choose the rule that fired least recently.

(defmacro note-cycle-last-fired (rule cycle-number) ;; HD
‘(put ,rule ’cycle-last-fired ,cycle-number))

;; Returns the previous instantiations of a rule that fired. We
;; disallow the same instantiation of a rule firing twice. This
;; helps prevent endless cycling. Note this does NOT prevent
;; different instantiations firing a rule.

(defmacro previous-fired-instantiations (rule) ;; HD
‘(get ,rule ’previous-fired-instantiations))

;; Notes the previous fired instantiations of a rule.

(defmacro note-previous-fired-instantiations (rule previous-fired-instantiations) ;; HD
‘(put ,rule ’previous-fired-instantiations

,previous-fired-instantiations))

;; Adds an instantiation to the previous fired instantiations of a
;; rule.

(define (add-previous-fired-instantiation rule previous-fired-instantiations) ;; HD
(put rule ’previous-fired-instantiations

(append (list previous-fired-instantiations)
(get rule ’previous-fired-instantiations))))

;; Returns an instantiation of a rule. An instantiation is the
;; consequent of the rule with the variables replaced by their
;; bindings.
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(defmacro instantiation (rule) ;; HD
‘(get ,rule ’instantiation))

;; returns t if the environment is the fail environment indicating
;; that the rule falied to match against the current working memory.
;; Note this cannot be nil as a rule could matched against working
;; memory without any variables being bound in which case the
;; binding environment would be nil.

(defmacro fail (environment) ;; HD
‘(eq? ,environment ’fail))

;; if a rule matches against working memory then the instantiation
;; is stored on the rule and the rule returned.

(defmacro recognise-rule (rule) ;; HD
‘(let ((environment (match-antecedent (get ,rule ’antecedent) ’())))

(cond ((not (fail environment))
(put ,rule ’instantiation (instantiate (get ,rule ’consequent) environment))
,rule)

(else ’()))))

;; Initialiases the ruleset

(define (initialise-ruleset ruleset) ;; HD
(map (lambda (rule)

;; Each rule is initialised to have ’last fired’ in cycle
;; -1. This means the rule will beast any rule that has
;; fired in conflict resolution.

(note-cycle-last-fired rule -1)
(note-previous-fired-instantiations rule (list)))
ruleset))

;; checks if halt has been signalled; note that because the element
;; we are looking for is a list we must use an equal test.

(defmacro halt-signalled () ;; HD
‘(member ’(%%halt%%) *working-memory*))

;; Test whether the goal has been archived

(defmacro goal-achieved (goal) ;; HD
‘(member ,goal *working-memory*))

;; the toplevel function to call in order to run the production
;; system. Ruleset is the name of a ruleset; working memory is a
;; LIST of working memory elements; goal is the working memory
;; element that we are loooking for at the end of the production
;; system run: the conclusion if you like.

(define (ps ruleset working-memory goal) ;; HD
(set! *working-memory* working-memory)
(set! ruleset (get *rules* ruleset))
;; we now have to initialise the rulseset
(initialise-ruleset ruleset)
(production-system ruleset goal))

(define (production-system ruleset goal) ;; HD
(let ((return-list (list)))
(let loop ((cycle-number 1))
(set! return-list (production-system-1 ruleset goal cycle-number))
(let ((fired-rule (car return-list)) (halt-signalled? (cdr return-list))

(goal-achieved? (cddr return-list)))
(cond ((eq? halt-signalled? #t) (print "halt signalled"))

((eq? goal-achieved? #t) (print "goal achieved"))
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((not fired-rule) ’())
(else (loop (+ 1 cycle-number))))))))

(define (production-system-1 ruleset goal cycle-number) ;; HD
(list (fire-rule (find-rule-to-fire ruleset) cycle-number)

(halt-signalled)
(goal-achieved goal)))

;;; Instantiates a rule in the environment. The environment holds
;;; the bindings of variables. Instantiation involves replacing
;;; variables with their bindings.

(define (instantiate rule-consequent environment) ;; HD
(cond ((null? rule-consequent) (list))

((atom rule-consequent)
(value-of rule-consequent environment))
(else (cons (instantiate (car rule-consequent)

environment)
(instantiate (cdr rule-consequent)

environment)))))

;; Finds a rule in the ruleset to fire
;; Collects all the rules that match against working memory
;; and then uses conflict resolution to find one to fire

(define (find-rule-to-fire ruleset) ;; HD
(conflict-resolution
(remove ’() (map (lambda (rule)

(recognise-rule rule)) ruleset))))

;;; Fires a rule. This function adds the consequent of the rule to
;;; working memory. The instantiation is stired on the rule.

(define (fire-rule rule cycle-number) ;; HD
(cond ((not (null? rule))

(let ((instantiation-to-fire (instantiation rule)))
(set! *working-memory*

(append instantiation-to-fire

*working-memory*))
;; store the instantiation of the previous fired
;; instantiations of the rule
(add-previous-fired-instantiation
rule instantiation-to-fire)
(note-cycle-last-fired rule cycle-number)))

(else #f)))

;;; Conflict Resolution

;; the conflict resolution strategies used

(define *conflict-resolution-strategies*
’(fireable-rules find-least-recently-fired-rules simplest-instantiations find-first)) ;; HD

;; This function filters the matching rules by applying each
;; conflict resolution strategy in turn.

(define (conflict-resolution matching-rules) ;; HD
(set! matching-rules (fireable-rules matching-rules))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (find-least-recently-fired-rules matching-rules)))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (simplest-instantiations matching-rules)))
(if (not (null? matching-rules))

(set! matching-rules (find-first matching-rules)))
matching-rules)
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;; the last conflict resolution strategy to be used. Simply returns
;; the first rule.

(define (find-first rules) ;; HD
(car rules))

;; Returns the cycle the rule last fired in. If the rule has not
;; yet fired 0 is returned.

(define (cycle-last-fired rule) ;; HD
(or (get rule ’cycle-last-fired) 0))

;; Compares the cycle-last-fired in the list of rules

(define (cycle-last-fired-comp rule-1 rule-2) ;; HD
(< (cycle-last-fired rule-1) (cycle-last-fired rule-2)))

(define sort-cycles-last-fired (quick-sort cycle-last-fired-comp)) ;; HD modified by BJW

;; Returns all the rules in matching-rules that fired least
;; recently.

(define (find-least-recently-fired-rules matching-rules) ;; HD
(find-least-recently-fired-rules1
;; sort the list according to the cycle they last fired.
(sort-cycles-last-fired matching-rules)))

;; Returns those candidates which fired least recently.
;; Candididates is a list of rules ordered such that a rule fired at
;; the same time as or before any rules that occur later on in the
;; list

(define(find-least-recently-fired-rules1 candidates) ;; HD
(if (not (null? candidates))

(find-least-recently-fired-rules2 candidates
(cycle-last-fired
(car candidates))) ’()))

;; Candidates is a list of the remaining candidates to consider;
;; lowest-cycle is the current lowest cycle

(define (find-least-recently-fired-rules2 candidates lowest-cycle) ;; HD
; No more candidates left return nil
(cond ((null? candidates) (list))

;; the first of the remaining candidates last fired in a
;; cycle greater than the current lowest cycle. We do
;; not want to consider any more candidates
((> (cycle-last-fired (car candidates)) lowest-cycle) (list))
(else (cons (car candidates)

(find-least-recently-fired-rules2 (cdr candidates)
lowest-cycle)))))

(define (complexity-comp rule-1 rule-2) ;; HD
(< (complexity rule-1) (complexity rule-2)))

(define sort-complexities (quick-sort complexity-comp)) ;; HD modified by BJW

;; Returns the ’simplest’ instantiation.
;; We define simplest as the instantiation whoise atomised length is
;; the least

(define (simplest-instantiations matching-rules) ;; HD
(simplest-insts1 (sort-complexities matching-rules)))
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;; Returns the set of rules with the simplest instantiations.
;; The rules are ordered according to their instantiation complexity

(define (simplest-insts1 rules) ;; HD
(simplest-insts2 rules (complexity (car rules))))

;; Rules is an ordered list of the rules. Simplest is the
;; complexity of the simplest instantiation.

(define (simplest-insts2 rules simplest) ;; HD
(cond ((null? rules) (list))

((> (complexity (car rules)) simplest)
(simplest-insts2 (cdr rules) simplest))
(else (cons (car rules)

(simplest-insts2 (cdr rules) simplest)))))

;; Returns the complexity of a rule. This is simply the length
;; of the atomised rule.

(define (complexity rule) ;; HD
(length (atomise (instantiation rule))))

;; This function atomises a list. For example,
;; (atomise ’((((a b) c) (((d))) (e)))) would return
;; (a b c d e)

(define (atomise lis) ;; BJW
(cond ((null? lis) ’())

((atom (car lis)) (cons (car lis) (atomise (cdr lis))))
(else (append (atomise (car lis)) (atomise (cdr lis))))))

;;Returns all the rules that are fireable.

(define (fireable-rules rules) ;; HD
(remove #f

(map fireable rules)))

;; A rule is fireable if its current instiation is not a member
;; of the rule’s previously fired instatiation. That is, the rule’s
;; current instiation has not fired before.

(define (fireable rule) ;; HD
(if (not (member (instantiation rule)

(previous-fired-instantiations rule))) rule #f))

;;; the Matcher

;; the matcher below is the same as the matcher in the second
;; rule interpreter.

;; Adds the variable’s binding (pattern) to the environment

(defmacro bind (variable pattern environment) ;; HD
‘(cons (list ,variable ,pattern) ,environment))

;; Is non-nil if the variable is bound in the environment

(defmacro bound (variable environment) ;; HD
‘(assoc ,variable ,environment))

;; returns t if x is a rule-interpreter variable,
;; ie its first character is ’?’

(define (variable-p x) ;; HD
(cond ((and (list? x) (> (length x) 1))
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(string=? (substring (string-append "("
(symbol->string (car x))) 0 1) "?"))

((and (not (null? x)) (not (list? x)))
(string=? (substring (symbol->string x) 0 1) "?"))
(else #f)))

;; returns the value of an item in the environment env.
;; If item is a bound variable in the binding is returned

(define (value-of pattern env) ;; HD
(let ((binding (and (variable-p pattern)

(bound pattern env))))
(cond (binding (cadr binding))

(else pattern))))

;; Matches an antecedent against working memory

(define (match-antecedent antecedent environment) ;; HD
(cond ((or (null? antecedent) (fail environment)) environment)

(else (match-antecedent (cdr antecedent)
(match-conjunct-with-working-memory
(car antecedent) environment)))))

;; Matches a conjunct against working memory

(define (match-conjunct-with-working-memory conjunct environment) ;; HD
(match-with-one-of conjunct *working-memory* environment))

;; Returns t if pattern matches against one of the
;; patterns

(define (match-with-one-of pattern patterns environment) ;; HD
(match* pattern patterns environment ’fail))

;; Tries to match pattern in patterns

(define (match* pattern patterns environment
last-matched-environment) ;; HD

(cond ((or (null? patterns)
(not (fail last-matched-environment)))

last-matched-environment)
(else (match* pattern (cdr patterns) environment

(match pattern (car patterns)
environment)))))

;; Matches pattern1 against pattern2

(define (match-1 pattern1 pattern2 environment) ;; HD
(let ((pattern1-value (value-of pattern1 environment)))

(cond ((fail environment) ’fail)
((and (symbol? pattern2) (list? pattern1-value))
(if (member pattern2 pattern1-value) environment))
((eq? pattern1-value pattern2) environment)
((variable-p pattern1-value)
(bind pattern1-value pattern2 environment))
((and (pair? pattern1) (pair? pattern2))
(match (cdr pattern1) (cdr pattern2)

(match (car pattern1) (car pattern2)
environment)))

(else ’fail))))

(define (match pattern1 pattern2 environment) ;; HD
(let ((pattern1-value (value-of pattern1 environment)))

(cond ((fail environment) ’fail)
((eq? pattern1-value pattern2) environment)
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((variable-p pattern1-value)
(bind pattern1-value pattern2 environment))
((and (pair? pattern1) (pair? pattern2))
(match (cdr pattern1) (cdr pattern2)

(match (car pattern1) (car pattern2)
environment)))

(else ’fail))))

;;; Functions to set up a ruleset

;; Sets up a set of rules, given a ruleset name and a list of rules

(define (set-up-rules ruleset-name rules) ;; HD
(store-ruleset
(map (lambda (rule)

(store-rule (antecedent-part-of rule)
(consequent-part-of rule)
(car rule)))

rules)
ruleset-name))

;; Stores a set of rules under the ruleset-name

(define (store-ruleset ruleset ruleset-name) ;; HD
(put *rules* ruleset-name ruleset))

;; Stores a rule

;; This should return the rule name last

(define (store-rule antecedent consequent rule-name) ;; HD
(put rule-name ’consequent consequent)
(put rule-name ’antecedent antecedent) rule-name)

==============================================================================================

;; Note: all code from here on in is BJW

;; Takes a value generated from the functions described in fuzzy.scm
;; and converts this quantitative value into a qualitative one.

(define (call-desired-constraint parameter-list function) ;; BJ
(let ((value (second parameter-list)))
(cond ((eq? function ’strict)

(set! value ’0.95))
((eq? function ’firm)
(set! value ’0.70))
((eq? function ’loose)
(set! value ’0.40))
((eq? function ’free)
(set! value ’0.10)))

(call-constraint parameter-list)))

;;generate-constraint takes in a value that is the result of applying theuser choice of
;;of a parameter and see which of the constraints it fits

(define (generate-constraint element current-design previous-design) ;; BJW
(cond ((and (not (null? current-design)) (not (null? previous-design)))

(call-desired-constraint element
(read-design-slot current-design ’general-constraint)))

(else (call-constraint element))))

;;call-fuzzy-engine is the main function that calls each of the functions that evaluate the
;;user input and returns the fuzzy values associated with them. It then calls the constraint
;;functions to determine the degree of the constraint imposedon the parameter chosen by the
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;;user.

(define (call-fuzzy-engine input parameter-list) ;; BJW
(let ((new-working-memory ’()) (current-design ’()))
(for-each (lambda (element)

(cond ((equal? (read-design-slot element ’design-name)

*possible-style*)
(set! current-design element)
(if (null? *previous-possible-style*)

(set! *previous-possible-style* *possible-style*)
(set! *previous-possible-style* (list)))))) *design-styles*)

(let loop ((element parameter-list))
(cond ((null? element) new-working-memory)

(else (let ((result (list)))
(cond ((eq? (car element) ’pattern-type)

(set! result (pattern-type
(read-design-slot input (car element)))))

((eq? (car element) ’pattern-layout)
(set! result (pattern-layout

(read-design-slot input (car element)))))
((eq? (car element) ’main-colour)
(set! result (main-colour

(read-design-slot input (car element)))))
((eq? (car element) ’contrast-colour)
(set! result (contrast-colour

(read-design-slot input (car element)))))
((eq? (car element) ’stitch-type)
(set! result (stitch-type

(read-design-slot input (car element)))))
((eq? (car element) ’yarn-type)
(set! result (yarn-type

(read-design-slot input (car element))))))
(if (not (null? result))

(set! new-working-memory
(append (list (list (car element)

(string->symbol (car result)))
(list (string->symbol

(string-append
(symbol->string (car element)) "-constraint"))

(string->symbol
(generate-constraint result

current-design *previous-possible-style*))))
new-working-memory))))

(loop (cdr element)))))))

;;generate-style-parameters generates all the possible combinations of design
;;parameters are valid so the user input can be matched againstthese. The reason
;;a function was chosen instead of a static global list was that it copuld be generated
;;on the fly and that would mean less coding.

(define (generate-style-parameters styles parameters) ;; BJW
(let ((the-list (list)))
(let loop1 ((element1 styles))
(cond ((null? element1) the-list)

(else (let loop2 ((element2 parameters))
(cond ((null? element2) #f)

(else (set! the-list (cons (string->symbol
(string-append
(symbol->string (car element1)) "-"
(symbol->string (car element2))))

the-list))
(loop2 (cdr element2)))))

(loop1 (cdr element1)))))))

;;update-choices insert a ’t value into the current working memory for
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;;each of the design styles. This lets the system know which design is being satisfied
;;more than the others.

(define (update-choices choice-list parameters updates) ;; BJW
(let loop1 ((element1 updates))
(cond ((null? element1) #f)

(else (let ((parameter-to-update (list)) (design-to-update (list)))
(let loop2 ((element2 parameters))
(cond ((null? element2) #f)

(else (if (not (null? (search
(symbol->string (car element2))
(symbol->string (car element1)))))

(set! parameter-to-update (car element2)))
(loop2 (cdr element2)))))

(let loop2 ((element2 choice-list))
(cond ((null? element2) #f)

(else (if (not (null? (search
(symbol->string (car element2))
(symbol->string (car element1)))))

(set! design-to-update (car element2)))
(loop2 (cdr element2)))))

(let loop2 ((element2 *working-designs*))
(cond ((null? element2) #f)

(else (if (eq? (read-design-slot (car element2) ’design-name)
design-to-update)

(write-design-slot (car element2)
parameter-to-update #t))

(loop2 (cdr element2)))))
(loop1 (cdr element1)))))))

;; remove-if-not-stylep temporarily removes those items which were
;; not added when the working-memory was applied to the inference
;; mechanism.

(define (remove-if-not-stylep element) ;; BJW
(let ((candidates (generate-style-parameters *current-styles* *current-parameters*))

(new-element element))
(map (lambda (x) (if (not (member x candidates))

(set! new-element (remove x new-element)))) new-element)

new-element))
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;;********************************************************************************************
;;* new-explain.scm *
;;********************************************************************************************
;; This is the new explanation facility for the design advisor. The format in which the system
;; develops the explanation is based around the format in which the Design System presents it.
;; For each facet of the design that needs to be changed 3 suggestions are presented. For
;; example, if the contrasting colours of the design do not match the requirements for an aran
;; design then a explanation would be presented thus:

An aran style suggests natural colours. To do this:
1) Make the moss stitch panel a natural colour.
2) Make the stocking stitch a natural colour.
3) Make the rib stitch a natural colour.

;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

;; make-word extracts all the hyphens from values used in the kb of
;; design styles to make the explanation more natural in its
;; presentation. BJW

(define (make-word word)
(if (not (null? (search "-" word)))

(string-append (substring word 0 (search "-" word))
" "
(substring word (+ (search "-" word) 1) (string-length word)))

word))

;; format-word converts values stored as symbols in the kb to strings
;; so that they may be combined with the other parts of the
;; explanation. BJW

(define (format-word word)
(let ((word (if (string? word) word (symbol->string word))))
(make-word word)))

;; For each attribute that needs to be changed, make-intro generates
;; the first part of this explanation. As part of this functionis
;; extra text added if the experience level of the user is verylow. BJW

(define (make-intro design constraint advice-level)
(string-append
(if (eq? (read-design-slot design ’design-name) ’aran) "An " "A ")
(format-word (read-design-slot design ’design-name)) " style suggests a "

(format-word (car (read-design-slot design constraint))) " "
(format-word (symbol->string constraint)) ". "
(if (= advice-level 1)

;include extra text for inexperienced user.
(list-ref (assoc constraint *descriptions*) 1))

" To do this:"
(string #\Newline)))

;; predefined text used to explain alteration to be made to the
;; pattern type of the garment. BJW

(define *pattern-types*
’((geometric "Include squares,circles or other geometric shapes.:")
(linear "Put a series of linear textures on it.:")
(motif "Have one or more pictures on it.:")
(fair-isle "Have on part of it a fair isle design.:")
(cable "Have a cable on it.:")
(texture "Have a texture on it such as a rib or honeycomb stitch.:")))

;; predefined text used to explain alteration to be made to the
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;; pattern layout of the garment. BJW

(define *pattern-layouts*
’((linear "Lay out the pattern components in a straight line.:")
(geometric "Lay out the pattern components in a geometric shape such as a square.:")
(spiral "Lay out the pattern components in a spiral.:")
(circular "Lay out the pattern components in a circle.:")
(repeating "Have the same set of components repeat across the garment.:")
(h-repeating "Have the same set of components repeat down the garment.:")))

;; predefined text used to explain alteration to be made to the
;; stitch type of the garment. BJW

(define *stitch-types*
’((stocking "Make all the texture panels a stocking stitch.:")
(moss "Make all the texture panels a moss stitch.:")
(multiple "Have more than one type of stitch panel on the garment.:")
(single "Have only a single stitch type on the garment.:")))

;; predefined text used to define what each of the attributes are. BJW

(define *descriptions*
’((pattern-type "The pattern type describes the components that make up the garment.\n")
(pattern-layout

"The pattern layout describes the spatial layout of the components on the garment.\n")
(main-colour "The main colour covers the major area of the garment.\n")
(contrast-colour
"This describes one or more colours that either complement the main colour
or are composed of an entirely different colour.\n")
(stitch-type

"The stitch type is the stitch or series of stitches the garment is knitted in.\n")
(yarn-type "The yarn type is the ply of the wool that the garment is knitted in.\n")))

;; predefined text to reflect the degree to which DesignAdvisor
;; believes the design style of the garment to be. BJW

(define *confidence-descriptions*
’("I’m not sure about what you doing yet. However I think you appear to be designing "
"From what I’ve seen you appear to be designing "
"I’m quite sure you are heading towards "
"It’s safe to assume that you are designing "
"I’m reasonably certain that you are designing "
"Look. I’m really positive that you are designing "))

;; generate explanations for pattern type. Consists of two main parts:
;; Introductory text and suggestions based on the design style
;; DesignAdvisor believes the garment to be. BJW

(define (explain-pattern-type design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’pattern-type advice-level)) (counter 1)

(type-list (read-design-slot design ’pattern-type)))
(for-each (lambda (element)

(let ((suggestion (string-copy (list-ref (assoc element *pattern-types*) 1))))
(if (< counter 4)
(set! new-string (string-append new-string

(number->string counter) ". "
(if (> counter 1)

(string-append "Or "
(string-set! suggestion 0 (char-downcase
(string-ref suggestion 0))))

suggestion)
))))

(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))
type-list)

(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))
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;; generate the suggestions to the pattern layout in the same way. BJW

(define (explain-pattern-layout design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’pattern-layout advice-level)) (counter 1)

(layout-list (read-design-slot design ’pattern-layout)))
(for-each (lambda (element)

(let ((suggestion (string-copy (list-ref (assoc element *pattern-layouts*) 1))))
(if (< counter 4)
(set! new-string (string-append new-string

(number->string counter) ". "
(if (> counter 1)

(string-append "Or "
(string-set! suggestion 0 (char-downcase
(string-ref suggestion 0))))

suggestion)
))))

(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))
layout-list)

(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))

;; get-contrast colours extracts all those components in the garment
;; that do not constitute the textures forming the base garment. These
;; components then form the basis for suggestions alterations to the;
; contrast colour or colours of the garment. BJW

(define (get-contrast-colours the-list)
(remove ’() (map (lambda (element) (if (not (string=? (get element ’description)

"base-garment")) element ())) the-list)))

;; Now generate the suggestions for the contrast colours. BJW

(define (explain-contrast-colours design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’contrast-colour advice-level))

(counter 1) (main-colour (format-word (car (read-design-slot design
’main-colour)))))

(contrast-list (get-contrast-colours the-list)))
(cond ((not (null? contrast-list))

(for-each (lambda (element)
(if (< counter 4)

(set! new-string (string-append new-string
(number->string counter) ". "
(if (> counter 1) "Or make the" "Make the")

(format-word (get element ’description))
" panel a " main-colour " contrast colour.:"

)))
(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))

contrast-list))
(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))

;; generate the suggestions to alter the main colour of the garment. BJW

(define (explain-main-colour design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’main-colour advice-level))

(counter 1)
(main-list (read-design-slot design ’main-colour)))

(for-each (lambda (element)
(if (< counter 4)

(set! new-string (string-append new-string
(number->string counter) ". "
(if (> counter 1) "Or make the" "Make the")
" main colour of the garment "
(format-word element) ".:"

)))
(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))
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main-list)
(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))

;; generate the suggestions to alter the stitch of the garment. BJW

(define (explain-stitch-type design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’stitch-type advice-level))

(counter 1)
(stitch-list (read-design-slot design ’stitch-type)))

(for-each (lambda (element)
(let ((suggestion (string-copy (list-ref (assoc element *stitch-types*) 1))))
(if (< counter 4)

(set! new-string (string-append new-string
(number->string counter) ". "

(if (> counter 1)
(string-append "Or "
(string-set! suggestion 0 (char-downcase
(string-ref suggestion 0))))

suggestion)
))))

(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))
stitch-list)

(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))

;; generate the suggestions to alter the yarn type of the garment. BJW

(define (explain-yarn-type design the-list advice-level)
(let ((new-string (make-intro design ’yarn-type advice-level))

(counter 1)
(yarn-list (read-design-slot design ’yarn-type)))

(for-each (lambda (element)
(if (< counter 4)

(set! new-string (string-append new-string
(number->string counter) ". "
(if (> counter 1) "Or change" "Change")
" the garment into a "
(format-word element)
" yarn type.:"
)))

(set! counter (+ 1 counter)))
yarn-list)

(string-append new-string (string #\Newline))))

;; explain is the main function use to call the other functions
;; above. To generate an explanation it uses the details contained in
;; *working-designs* to dictate what asepcts of the design style need
;; to be changed. BJW

(define (explain design working-design the-list parameters level)
(let ((explanation ""))
(let loop ((element parameters))
(cond ((null? element) explanation)

(else
(if (equal? (read-design-slot working-design (car element)) ’())

(let ((par (car element)))
(cond ((equal? par ’pattern-type)

(set! explanation
(string-append explanation

(explain-pattern-type design the-list level))))
((equal? par ’pattern-layout)
(set! explanation

(string-append explanation
(explain-pattern-layout design the-list level))))

((equal? par ’main-colour)
(set! explanation
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(string-append explanation
(explain-main-colour design the-list level))))

((equal? par ’contrast-colour)
(set! explanation

(string-append explanation
(explain-contrast-colours design the-list level))))

((equal? par ’stitch-type)
(set! explanation

(string-append explanation
(explain-stitch-type design the-list level))))

((equal? par ’yarn-type)
(set! explanation

(string-append explanation
(explain-yarn-type design the-list level)))))))

(loop (cdr element)))))))

;; index-confidence is used to generate the first part of the explanation. BJW

(define (index-confidence confidence-descriptions style-max)
(list-ref confidence-descriptions

(- (string->number (substring (number->string
(truncate (/ style-max 14))) 0 1))

2)))

;; set-up-explanation takes the design style that the system thinks the user is
;; heading towards and then acquires the rest of the paramameters that may satisfy
;; this design and send this data off to the explanation facility. BJW

(define (set-up-explanation list)
(let ((counter 0))
(set! *explanation* (index-confidence *confidence-descriptions* *style-max*))
(if (eq? *possible-style* ’bad-taste)

(set! *explanation* (string-append *explanation* "a "))
(set! *explanation* (string-append *explanation* "an ")))

(set! *explanation* (string-append *explanation* (format-word

*possible-style*) " garment. I’m only a computer
and I may be wrong.:"))

(let loop ((list list))
(cond ((null? list) #f)

(else (if (equal?
(read-design-slot (car list) ’design-name) *possible-style*)
(set! *explanation* (string-append *explanation*

(explain (car list) (list-ref *working-designs* counter)

*component-list* *current-parameters* *advice-level* ))))
(set! counter (+ counter 1))
(loop (cdr list)))))

(if (= *overlap* 1)
(set! *explanation*

(string-append *explanation*
"You have overlapping motifs on the design. I suggest you rectify this by:"
(string #\Newline)

"1. Removing one of the motifs from the design.:"
"2. Or moving one of the motifs so that they do not overlap.:"
(string #\Newline))))

(if (or (and (> *complexity* 5) (= *advice-level* 1))
(and (> *complexity* 10) (= *advice-level* 2)))

(set! *explanation*
(string-append *explanation*
"The garment you have designed is quite complex for your experience level:
I suggest:" (string #\Newline)
"1. Reducing the number of textures on the design.:"
"2. Or reducing the number of motifs on the design." (string #\Newline))))))
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;;********************************************************************************************
;;* new-controller.scm *
;;********************************************************************************************

;; The list that contains the components that form the users garment.

;;*Unless otherwise stated, all code with the initials BJW is bythe
;;* author Brendon James Woodford

(define *component-list* ())

;; A small function that converts a number to a string for use by the parser below. BJW

(define (convert-to-numbers string)
(list (string->number (substring string 0 (search " " string)))

(string->number (substring string (+ 1 (search " " string)) (string-length string)))))

;; parse-string takes input from DesignSystems and converts this input
;; into a number of components that describe the garment. BJW

(define (parse-string input-string)
(let ((components ()) (component ()) (index 0) (counter 0) (sub-string (make-string 500)))
(set! *advice-level* (string->number (substring input-string 6 7)))
(set! input-string (substring input-string 8 (string-length input-string)))
(let loop1 ((string input-string))
(cond ((string=? string "") components)

(else
(if (not (null? (search "," string)))

(set! sub-string (substring string 0 (search "," string)))
(set! sub-string string))

(set! counter (+ 1 counter))
(set! component (string->symbol

(string-append "component" (number->string counter))))
(put component ’type

(substring sub-string 5 (- (search "description" sub-string) 1)))
(put component ’description

(substring sub-string
(+ 12 (search "description" sub-string))

(- (search "colour" sub-string) 1)))
(put component ’colour

(substring sub-string
(+ 7 (search "colour" sub-string)) (- (search "position" sub-string) 1)))

(put component ’position
(convert-to-numbers
(substring sub-string
(+ 9 (search "position" sub-string))

(- (search "size" sub-string) 1))))
(put component ’size

(convert-to-numbers
(substring sub-string
(+ 5 (search "size" sub-string)) (- (search "yarn" sub-string) 1))))

(put component ’yarn
(substring sub-string
(+ 5 (search "yarn" sub-string)) (string-length sub-string)))

(set! components (cons component components))
(if (not (null? (search "," string)))

(set! index (+ 1 (search "," string)))
(set! index (string-length string)))

(loop1 (substring string index (string-length string))))))))
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;; check-position is that function that takes the position and size
;; information of the motifs on the user’s garment to test for
;; overlapping motifs. BJW

(define (check-position px py posx posy)
(let ((numcomponents (length posx)) (overlap 0))
(let loop ((counter 1))
(cond ((or (= counter numcomponents) (= overlap 1)) (if (= overlap 1) counter))

(else
(if (< (car (list-ref posy (- counter 1))) (car (list-ref posy counter)))

(if (and (> (+ (car (list-ref posx counter)) (car (list-ref px counter)))
(car (list-ref posx (- counter 1))))

(> (+ (car (list-ref posy (- counter 1))) (car (list-ref py (- counter 1))))
(car (list-ref posy counter))))

(set! overlap 1)))
(else
(if (and (> (+ (car (list-ref posy counter) (car (list-ref py counter))))

(car (list-ref py (- counter 1))))
(> (+ (car (list-ref posx (- counter 1))) (car (list-ref px (- counter 1))))

(car (list-ref px counter))))
(set! overlap 1))))))))

;; split-lists creates sublists from the information in
;; *component-list* to be used by check-positin. BJW

(define (split-list lists)
(let ((posx (map (lambda (n) (list (car (car n)))) lists))

(posy (map (lambda (n) (cdr (car n))) lists))
(px (map (lambda (n) (list (car (car (cdr n))))) lists))
(py (map (lambda (n) (cdr (car (cdr n)))) lists)))

(list posx posy px py)))

;; remove-motifs eliminates those components which are motifs
;; from the *component-list*. BJW

(define (remove-motifs the-list)
(remove #f (map (lambda (n) (if (not (string=? "many" (get n ’colour))) n #f)) the-list)))

;; remove-textures eliminates those components which are textures from
;; the *component-list*. BJW

(define (remove-textures the-list)
(remove #f (map (lambda (n) (if (string=? "many" (get n ’colour)) n #f)) the-list)))

;; infer-pattern-type takes as input the*component-list* to determine
;; the overall pattern-type of the users garment. This is calculated
;; from counting the number of cables, textures and motifs thatappear
;; on the garment. The category with the highest count wins over. BJW

(define (infer-pattern-type the-list user-design)
(let ((type-vector (list->vector ’(0 0 1))) (max-type 0)

(type-list ’(motif cable texture)) (vector-index 0))
(let loop ((new-list the-list))
(cond ((null? new-list) type-vector)

(else
(cond ((string=? (get (car new-list) ’type) "motif")

(vector-set! type-vector 0 (+ (vector-ref type-vector 0) 2)))
((string=? (get (car new-list) ’type) "cable")
(vector-set! type-vector 1 (+ (vector-ref type-vector 1) 1)))
((string=? (get (car new-list) ’type) "texture")
(vector-set! type-vector 2 (+ (vector-ref type-vector 2) 1))))

(loop (cdr new-list)))))
(let loop ((counter 0))
(cond ((= counter (vector-length type-vector))
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(write-design-slot user-design ’pattern-type (list-ref type-list vector-index)))
(else
(let ((vector-value (vector-ref type-vector counter)))
(cond ((> vector-value max-type)

(set! vector-index counter)
(set! max-type vector-value))))

(loop (+ 1 counter)))))))

;; regress is part of the overall set of functions to calculate the
;; value used to describe the layout of the components on the
;; garment. This function corresponds to the normal process oflinear
;; regression used in mathematics. BJW

(define (regress numpoints x y)
(let ((sx 0.0) (sy 0.0) (sx2 0.0) (sy2 0.0) (sxy 0.0) (cc 0.0)

(first-part 0.0) (second-part 0.0))
(do ((index numpoints (+ index 1)))

((= index numpoints))
(set! sx (+ sx (vector-ref x index)))
(set! sy (+ sy (vector-ref y index)))
(set! sx2 (+ sx2 (* (vector-ref x index) (vector-ref x index))))
(set! sy2 (+ sy2 (* (vector-ref y index) (vector-ref y index))))
(set! sxy (+ sxy (* (vector-ref x index) (vector-ref y index)))))

(if (= (- sxy (/ (* sx sy) numpoints)) 0.0)
(set! first-part 1.0)

(set! first-part (- sxy (/ (* sx sy) numpoints))))
(if (= (sqrt (* (- sx2 (/ (* sx sx) numpoints))

(- sy2 (/ (* sy sy) numpoints)))) 0.0)
(set! second-part 1.0)

(set! second-part (sqrt (* (- sx2 (/ (* sx sx) numpoints))
(- sy2 (/ (* sy sy) numpoints))))))

(set! cc (/ first-part second-part)) cc))

;; find-index takes a mid point and a array and finds the index of the array
;; that is equal to or greater than the mid point. This value is used in
;; conjunction with pattern-set to split the initial array of x and y values up. BJW

(define (find-index midpoint vector)
(let loop ((index 0))
(if (>= (vector-ref vector index) midpoint) index

(loop (+ index 1)))))

;; pattern-set takes the arrays of x and y values and computes three values
;; that are then used to determine how linear this set of x and y values are.
;; These three values form the basis of the calculation that is necessary to
;; compute the value that finally determines how linear a particular set of
;; points are. BJW

(define (pattern-set numpoints x y)
(let* ((cc1 (regress numpoints x y)) (midpoint (make-vector 2)) (end-range 0)

(x-new-array
(make-vector (inexact->exact (+ 1 (truncate (/ numpoints 2))))))
(y-new-array
(make-vector (inexact->exact (+ 1 (truncate (/ numpoints 2))))))
(cc2 0.0) (cc3 0.0) (linear 0.0))

(cond ((= (inexact->exact cc1) 1) cc1)
((< cc1 1.0)
(vector-set! midpoint 0 (/ (+ (vector-ref x 0) (vector-ref x (- numpoints 1))) 2))
(vector-set! midpoint 1 (/ (+ (vector-ref y 0) (vector-ref y (- numpoints 1))) 2))
(set! end-range (find-index (vector-ref midpoint 0) x))
(do ((index 0 (+ 1 index)))

((> index end-range))
(vector-set! x-new-array index (vector-ref x index))
(vector-set! y-new-array index (vector-ref y index)))

(set! cc2 (regress end-range x-new-array y-new-array))
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(do ((index end-range (+ index 1)))
((> index numpoints))

(vector-set! x-new-array (- index end-range) (vector-ref x index))
(vector-set! y-new-array (- index end-range) (vector-ref y index)))

(set! cc3 (regress (- numpoints end-range) x-new-array y-new-array))
(if (and (= cc1 0.0) (= cc2 0.0) (= cc3 0.0))

(set! linear 0.0)
(set! linear (/ 1.5 (/ 3 (+ cc1 cc2 cc3))))) linear))))

;; infer-pattern-layout calls pattern-set to determine the value which
;; describes the layout of the garment. BJW

(define (infer-pattern-layout the-list user-design)
(let* ((splitted-list (split-list (map (lambda (n)

(list (get n ’position) (get n ’size))) the-list)))
(linearity (pattern-set (length the-list)

(list->vector (atomise (car splitted-list)))
(list->vector (atomise (car (cdr splitted-list)))))))

(write-design-slot user-design ’pattern-layout (/ (* 10.0 linearity) 4))))

;; infer-the-colours examines the makeup of the colours in the
;; components that the garment is comprised of. The main colour ofthe
;; garment is defined as the colour of the largest texture on the
;; garment. A count is then made on the number of other textures on
;; the garment to determine the makeup of the contrasting colours. BJW

(define (infer-the-colours the-list user-design)
(let ((texture-list (remove-motifs the-list)) (maxx 0.0) (maxy 0.0)

(largest-texture ()) (no-colours 0))
(let loop ((new-list texture-list))
(cond ((null? new-list) (write-design-slot user-design

’main-colour (string->symbol (get largest-texture ’colour))))
(else
(let ((x (car (get (car new-list) ’size)))

(y (car (cdr (get (car new-list) ’size)))))
(cond ((and (> x maxx) (> y maxy))

(set! maxx x)
(set! maxy y)
(set! largest-texture (car new-list)))))

(loop (cdr new-list)))))
(let loop ((new-list texture-list))
(cond ((null? new-list)

(cond ((= no-colours 0)
(write-design-slot user-design ’contrast-colour ’no-contrast))
((= no-colours 1)
(write-design-slot user-design ’contrast-colour ’contrasting))
(else
(write-design-slot user-design ’contrast-colour ’multiple))))

(else
(cond ((not (string=? (get (car new-list) ’colour)

(get largest-texture ’colour)))
(set! no-colours (+ 1 no-colours))
(put (car new-list) ’contrast-colour #t)))

(loop (cdr new-list)))))))

;; infer-stitch-type scans the component list for all textures on the
;; garment and then determines the stitch type from this. BJW

(define (infer-stitch-type the-list user-design)
(let ((new-list (remove-motifs the-list)))
(cond ((= (length new-list) 1)

(cond ((not (null? (search "stocking" (get (car new-list) ’description))))
(write-design-slot user-design ’stitch-type ’stocking))
((not (null? (search "moss" (get (car new-list) ’description))))
(write-design-slot user-design ’stitch-type ’moss))
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(else
(write-design-slot user-design ’stitch-type ’single))))

(else
(write-design-slot user-design ’stitch-type ’multiple)))))

;; infer-yarn-type extracts the yarn type of the garment. BJW

(define (infer-yarn-type the-list user-design)
(write-design-slot user-design ’yarn-type (string->symbol (get (car the-list) ’yarn))))

;; preprocess-input calls the above functions to generate the
;; user-design from the input taken from DesignSystem. BJW

(define (preprocess-input input-string)
(set! *component-list* (parse-string input-string))
(set! *complexity* (length *component-list*))
(let ((new-list (split-list (map (lambda (n)

(list (get n ’position) (get n ’size))) *component-list*))))
(set! *overlap* (check-position (list-ref new-list 0) (list-ref new-list 1)

(list-ref new-list 2) (list-ref new-list 3)))
(infer-pattern-type *component-list* *user-design*)
(infer-pattern-layout *component-list* *user-design*)
(infer-the-colours *component-list* *user-design*)
(infer-stitch-type *component-list* *user-design*)
(infer-yarn-type *component-list* *user-design*)))

;; second is a function that is similar to the corresponding function
;; in Lisp and extracts the second element of a list if it exists. BJW

(define (second lis)
(if (> (length lis) 1) (car (cdr lis)) (list)))

;; count-satisfied-parameters is the function that goes through each of
;; the possible design styles and matches it against the user input. If
;; the user input matches the design-style then a counter is incremented. BJW

(define (count-satisfied-parameters working-list parameter-list)
(let ((result (list)) (count 1))
(let loop1 ((element1 working-list))

(cond ((null? element1) result)
(else (let loop2 ((element2 parameter-list))

(cond ((null? element2) count)
((equal? (read-design-slot (car element1) (car element2)) #t)
(set! count (+ 1 count))
(loop2 (cdr element2)))
(else (loop2 (cdr element2)))))

(set! result (cons (list (read-design-slot
(car element1) ’design-name) count) result))

(set! count 1)
(loop1 (cdr element1)))))))

;; determine-possible-styles evaluates the results of applying the working design
;; styles to the count-satsified-parameters and keeps a record of the design style
;; that has the most parameters satisfied. This is the one that isthen the basis
;; of the constructed explanation. BJW

(define (determine-possible-style list)
(let loop ((element (count-satisfied-parameters list *current-parameters*)))
(cond ((null? element) *possible-style*)

(else (let ((probability (* 100 (/ (list-ref (car element) 1)

*no-of-parameters*))))
(cond ((> probability *style-max*)

(set! *style-max* probability)
(set! *possible-style* (car (car element))))))

(loop (cdr element))))))
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;; design-satisfied alters the nil value in the working-designs based
;; on the output of the inference mechanism. BJW

(define (design-satisfied? working-designs parameters)
(let ((result (list)))
(let loop ((element working-designs))

(cond ((null? element) result)
(else (if (not (member ’() (map (lambda (parameter)

(read-design-slot (car element) parameter)) parameters)))
(set! result #t))

(loop (cdr element)))))))

;; reset-other-working-designs changes the#t values in the
;; working-designs back to nil only if they are not part of the design style
;; that DesignAdvisor believes the user design to be. BJW

(define (reset-other-working-designs input-list possible-design)
(let ((parameters ’(main-colour contrast-colour stitch-type yarn-type)))
(let loop1 ((input-list input-list))

(cond ((null? input-list) #f)
(else (if (not (equal? (read-design-slot (car input-list) ’design-name)

possible-design))
(let loop2 ((parameters parameters))

(cond ((null? parameters) #f)
(else (write-design-slot

(car input-list) (car parameters) ’())
(loop2 (cdr parameters))))))

(loop1 (cdr input-list)))))))

;; controller is the main function that is called to invoke theother code that
;; calls the procedures that accept the user input, turn it into a inference
;; form and then update the results of applying the user inputto the design
;; advisor. BJW

(define (controller string)
(do-it)
(init-working-designs)
(set! *possible-style* ’())
(set! *previous-possible-style* (list))
(set! *user-design* (make-design ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’() ’()))
(preprocess-input string)
(ps ’garment-styles

(call-fuzzy-engine *user-design* *current-parameters*) (list))
(update-choices *current-styles* *current-parameters*

(remove-if-not-stylep (atomise *working-memory*)))
(determine-possible-style *working-designs*)
(reset-other-working-designs *working-designs* *possible-style*)
(set-up-explanation *design-styles*)

;; (if (not (null? (design-satisfied?*working-designs* *current-parameters*)))
;; (set! *explanation*
;; (string-append"The components you have chosen for your design match fully the"
;; (format-word *possible-style*) " style."
;; "There is no more advice to present to you." (string #\newline))))
)
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;;****************************************************************************************
;;* design-rules.scm *
;;****************************************************************************************
;;
;; Rule base for the design styles in DesignAdvisor. The format of the
;; rules are taken from Hasemer and Domingue so that they can be
;; applied to the author’s expert system shell.
;;
(define (do-it)
(set-up-rules ’garment-styles

’((rule1 (?pc strict-pattern-type)
(?pt motif-pattern-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-pattern-type))

(rule2 (?pc strict-pattern-type)
(?pt geometric-pattern-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-pattern-type))

(rule3 (?pc strict-pattern-type)
(?pt linear-pattern-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-pattern-type))

(rule4 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt motif-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule5 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt geometric-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule6 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt linear-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule7 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt fair-isle-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule8 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt cable-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule9 (?pc free-pattern-type)
(?pt texture-pattern-type)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-type))

(rule10 (?pc firm-pattern-type)
(?pt geometric-pattern-type)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-type))

(rule11 (?pc firm-pattern-type)
(?pt fair-isle-pattern-type)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-type))

(rule12 (?pc strict-pattern-type)
(?pt cable-pattern-type)
==>
(aran-pattern-type))

(rule13 (?pc strict-pattern-type)
(?pt texture-pattern-type)
==>
(aran-pattern-type))

(rule14 (?pc strict-pattern-layout)
(?pl geometric-pattern-layout)
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==>
(1920s-geometric-pattern-layout))

(rule15 (strict-pattern-layout)
(?pl linear-pattern-layout)
==>
(1920s-geometric-pattern-layout))

(rule16 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl geometric-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule17 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl linear-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule18 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl spiral-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule19 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl circular-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule20 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl repeating-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule21 (?pc free-pattern-layout)
(?pl h-repeating-pattern-layout)
==>
(psychedelic-pattern-layout))

(rule22 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl geometric-pattern-layout)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

(rule23 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl linear-pattern-layout)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

(rule24 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl spiral-pattern-layout)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

(rule25 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl circular-pattern-layout)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

(rule26 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl ia a repeating-pattern-layout)
==>
(bad-taste-pattern-layout))

(rule27 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl geometric-pattern-layout)
==>
(aran-pattern-layout))

(rule28 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl linear-pattern-layout)
==>
(aran-pattern-layout))

(rule29 (?pc firm-pattern-layout)
(?pl h-repeating-pattern-layout)
==>
(aran-pattern-layout))

(rule30 (?mcc strict-main-colour)
(?mc low-saturation-main-colour)
==>
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(1920s-geometric-main-colour))
(rule31 (?mcc strict-main-colour)

(?mc hue-yellow-red-main-colour)
==>
(1920s-geometric-main-colour))

(rule32 (?mcc firm-main-colour)
(?mc high-saturation-main-colour)
==>
(psychedelic-main-colour))

(rule33 (?mcc firm-main-colour)
(?mc high-saturation-main-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-main-colour))

(rule34 (?mcc firm-main-colour)
(?mc yellow-main-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-main-colour))

(rule35 (?mcc firm-main-colour)
(?mc orange-main-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-main-colour))

(rule36 (?mcc firm-main-colour)
(?mc green-main-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-main-colour))

(rule37 (?mcc strict-main-colour)
(?mc low-saturation-main-colour)
==>
(aran-main-colour))

(rule38 (?mcc strict-main-colour)
(?mc natural-main-colour)
==>
(aran-main-colour))

(rule39 (?ccc strict-contrast-colour)
(?cc high-saturation-contrast-colour)
==>
(1920s-geometric-contrast-colour))

(rule40 (?ccc strict-contrast-colour)
(?cc complimentary-contrast-colour)
==>
(1920s-geometric-contrast-colour))

(rule41 (?ccc firm-contrast-colour)
(?cc high-saturation-contrast-colour)
==>
(psychedelic-contrast-colour))

(rule42 (?ccc firm-contrast-colour)
(?cc contrasting-contrast-colour)
==>
(psychedelic-contrast-colour))

(rule43 (?ccc firm-contrast-colour)
(?cc multiple-contrast-colour)
==>
(psychedelic-contrast-colour))

(rule44 (?ccc firm-contrast-colour)
(?cc high-saturation-contrast-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-contrast-colour))

(rule45 (?ccc firm-contrast-colour)
(?cc contrasting-contrast-colour)
==>
(bad-taste-contrast-colour))

(rule46 (?ccc strict-contrast-colour)
(?cc no-contrast-contrast-colour)
==>
(aran-contrast-colour))
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(rule47 (?stc strict-stitch-type)
(?st single-stitch-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-stitch-type))

(rule48 (?stc strict-stitch-type)
(?st stocking-stitch-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-stitch-type))

(rule49 (?stc firm-stitch-type)
(?st multiple-stitch-type)
==>
(psychedelic-stitch-type))

(rule50 (?stc firm-stitch-type)
(?st multiple-stitch-type)
==>
(bad-taste-stitch-type))

(rule51 (?stc firm-stitch-type)
(?st stocking-stitch-type)
==>
(aran-stitch-type))

(rule52 (?stc firm-stitch-type)
(?st moss-stitch-type)
==>
(aran-stitch-type))

(rule53 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt single-yarn-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-yarn-type))

(rule54 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt 4ply-yarn-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-yarn-type))

(rule55 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt 6ply-yarn-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-yarn-type))

(rule56 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt 8ply-yarn-type)
==>
(1920s-geometric-yarn-type))

(rule57 (?ytc loose-yarn-type)
(?yt multiple-yarn-type)
==>
(psychedelic-yarn-type))

(rule58 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt single-yarn-type)
==>
(bad-taste-yarn-type))

(rule59 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt 4ply-yarn-type)
==>
(bad-taste-yarn-type))

(rule60 (?ytc firm-yarn-type)
(?yt mohair-yarn-type)
==>
(bad-taste-yarn-type))

(rule61 (?ytc strict-yarn-type)
(?yt single-yarn-type)
==>
(aran-yarn-type))

(rule62 (?ytc strict-yarn-type)
(?yt 4ply-yarn-type)
==>
(aran-yarn-type))

(rule63 (?ytc strict-yarn-type)
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(?yt 8ply-yarn-type)
==>
(aran-yarn-type))

(rule64 (?ytc strict-yarn-type)
(?yt 10ply-yarn-type)
==>
(aran-yarn-type))

(rule65 (?ytc strict-yarn-type)
(?yt 12ply-yarn-type)
==>
(aran-yarn-type)))))
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Appendix C

The interview with the expert knitwear
designer

In the initial stages of the development of DesignAdvisor aninterview was conducted with the

head knitwear designer of Alliance Textiles with these objectives in mind:

1. To obtain information about knitwear design style in order to generate a knowledge base

of design styles.

2. Elicit a set of rules of good design style.

3. Model the inference method used by the designer when designing a new garment.

As I only had a minimal amount of knowledge concerning knitting, and no knowledge of

knitwear design, the difficulty level associated with extracting the required information from

the knitwear designer was increased. In addition, because an application of this sort had not

been developed previously, there was no framework I could use to aid me in the activity.

Because of these reasons, I opted for an unstructured interview at first; one in which I had

only a few general questions and left the designer to answer these questions. Once I was at

a level where I understood more about the process, I could then start asking more specific

questions concerning the knitwear design process.
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C.1 The initial interview

C.1.1 Method

The first series of questions asked related to their thoughtson what makes a good garment

design style. The designer explained to me what she focussedon when developing either a

garment of a particular design style or creating a garment ofa brand new style. Once I had

identified some consistent attributes that the designer spoke of when answering my questions.

I then concentrated of these attributes in more detail asking her what aspects of these attributes

were important to the overall design, their definition, and how they related to each other.

C.1.2 Results

The important attributes extracted were: The pattern type,pattern layout, main colour, con-

trasting colours, stitch type and yarn type of the garment. These attributes combine together

to form a satisfactory description of a design style for the purpose of DesignAdvisor and the

definition of each attribute is presented below:

1. pattern-type: The pattern-type defines the overall look of the garment. It attempts to

describe the predominant nature of the components that makeup the garment design.

For example, if there are motifs(pictures) on the garment, this limits the style that the

particular design can fall into.

2. pattern-layout: This describes the layout of the textures and pictures that may appear

on the garment. It is possible to arrange the components on a garment in any layout.

But it is better if they fit a geometric shape like a square or circle. This is normally

the case because the complexity of the design increases if the components are randomly

positioned on the garment or there is a large number of them. Anovice knitter may not

be able to reproduce the garment they have designed if this isthe case.
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3. main-colour: Colour is one of the more important features of a design. The main-colour

describes the overall colour of the design. If there is more than one colour in the garment

the main-colour is defined as the predominant colour of the garment. Describing the

main colour can be in the form of a specific colour such asorangeor a colour that fits

into a specified category such ashigh-saturation.

4. contrast-colour: If there is more than one colour to the design then the choice of these

colours is an important consideration. Some colours may clash with other colours already

on the garment and as the number of contrasting colours increases, so does the decision

about what ones to use. Although if one is to create a more ambitious design that requires

many clashing colours, the choice of colours is more complicated This may be exactly

what the designer wants but in most cases the choice of contrast colours is something

that can be narrowed down to a small set of choices depending on what the main colour

of the garment is.

5. stitch-type: There are many textures that could be part of a garment designstyle, one

book alone contains more than 500 examples. However it is generally accepted that most

of the textures that could be part of a design style fit into a few standard categories. These

arecable, moss, single, andstocking. Most of the other stitches are variations on these

types. These categories could then be used as a basis for describing the stitch types that

the garment is composed of.

6. yarn-type: The ply of the wool that is used to knit the garment describes the thickness

of the wool. A ply can vary from a single strand of wool to a morethicker 12ply strand

which is the combination of 12 strands of the same colour of wool. The ply of the

garment is described as the yarn type and has a bearing on the type of stitches that can

be generated from it. More intricate textures can only be generated using a low ply wool
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while thicker plys are used to generate textures that are of less detail but easier to knit.

Using these attributes as a framework for further questioning it, the relationship between

these attributes were found. Essentially the main relationships between these attributes are

detailed below:

1. The pattern type and pattern layout are related to each other by the type of components

used to build the garment. For example, if a texture pattern type is decided upon then the

pattern layout is restricted to only a few options because ofthe difficulty associated with

the spatial layout of complex textures. Conversely, if a motif pattern type is decided upon

the the number of pattern layouts that can be chosen is increased as it is easier, in theory,

to position motifs in complex geometrical layouts. Of course this is wholly dependant

on the experience level of the knitter.

2. The relationship between the main colour and contrastingcolours of the garment be-

comes more of an issue as more colours are decided upon for thegarment. For example,

a design with a main colour and up to three contrast colours iseasy to work with in terms

of the compatibility of the colours to each other. As the number of colours increases, so

does the relevance of how compatible each colour is to the others. It may well be the

case that clashing colours or a complex array of colours is something the design requires.

3. The stitch type and yarn type are connected because some ofthe more complex textures

that appear on garment cannot be knitted in some thicknessesof yarn. The more intricate

stitches can only be rendered in thin yarns while stitches such as moss stitch requires a

thicker yarn.

4. Finally the stitch type and pattern type are also connected as one cannot render a motif

in certain stitch types, there are only a small number of stitches that allow motifs to be

rendered on a garment.
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C.2 The second interview

C.2.1 Method

With knowledge of the attributes used in garment design I wasthen able to use this as a frame-

work for classifying the garments in the Alliance catalogueand identify the values used to

describe these attributes. By holding up various photographs of the garments and asking, for

example, of what type the pattern type was for this particular garment, answers given would

become the values for these attributes. Once the values wereobtained it was possible to ask

what values appear in a particular design style to generate the knowledge base of design styles.

C.2.2 Results

A clear concept which arose form the answers provided by the designer was that they spoke in

terms of qualitative values. For examplecircular pattern layoutor low saturation main colour

were some responses given. Because if this, it was obvious that at some point before the main

inference process occurred, a translation of the quantitative values used to describe the garment

in DesignSystem to qualitative descriptions that the designer spoke of would have to occur.

This task would be one of the more difficult aspects in the implementation of DesignAdvisor.

One major difficulty in developing the knowledge base for thedesign styles was that there

was only one design style that the designer knew of, that of the Aran style. Once this the

values for the attributes of this particular design style were identified, using design style, and

under consultation with the designer, it was possible to generate three other design styles that

encapsulated all the types of garments that could be generated by DesignSystem.

Once this was done, it was then possible to generate the rulesfrom this knowledge base

using guidelines imposed by the designer. This is why constraint values are used to direct

certain values in attributes to a particular style.
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C.3 The final interview

C.3.1 Method

The last series of questions asked of the designer was intended to give me some indication

as to the method of inference used by the designer. Was it forward chaining or backward

chaining? Do they start out with a particular design in mind and work back to a series of design

components that satisfy that particular design or start with a texture and build up the garment

from that, eventually coming to a decision about the design style of the garment. Could it even

be a combination of both approaches?

C.3.2 Results

Once the answers were analysed, it was found that a forward chaining inference procedure

was used to design the garment. The designer would start witha different focus in mind.

Considering the colour of the garment to begin with or considering what textures would be

present on the garment first. They did not start off with a particular design style in mind and

then find a set of design components which matched.

C.4 Summary

Upon completion of these series of interview, all the objectives stated in the beginning of this

Appendix had been satisfied. To summarise:

1. The attributes and associated values of a design style were identified. Four design styles

were then created to cover all the possible styles that couldbe created using DesignSys-

tem.

2. Using this information in conjunction with the designer,the rules of design style relating

to these styles were then generated.
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3. Some insight into the inference method used by the designer was obtained and eventually

built into DesignAdvisor.
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Appendix D

Alterations to original version of
DesignSystem

/*
** Source file : IRCSGNode.h
// Original Author : Dean McRobie
// Modified By : Brendon Woodford
// Created On : Tue Feb 28 13:16:27 1995

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/IRCSGNode.h,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:23:16 $

** Last modified By : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.28 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGNode.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s C++ methods to implement the copying of the CSG Tree. Added to
the class definition of IRCSGNode from lines 214-222.

*/

// Added by Brendon
inline void setBekw(float n) { bekw = n; }
inline void setBekh(float n) { bekh = n; }
inline void setTskw(float n) { tskw = n; }
inline void setTskh(float n) { tskh = n; }
inline void setXscale(int n) { xScale = n; }
inline void setYscale(int n) { yScale = n; }
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//
// Source file : IRCSGNode.M
// Original Author : Dean McRobie
// Modified By : Brendon Woodford
// Created On : Tue Feb 28 15:40:05 1995
// RCS File : $Source: /
Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/IRCSGNode.M,v $
// Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:23:14 $
// Last modified by : Brendon Woodford
// Current Revision : $Revision: 1.26 $
//

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGNode.M for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s method to implement the copying of the CSG tree. Added to
the class definition of IRCSGNode from lines 780-800.

*/

IRCSGNode *IRCSGNode::copy(IRCSGNode *original)
{

IRCSGNode *newNode,*lptr=NULL,*rptr=NULL;

if (original == NULL)
return NULL;

if (original->getLeft()!=NULL)
lptr = copy(original->getLeft());

else
lptr = NULL;

if (original->getRight()!=NULL)
rptr = copy(original->getRight());

else
rptr = NULL;

newNode = addNode(original,lptr,rptr);

return newNode;
}
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// -*- Mode: C++ -*-
// IRCSGRep.h --- The module def for our new internal rep
// Original Author : Dean McRobie
// Created On : Mon Feb 27 21:35:14 1995
// Last Modified By: Brendon Woodford
// Last Modified On: Fri Apr 7 13:54:11 1995
// $Id: IRCSGRep.h,v 1.31 1995/09/19 03:04:53 alastair Exp $
//

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGRep.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s additions to the Objective-C class definitions of
IRCSGRep.h from lines 106-109.

*/

// Added by Brendon
id suggestionController;
id advisorProcess;
BOOL preview;

/*
Brendon’s additions to the Objective-C class definitions of
IRCSGRep.h from lines 172-173.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- sendToAdvisor:(const char *)buff;
- setUp;
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// -*- Mode: C++ -*-
// IRCSGRep.M --- The New Improved 100% Genuine Super-wizzo Internal Rep!
// Ogiginal Author : Dean McRobie
// Created On : Mon Feb 27 21:29:33 1995
// Last Modified By: Brendon Woodford
// Last Modified On: Tue Apr 11 13:54:11 1995
// $Id: IRCSGRep.M,v 1.39 1995/09/19 03:04:52 alastair Exp $
//

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGRep.M for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s C methods to implement the interface between DesignSystem
and DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of IRCSGRep from lines 32-59.

*/
// Added by Brendon
#import "DASuggestionController.h"
#import "Process.h"

#define ADVISOR FILENAME "/DesignAdvisor/DesignAdvisor"

/*
printer: This function is called transparently by the NXApp object when data is available
to read of fd. We assume that is will be a full line, and less than 1024 characters.
(both safe assumptions here).

*/

// Added by Brendon
static void printer (int fd, void *data)
{

id ctl = (id)data;
char buff[2056];
int size;

size = read(fd, buff, sizeof(buff)-1);
if (size<0) DPSRemoveFD(fd);
if (size<=0) return;
buff[size] = ’\000’;

[ctl sendToAdvisor:buff];
}

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C method to implement the initialisation of DesignAdvisor.
Added to the implementation of IRCSGRep on from lines 87-88..

*/

// Added by Brendon
[self setUp];

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C method to implement the initialisation of DesignAdvisor.
Added to the implementation of IRCSGRep from lines 92-138.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- setUp
{
char *argv[2] = {0,0}, *processName,*procNumber,*theProcesses[5];
FILE *streamfile;
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int bool=0,index2=0,index3=0,index4=0;

NX MALLOC(processName,char,300);
NX MALLOC(procNumber,char,8);
streamfile = popen("ps aux | fgrep /Ramoth/users/brendon/Desig | sort","r");
while ((fgets(processName,300,streamfile))!=NULL) {

processName[strlen(processName)-1]=’\0’;
bool = 0;
while (processName[bool]!=’ ’)

bool++;
while (processName[bool]==’ ’)

bool++;
index2=0;
while (processName[bool]!=’ ’) {

procNumber[index2]=processName[bool];
index2++;
bool++;

}
NX MALLOC(theProcesses[index4],char,6);
strcpy(theProcesses[index4],procNumber);
index3++;
index4++;

}
pclose(streamfile);
sprintf(processName,"kill -9 %s > /dev/null",theProcesses[0]);
if (index3==1)

system(processName);

argv[0] = (char *)malloc(strlen(NXHomeDirectory())+32);
strcpy(argv[0], NXHomeDirectory());
strcat(argv[0], ADVISOR FILENAME);
advisorProcess = [[Process alloc] initFromCommand:argv];

if (!advisorProcess) {
NXRunAlertPanel(0,"Cannot load Design Advisor %s",0,0,0,strerror(errno));
return nil;

}
DPSAddFD([advisorProcess fromFd],(DPSFDProc)printer,(id)self,NX BASETHRESHOLD);
[advisorProcess writeInstalled:YES];

return self;
}

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C method to implement art of the preview facility of DesignAdvisor.
Added to the implementation of IRCSGRep from lines 251-255

*/

// Added by Brendon
if (currentTree->display == YES) {
[controlsController addButtonFromObject:theNewMotif ofType:MOTIF TYPE];
[currentTree display];

}

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C method to implement part of the interface
between DesignSystem and DesignAdvisor. Added to the
implementation of IRCSGRep from lines 613-621.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- sendToAdvisor:(const char *)buff
{

[currentTree setPreview:YES];
[suggestionController addSuggestion:buff fromPipe:YES];
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[suggestionController display:self];

return self;
}
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/*
** Source file : IRCSGTreeView.h

** Original Author : Dean McRobie

** Created On : Mon Feb 27 23:04:29 1995

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:23:40 $

** Last modified By : Brendon Wooddford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.44 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGTreeView.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the preview facility
of DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of IRCSGTreeView.h from lines 91-93.

*/

// Added by Brendon
BOOL display; // A flag to say whether we want the tree displayed or not
BOOL preview; // A flag to say whether we are preview mode or not

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the preview facility
of DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of IRCSGTreeView.h from lines 155-157.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- setDisplay:(BOOL)aChoice;
- setPreview:(BOOL)aChoice;
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//
// Source file : IRCSGTreeView.M
// Original Author : Dean McRobie
// Created On : Mon Feb 27 23:12:09 1995
// Last Modified By: Brendon Woodford
// Last Modified On: Thu Apr 27 15:26:22 1995
// $Id: IRCSGTreeView.M,v 1.53 1995/09/19 03:04:55 brendon Exp $
//

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
IRCSGTreeView.M for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s C methods to implement the preview facility of
DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of IRCSGTreeView.M from
lines 1282-1292

*/

// Added by Brendon
- setDisplay:(BOOL)aChoice
{

display = aChoice;
}

- setPreview:(BOOL)aChoice
{

preview = aChoice;
}
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/*
** Source file : DSController.h

** Created by : gideon@diver

** Created on : Fri Jul 1 11:15:06 GMT+1200 1994

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/DSController.h,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:22:05 $

** Last modified By : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.20 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DSController.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement choosing the skill level
for DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of DSController.h from lines 30-32.

*/

// Added by Brendon
id theAdvisor;
id theSkill;

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement choosing the skill level
for DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of DSController.h from lines 66-67.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- setSkillLevel:sender;
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/*
** Source file : DSController.m

** Created by : gideon@diver

** Created on : Fri Jul 1 11:15:15 GMT+1200 1994

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/DSController.M,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/19 22:34:35 $

** Last modified by : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.33 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DSController.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement choosing the skill level
for DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of DSController.h from lines 27-28.

*/

// Added by Brendon
#import "DSAdvisorSubproj.h"

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement choosing the skill level
for DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of DSController.h from lines 317-324.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- setSkillLevel:sender
{

[theControls putSkillLevel:[sender tag]];
[mainWindow makeKeyAndOrderFront:self];
return self;

}
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/*
** Source file : DSControlsController.h

** Created by : gideon@diver

** Created on : Fri Jul 1 11:15:25 GMT+1200 1994

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/DSControls.subproj/DSControlsController.h,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:24:53 $

** Last modified by : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.35 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DSControlsController.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the conversion from
quantitative to qualitative values, choosing the skill level, and
sending the data about the garment to DesignAdvisor. Added to
implementation of DSControlsController.h from lines 122-123.

*/

// Added by Brendon
int skillLevel;

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the colour conversion from
quantitative to qualitative values, choosing the skill level, and
sending the data about the garment to DesignAdvisor. Added to
implementation of DSControlsController.h from lines 188-193.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- connectToServer;
- (const char*)mainColourDescription:(float)h sat:(float)s bright:(float)b;
- (const char*)changeCase:(char *)inputString;
- putSkillLevel:(int)aLevel;
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/*
** Source file : DSControlsController.m

** Created by : gideon@diver

** Created on : Fri Jul 1 11:15:42 GMT+1200 1994

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/DSControls.subproj/
DSControlsController.M,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/05 05:24:51 $

** Last modified by : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.32 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DSControlsController.M for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the conversion from
quantitative to qualitative values, choosing the skill level, and
sending the data about the garment to DesignAdvisor. Added to
implementation of DSControlsController.M from lines 49-52.

*/

// Added by Brendon
int sock = 0, sendIt = -1, designerLevel = 3;
int setUpClient();
char toServer(int sock, char *line);

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the conversion from
quantitative to qualitative values, choosing the skill level, and
sending the data about the garment to DesignAdvisor. Added to
implementation of DSControlsController.M from lines 1799-2037.

*/

// Added by Brendon
if (sendIt>=designerLevel) {
IRCSGTreeView *currentTree = [internalRep getCurrentTree];

if (currentTree->preview == NO)
[self connectToServer];
}
else
sendIt++;

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the conversion from
quantitative to qualitative values, choosing the skill level, and
sending the data about the garment to DesignAdvisor. Added to
implementation of DSControlsController.M from lines 1647-1655.

*/

// Added by Brendon
- connectToServer;
{

char *description,*yarn,*colour,*size,*position,*string;
float h=0.0,s=0.0,b=0.0;
id tempObject = nil, yarnDB = [internalRep getYarnDB];
IRCSGNode *selectedNode;
int yarnPly = [internalRep yarnPly],numCells,element,currentMatrix,baseNodeFlag=0,start=0;
char *partArray[4] = {"Front","Back","Left Sleeve","Right Sleeve"};

/* Set up the strings that are desrcibe the users choices */
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sock=setUpClient();

NX MALLOC(string,char,4096);
size=(char *)malloc(20);
position=(char *)malloc(20);
description=(char *)malloc(35);

/* Get the skill level of the user. Defaults to novice (level 1) if not chosen */
if (skillLevel==0) skillLevel=1;
sprintf(string,"level %d,",skillLevel);

/* Go through the components of the garment and acquire the colour,texture */
/* and positioning information */
for (currentMatrix=0; currentMatrix < 4;currentMatrix++) {
id theMatrix = nil;

switch (currentMatrix) {
case 0:

theMatrix = [frontScroll docView];
break;

case 1:
theMatrix = [backScroll docView];
break;

case 2:
theMatrix = [leftSleeveScroll docView];
break;

case 3:
theMatrix = [rightSleeveScroll docView];
break;

}
if (baseNodeFlag==0)

start=1;
else

start=2;
numCells = [theMatrix cellCount];
for (element=start; element < numCells; element ++) {

IRCSGTreeView *currentTree;

if (baseNodeFlag==0) {
currentTree = [internalRep getTreeWithName:partArray[currentMatrix]];
selectedNode = [currentTree getBaseNode];
strcat(string,"type texture ");
// sprintf(description,"description%s ",[self changeCase:(char*)selectedNode->getName()]);
sprintf(description,"description base-garment ");
strcat(string,description);

}
else

switch([[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] getTypeOfThing]) {
case FAIRISLE TYPE:

tempObject = [internalRep fairIsleWithTag:[[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] tag]];
strcat(string,"type texture ");
strcat(string,"description fair-isle");
break;

case MOTIF TYPE:
case TEXT MOTIF TYPE:

tempObject = [internalRep motifWithTag:[[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] tag]];
strcat(string,"type motif ");
sprintf(description,"description %s",[self changeCase:(char *)[tempObject getName]]);
strcat(string,description);
break;

case TEXTURE TYPE:
tempObject = [internalRep textureWithTag:[[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] tag]];

selectedNode = [tempObject getSelectedNode];
strcat(string,"type texture ");
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sprintf(description,"description %s ",[self changeCase:(char *)selectedNode->getName()]);
strcat(string,description);
break;

}
/* Work out the colour of the texture or motif*/
NX MALLOC(colour,char,18);

if (([[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] getTypeOfThing]==TEXTURE TYPE) || (baseNodeFlag == 0)) {
NXConvertColorToHSB([[[yarnDB findYarnWithCode:(const char *)selectedNode->getColour()]

getCIEColourForColour:0] getNXColor],&h,&s,&b);
sprintf(colour,"colour %s ",[self mainColourDescription:h sat:s bright:b]);
strcat(string,colour);

}
else

{
sprintf(colour," colour %s","many");
strcat(string,colour);

}
// NX FREE(colour);

/* Find out the position and size of the component*/

if (baseNodeFlag==0) {
sprintf(position,"position %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getX());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(position,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getY());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(size,"size %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getWidth());
strcat(string,size);
sprintf(size,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getHeight());
strcat(string,size);

}
else

switch([[theMatrix cellAt:element:0] getTypeOfThing]) {
case FAIRISLE TYPE:
case MOTIF TYPE:
case TEXT MOTIF TYPE:

sprintf(position," position %.1f ",(double)[tempObject getOriginX]);
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(position,"%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getOriginY]);
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(size,"size %.1f ",(double)[tempObject getWidth]);
strcat(string,size);
sprintf(size,"%.1f ",(double)[tempObject getHeight]);
strcat(string,size);
break;

case TEXTURE TYPE:
IRCSGNode *selectedNode = [tempObject getSelectedNode];

sprintf(position,"position %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getX());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(position,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getY());
strcat(string,position);
sprintf(size,"size %.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getWidth());
strcat(string,size);
sprintf(size ,"%.1f ",(double)selectedNode->getHeight());
strcat(string,size);
break;

}
/* Get the yarn type of the garment*/
NX MALLOC(yarn,char,12);
switch(yarnPly)

{
case 0: case 1:

sprintf(yarn,"yarn %dply",yarnPly+2);
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break;
case 2: case 3: case 4: case 5: case 6:

sprintf(yarn,"yarn %dply",yarnPly*2);
break;

case 7:
sprintf(yarn,"yarn mohair");
break;

case 8:
sprintf(yarn,"yarn chunky");
break;

}
strcat(string,yarn);
NX FREE(yarn);
if ((element<(numCells-1)) && (currentMatrix!=3))

strcat(string,",");
baseNodeFlag=1;

}
}
printf("%s\n",string);
// toServer(sock,string);
sendIt=1;

}

- (const char*)mainColourDescription:(float)h sat:(float)s bright:(float)b;
{

char *description;

h=h*360.0;
s=s*100.0;
b=b*100.0;

NX MALLOC(description,char,30);
if (((h>=10.0) && (h<=29.0)) && ((s>=80.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=80.0) && (b<=100.0)))

sprintf(description,"%s","orange");
else if

(((h>=0.0) && (h<=40.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=55.0)) && ((b>=50.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","low-saturation");

else if
(((h>=15.0) && (h<=105.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","yellow");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=80.0)) && ((s>=20.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=50.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","hue-yellow-red");

else if
(((h>=30.0) && (h<=34.0)) && ((s>=19.0) && (s<=24.0)) && ((b>=0.95) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","natural");

else if
(((h>=60.0) && (h<=180.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","green");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=360.0)) && ((s>=0.0) && (s<=55.0)) && ((b>=50.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","low-saturation");

else if
(((h>=0.0) && (h<=360.0)) && ((s>=70.0) && (s<=100.0)) && ((b>=0.0) && (b<=100.0)))
sprintf(description,"%s","high-saturation");

return description;

}

- (const char*)changeCase:(char *)inputString
{

char *outputString;
int index;
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outputString=(char *)malloc(20);

if (inputString!=NULL)
for (index=0;index<strlen(inputString);index++)

if (inputString[index]==’ ’)
outputString[index]=’ ’;

else if (isupper(inputString[index]))
outputString[index]=tolower(inputString[index]);

else
outputString[index]=inputString[index];

outputString[index]=’\0’;

return outputString;
}

- putSkillLevel:(int)aLevel
{

skillLevel = aLevel;
switch(skillLevel)

{
case 1:

designerLevel = 3;
break;

case 2:
designerLevel = 5;
break;

case 3:
designerLevel = 7;
break;

}
return self;

}
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/*
** Source file : DASuggestionController.h

** Created by : brendon@zair

** Created on : Tue Aug 29 15:39:00 NZST 1995

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/
DASuggestionController.h,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/11 01:21:21 $

** Last modified by : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.1 $

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DASuggestionController.h for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the behaviour of the
preview facility and its user interface for DesignAdvisor. Added to
the implementation of DASuggestionController.h from lines 25-28.

*/

id rep;
id adviserAnalysis;
id adviserSuggestion;
char *suggestionString[20];

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the behaviour of the
preview facility and its user interface for DesignAdvisor. Added to
the implementation of DASuggestionController.h from lines 36-48.

*/

- addSuggestion:(const char *)aSuggestion fromPipe:(BOOL)flag;
- performChange:sender;
- display:sender;
- unDisplay:sender;
- calcNumberToBeDisplayed;
- alterPatternType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternLayout:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterMainColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterContrastColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterStitchType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterYarnType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternComplexity:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternOverlap:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- (IRCSGRep *)copyTheRep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- removePatternComponents:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;

#import <appkit/appkit.h>

// The purpose of this object is to a controller for suggestions made by the design advisor.
// It holds the list of suggestions for the current design situation.
@class IRCSGRep;
@interface DASuggestionController:Object
{

List *suggestionList;
int currentPosition;
id daWindow;
id daView;
int numberCurrentlyDisplayed;

}
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- init;
- free;
- addSuggestion:(const char *)aSuggestion fromPipe:(BOOL)flag;
- nextScreen:sender;
- previousScreen:sender;
- performChange:sender;
- display:sender;
- unDisplay:sender;
- calcNumberToBeDisplayed;
- alterPatternType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternLayout:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterMainColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterContrastColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterStitchType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterYarnType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternComplexity:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- alterPatternOverlap:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- (IRCSGRep *)copyTheRep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
- removePatternComponents:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
@end
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//
// Source file : DASuggestionController.m
// Created by : brendon@zair
// Created on : Tue Aug 29 15:38:52 NZST 1995
// RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/DASuggestionController.M,v $
// Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/11 01:21:18 $
// Last modified by : Brendon Woodford
// Current Revision : $Revision: 1.1 $
//
/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DASuggestionController.M for the puropose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the behaviour of the
preview facility and its user interface for DesignAdvisor. Added to
the implementation of DASuggestionController.M.

*/

#import "DASuggestionController.h"
#import "DASuggestionObject.h"
#import <ShadedButton.h>
#import "IRCSGNode.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeView.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeViewTextures.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeViewMotifs.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeViewFairIsle.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeViewClipper.h"
#import "DSRotatingImage.h"
#import "IRCSGRepDefs.h"
#import <YarnsSubproj.h>
#import <DSControlsSubproj.h>
#import "DSPictureObject.h"

int position(double px[10], double py[10], double posx[10],
double posy[10], int numCells);

@implementation DASuggestionController

- (const char *)version
{

return RCSId;
}

- addSuggestion:(const char *)aSuggestion fromPipe:(BOOL)flag;
{

// This method takes a suggestion text and creates a suggestion object to hold the text and button
// representing the suggestion.
// NOTE: This will have to be enhanced to take care of the actual actions required to be preformed by
// the buttons etc. You may well want to enhance the suggestion object to take care of this.

NXRect viewRect;
id newSuggestion;
ShadedButton *button;
NXRect buttonRect = {{0.0, 0.0}, {0.0, 0.0}};
NXRect imageRect = {{0.0, 0.0}, {0.0, 0.0}};
DSRotatingImage *buttonImage;
NXImage *image;
IRCSGTreeView *treeCopy = [rep getCurrentTree];
IRCSGRep *repCopy;
char *subString,*analysisString,*suggestion,*option;
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int index1=0,index2=0,index3=0,index4=0,index5=0,index6=0;

[daView getBounds:&viewRect];

repCopy = [[rep copy] getInternalRep];

NX MALLOC(subString,char,2048);
NX MALLOC(analysisString,char,128);
printf("%s\n",aSuggestion);

subString=(char *)strstr(aSuggestion,":");
strncpy(analysisString,aSuggestion,strlen(aSuggestion)-strlen(subString));
analysisString[strlen(aSuggestion)-strlen(subString)]=’\0’;
[adviserAnalysis setStringValue:analysisString];

for (index1=1;index1<strlen(subString);index1++) {
index3=0;
//suggestion = (char*)malloc(128* sizeof(char));
NX MALLOC(suggestion,char,128);
for (index2=index1;subString[index2]!=’\n’;index2++) {

suggestion[index3]=subString[index2];
index3++;

}
suggestion[index3]=’\0’;
printf("%s\n",suggestion);
index4=0;
NX MALLOC(option,char,90);
for (index2=(index1+index3)+2;subString[index2]!=’1’;index2++) {

option[index4]=subString[index2];
index4++;

}
option[index4]=’\0’;
index5=(index1+index3+index4+2);
for (index6=index5;subString[index5]!=’\n’;index5++) {

if (subString[index5]!=’:’) {
option[index4]=subString[index5];
index4++;

}
else {

List *newMotifList=NULL,*oldMotifList=NULL;
id currentMotif = nil;
IRCSGNode *oldRoot, *newRoot;
int posx[10],posy[10];

option[index4]=’\0’;
index4=0;
printf("%s\n",option);

[[repCopy getCurrentTree] setDisplay:NO];
oldMotifList = [repCopy getMotifList];

oldRoot = [treeCopy getRootNode];
newRoot = oldRoot->copy(oldRoot);

treeCopy->root = newRoot;
treeCopy->base = newRoot->findNodeWithTag(0);
treeCopy->baseStitch = treeCopy->base->getStitch();
if (treeCopy->currentMotif)

currentMotif = treeCopy->currentMotif;

newMotifList = [[List alloc] init];
treeCopy->motifList = newMotifList;

for(index1=0;index1<[oldMotifList count];index1++) {
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[newMotifList addObject:[oldMotifList objectAt:index1]];
posx[index1] = [[oldMotifList objectAt:index1] getOriginX];
posy[index1] = [[oldMotifList objectAt:index1] getOriginY];

}

if (strstr(suggestion,"pattern type")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternType:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"pattern layout")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternLayout:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"main colour")!=NULL)
[self alterMainColour:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"contrast colour")!=NULL)
[self alterContrastColour:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"stitch type")!=NULL)
[self alterStitchType:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"yarn type")!=NULL)
[self alterYarnType:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"complex")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternComplexity:option rep:repCopy];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"overlapping")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternOverlap:option rep:repCopy];

if (([repCopy getCurrentTree]->display == NO) &&
([repCopy getCurrentTree]->selected))
[repCopy getCurrentTree]->selected = NULL;

newSuggestion = [[DASuggestionObject alloc]
initSuggestion:option
withTag:[suggestionList count]
onDisplayRect:viewRect
buttonTarget:self
buttonAction:@selector(performChange:)
currentTree:treeCopy
motifList:[repCopy getMotifList]];

NX MALLOC(suggestionString[[suggestionList count]],char,128);
strcpy(suggestionString[[suggestionList count]],suggestion);
NX MALLOC(option,char,60);

// You may like to put this code in the display: method so it only creates the images as they required.
// You would need to check whether the button had an image, and if not, create one and put it on the button.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Now make the image to put on the button

button = [newSuggestion getButton];
[button getBounds:&buttonRect];
NX WIDTH(&buttonRect) *= 0.85;
NX HEIGHT(&buttonRect) *= 0.85;

[treeCopy freePrintImage];
buttonImage = [treeCopy makePrintImageWithMinYScale:0];

[treeCopy getPrintImageSize:&(imageRect.size) forYScale:0];
image = [[NXImage alloc] initSize:&(buttonRect.size)];
[image lockFocus];
[buttonImage shouldFilter:YES];
[buttonImage drawFromRect:&imageRect toRect:&buttonRect];
[image unlockFocus];

[button setImage:image];
[button setIconPosition:NX ICONONLY];
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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[suggestionList addObject:newSuggestion];

treeCopy->motifList = oldMotifList;

for(index1=0;index1<[oldMotifList count];index1++) {
[[oldMotifList objectAt:index1] setOriginX:posx[index1]];
[[oldMotifList objectAt:index1] setOriginY:posy[index1]];

}
if (currentMotif != nil) {

treeCopy->currentMotif = currentMotif;
currentMotif = nil;

}
else

treeCopy->currentMotif = nil;
treeCopy->root = oldRoot;
treeCopy->base = oldRoot->findNodeWithTag(0);
[[repCopy getCurrentTree] setDisplay:YES];

}
}
index1=index5;
NX FREE(option);

}
[adviserSuggestion setStringValue:suggestionString[0]];

return self;
}

- nextScreen:sender
{

// Shows the next screenfull of suggestions (one or two suggestions as appropriate)

if ((currentPosition + numberCurrentlyDisplayed) == [suggestionList count])
currentPosition = 0; // Wrap around circularly

else
currentPosition += numberCurrentlyDisplayed;

[self calcNumberToBeDisplayed];
[adviserSuggestion setStringValue:suggestionString[currentPosition]];
return [self display:self];

}

- previousScreen:sender
{

// Shows the previous screenfull of suggestions (one or two suggestions as appropriate)

switch(currentPosition)
{

case 1:
currentPosition = 0;
numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 1;
break;

case 0:
currentPosition = [suggestionList count]-2;
[self calcNumberToBeDisplayed];
if (numberCurrentlyDisplayed == 1)

currentPosition++;
break;

default:
currentPosition -= 2;
[self calcNumberToBeDisplayed];
if (numberCurrentlyDisplayed == 1)

currentPosition++;
break;

}
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[adviserSuggestion setStringValue:suggestionString[currentPosition]];
return [self display:self];

}

- (IRCSGRep *)copyTheRep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
{

IRCSGRep *newRep;
IRCSGTreeView *currentTree;
int index;
NXZone *treeZone = NULL;

if (treeZone == NULL)
treeZone = CREATE ZONE( 100, 20, YES );

newRep = [[IRCSGRep allocFromZone:treeZone] init];

// Easy bits first

[newRep setChestCircumference:[theRep chestCircumference]];
[newRep setBackLength:[theRep backLength]];
[newRep setUnderArmLength:[theRep underArmLength]];
[newRep setArmCircumference:[theRep armCircumference]];
[newRep setNeckCircumference:[theRep neckCircumference]];
[newRep setWaistCircumference:[theRep waistCircumference]];

[newRep adjustBodyFitting:[theRep bodyFittingAdjustment]];
[newRep adjustBodyLength:[theRep bodyLengthAdjustment]];
[newRep adjustSleeveLength:[theRep sleeveLengthAdjustment]];
[newRep adjustUnderArm:[theRep underArmAdjustment]];
[newRep adjustBands:[theRep bandsAdjustment]];
[newRep adjustNeck:[theRep neckAdjustment]];
[newRep calculateEase];

[newRep setPattGen:[theRep getPattGen]];

// Get root node of CSG Tree and copy it!!

// rootNode = [[theRep getCurrentTree] getRootNode];
// newTree = rootNode->copy(rootNode);

// copy the CSGtreeeeeessss

newRep->forest = [[List alloc] init];

for (index=0;index<[theRep->forest count];index++) {
IRCSGNode *rootNode, *newRoot, *selected;
IRCSGTreeView *newTree;
int i;
DSControlsController *controller;

currentTree = (IRCSGTreeView *)[theRep->forest objectAt:index];
rootNode = [currentTree getRootNode];
newRoot = rootNode->copy(rootNode);

// Now we get the rest of the original trees info

newTree = [IRCSGTreeView alloc];
newTree->subviews = currentTree->subviews;
newTree->window = currentTree->window;

newTree->mmmWidth = currentTree->mmmWidth;
newTree->mmmHeight = currentTree->mmmHeight;
newTree->name = currentTree->name;
newTree->yarnName = currentTree->yarnName;
newTree->baseWidth = currentTree->baseWidth;
newTree->baseHeight = currentTree->baseHeight;
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newTree->root = newRoot;
newTree->base = newRoot->findNodeWithTag(0);

newTree->theInternalRep = newRep;
newTree->dragging = currentTree->dragging;
newTree->yarnDB = [newRep getYarnDB];
selected = [currentTree getSelectedNode];
if (selected != NULL)

newTree->selected = newRoot->findNodeWithTag(selected->getTag());
newTree->hue = currentTree->hue;

newTree->motifList = [[List alloc] init];
for (i=0;i<[currentTree->motifList count];i++)

[newTree->motifList addObject:[currentTree->motifList objectAt:i]];
if (currentTree->currentMotif != nil)

newTree->currentMotif = currentTree->currentMotif;
else

newTree->currentMotif = nil;

newTree->originalFrame = currentTree->originalFrame;
newTree->xScale = currentTree->xScale;
newTree->yScale = currentTree->yScale;
newTree->zoomFactor = currentTree->zoomFactor;

newTree->controlsController = currentTree->controlsController;
controller = newTree->controlsController;
controller->internalRep = newRep;

newTree->defaultYarn = currentTree->defaultYarn;
newTree->clipper = [[IRCSGTreeViewClipper alloc] init];
newTree->clipper->CSGRep = newRep;
newTree->clipper->scale = currentTree->clipper->scale;
newTree->clipper->neckHeight = currentTree->clipper->baseWidth;
newTree->clipper->rectHeight = currentTree->clipper->rectHeight;
newTree->kw = currentTree->kw;
newTree->kh = currentTree->kh;
newTree->viewW = currentTree->viewW;
newTree->viewH = currentTree->viewH;
newTree->currentTag = currentTree->currentTag;
newTree->drawingForPrinting = currentTree->drawingForPrinting;
newTree->printRect = currentTree->printRect;
newTree->halfToPrint = currentTree->halfToPrint;
newTree->printRotation = currentTree->printRotation;
newTree->bgColour = currentTree->bgColour;
newTree->lastPrintYScale = currentTree->lastPrintYScale;
newTree->vertAddTexture = currentTree->vertAddTexture;

[newRep->forest addObject:newTree];
}

currentTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
// newRep->defaultView = currentTree->nextResponder;

currentTree = [newRep getTreeWithName:[[theRep getCurrentTree] getName]];

newRep->currentView = currentTree;
newRep->currentTree = currentTree;

/*
[currentTree sizeToGarment];
[currentTree setControlsController:newRep->controlsController];
[currentTree updateZoomButtons];

*/
[[currentTree window] makeFirstResponder:currentTree];
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newRep->theCSGBaseView = theRep->theCSGBaseView;
newRep->theCSGWindow = theRep->theCSGWindow;
newRep->controlsController = theRep->controlsController;
newRep->historyList = [theRep getHistoryList];
newRep->zoomInButton = theRep->zoomInButton;
newRep->zoomOutButton = theRep->zoomOutButton;
newRep->zoomMatrix = theRep->zoomMatrix;
newRep->sleeveLinkButton = theRep->sleeveLinkButton;
newRep->sleeveSelectionMatrix = theRep->sleeveSelectionMatrix;
newRep->theScrollView = theRep->theScrollView;
newRep->bottomScrollerBox = theRep->bottomScrollerBox;
newRep->leftScrollerBox = theRep->leftScrollerBox;
newRep->the2DGarmentView = theRep->the2DGarmentView;
// newRep->the2DGarmentView->theRep = newRep;
newRep->smallView = theRep->smallView;
newRep->viewFrame = theRep->viewFrame;
newRep->sleeveFrame = theRep->sleeveFrame;
newRep->sleeveButtonHeight = theRep->sleeveButtonHeight;
newRep->sleeveButtonOrigin = theRep->sleeveButtonOrigin;
newRep->currentTag = theRep->currentTag;
newRep->sleevesHaveBeenUnlinked = theRep->sleevesHaveBeenUnlinked;
newRep->sleeveMirroring = theRep->sleeveMirroring;
newRep->suggestionController = theRep->suggestionController;

return newRep;
}

- removePatternComponents:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
{

IRCSGTreeView *theTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
List *motifList;
int index,theLayer = 1,listCount; // start at layer one down from root;

while (theLayer!=0) {
IRCSGNode *tempNode = [theTree getNodeAtLayer:theLayer];
if (tempNode==NULL)

theLayer=0;
else {

[[theTree textureWithTag:tempNode->getTag()] deleteSelected];
theLayer++;

}
}
motifList = [theRep getMotifList];
listCount = [motifList count];
for (index=0;index<listCount;index++)

[theRep removeMotifWithTag:[[motifList objectAt:index] getTag]];

return self;
}

/*
- performChange:sender
{

// Do some magic to make the change on the real version of the treeView
// based on [sender selectedTag] or something
// easy just make the copy of the internal rep that we have just changed the one the designer
// is working with.
id textObject = [[suggestionList objectAt:[sender selectedTag]] getTextObject];
DASuggestionObject *suggestionObject = [suggestionList objectAt:[sender selectedTag]];
IRCSGNode *newRoot;
IRCSGTreeView *currentTree, *newTree;
List *newMotifList, *currentMotifList;
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char *suggestion;
int index;
IRCSGRep *theRep = [rep getInternalRep];

// This has to be done like this so the button is not freed b4 it has finished undepressing
[self perform:@selector(unDisplay:) with:self afterDelay:0 cancelPrevious:YES];
currentTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
newTree = [suggestionObject getTree];
newMotifList = [suggestionObject getMotifList];
currentMotifList = [theRep getMotifList];

NX MALLOC(suggestion,char,[textObject textLength]+1);
[textObject getSubstring:suggestion start:0 length:[textObject textLength]];
printf("%s\n",suggestion);

if ([currentMotifList count] !=0)
[currentMotifList freeObjects];

[theRep getCurrentTree]->currentMotif=nil;

for (index=0;index<[newMotifList count];index++) {
id theMotif;

theMotif = [newMotifList objectAt:index];

[currentMotifList addObject:theMotif];
[theRep getCurrentTree]->currentMotif = theMotif;
[theRep->controlsController addButtonFromObject:theMotif ofType:MOTIF TYPE];

}
newRoot = newTree->root->copy(newTree->root);
currentTree->root = newRoot;;
currentTree->base = newRoot->findNodeWithTag(0);
currentTree->baseStitch = currentTree->base->getStitch();

[[theRep getCurrentTree] display];

return self;
}

*/

- performChange:sender
{

id textObject = [[suggestionList objectAt:[sender tag]] getTextObject];
// DASuggestionObject *suggestionObject = [suggestionList objectAt:[sender selectedTag]];
IRCSGRep *theRep = [rep getInternalRep];
char *suggestion;

NX MALLOC(suggestion,char,[textObject textLength]+1);
[textObject getSubstring:suggestion start:0 length:[textObject textLength]];
printf("selection object is %d %s\n",[sender tag],suggestion);

if (strstr(suggestion,"pattern type")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternType:suggestion rep:theRep];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"pattern layout")!=NULL)
[self alterPatternLayout:suggestion rep:theRep];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"main colour")!=NULL)
[self alterMainColour:suggestion rep:theRep];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"contrast")!=NULL)

[self alterContrastColour:suggestion rep:theRep];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"stitch type")!=NULL)

[self alterStitchType:suggestion rep:theRep];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"yarn type")!=NULL)
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[self alterYarnType:suggestion rep:theRep];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"Reduce")!=NULL)

[self alterPatternComplexity:suggestion rep:theRep];
else if (strstr(suggestion," one ")!=NULL)

[self alterPatternOverlap:suggestion rep:theRep];

[[theRep getCurrentTree] display];

[self perform:@selector(unDisplay:) with:self afterDelay:0 cancelPrevious:YES];
[[theRep getCurrentTree] setPreview:NO];

return self;
}
- display:sender
{

// This puts the buttons and text on the view and displays the suggestions

id subviewList = [daView subviews];
int i;
NXRect viewRect, placedRect;
DASuggestionObject *thisSuggestion;
ShadedButton *theButton;
Text *textObject;

// Remove all the old subviews
for (i = [subviewList count]-1; i >= 0; i--)
{

[[subviewList objectAt:i] removeFromSuperview];
}

if (numberCurrentlyDisplayed == 0) // This must be the first time we are displaying
[self calcNumberToBeDisplayed];

thisSuggestion = [suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition];

// The buttons should already be the right size and the text should be the right width,
// so we just have to move them to the right place and put them on thesubview.
theButton = [thisSuggestion getButton];
textObject = [thisSuggestion getTextObject];

// get the size of the view
[daView getBounds:&viewRect];

// Position the text so that it leaves 3 pixels at the top of the view
[textObject getFrame:&placedRect];
placedRect.origin.y = (viewRect.origin.y + viewRect.size.height - 3)
- placedRect.size.height;

[textObject setFrame:&placedRect];

// Now put it on the view
[daView addSubview:textObject];

// Do the same for the button
[theButton getFrame:&placedRect];
placedRect.origin.y = (viewRect.origin.y + viewRect.size.height - 3)
- placedRect.size.height;

[theButton setFrame:&placedRect];

// Now put it on the view
[daView addSubview:theButton];

// Now we see if we need to put on a bottom button and view etc.
if(numberCurrentlyDisplayed == 2)
{
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thisSuggestion = [suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition+1];

theButton = [thisSuggestion getButton];
textObject = [thisSuggestion getTextObject];

// Position the text so that it is 3 pixels below halfway up the view
[textObject getFrame:&placedRect];
placedRect.origin.y = (viewRect.origin.y + (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 3)
- placedRect.size.height;

[textObject setFrame:&placedRect];

// Now put it on the view
[daView addSubview:textObject];

// Do the same for the button
[theButton getFrame:&placedRect];
placedRect.origin.y = (viewRect.origin.y + (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 3)
- placedRect.size.height;

[theButton setFrame:&placedRect];

// Now put it on the view
[daView addSubview:theButton];

}

[daView displayFromOpaqueAncestor:NULL :0 :NO];
[daWindow makeKeyAndOrderFront:self];

return self;
}

- unDisplay:sender
{

// This cleans up nicely and removes the suggestions etc from theview. Use this method to make the window go away.
id subviewList = [daView subviews];
int i;

[suggestionList freeObjects]; // But don’t free the list

for (i = [subviewList count]-1; i >= 0; i--)
{

[[subviewList objectAt:i] removeFromSuperview];
}

numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 0;
currentPosition = 0;

[daWindow orderOut:self];

return self;
}

- calcNumberToBeDisplayed
{

// For internal use only.

NXRect textRect;
NXRect viewRect;
id thisTextObject,nextTextObject;
char *thisSuggestion,*nextSuggestion;

[daView getFrame:&viewRect];

[[[suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition] getTextObject] getFrame:&textRect];

if (textRect.size.height > (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 6)
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{
numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 1;
return self;

}
if (currentPosition == [suggestionList count]-1)
{

numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 1;
return self;

}

[[[suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition+1] getTextObject] getFrame:&textRect];

if (textRect.size.height > (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 6)
{

numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 1;
return self;

}
thisTextObject = [[suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition] getTextObject];
if (currentPosition == [suggestionList count]-1)

nextTextObject = [[suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition-1] getTextObject];
else

nextTextObject = [[suggestionList objectAt:currentPosition+1] getTextObject];
NX MALLOC(thisSuggestion,char,[thisTextObject textLength]+1);
NX MALLOC(nextSuggestion,char,[nextTextObject textLength]+1);
[thisTextObject getSubstring:thisSuggestion start:0 length:[thisTextObject textLength]];
[nextTextObject getSubstring:nextSuggestion start:0 length:[nextTextObject textLength]];
if ((strstr(thisSuggestion,"3")!=NULL) && (strstr(nextSuggestion,"1")!=NULL) ||

(strstr(nextSuggestion,"3")!=NULL))

numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 1;
else

numberCurrentlyDisplayed = 2;
return self;

}

- alterPatternType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
{

IRCSGTreeView *theTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];

// add some shapes or motifs to the pattern.

if (strstr(suggestion,"pictures")!=NULL)
[theRep addMotifFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Motifs/01Dinosaurs/01Tyrannosaurus Rex.Motif"

andName:"01Tyrannosaurus Rex"
withNumColours:6
fromYarn:"S2250162"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"circles")!=NULL)
[theRep addMotifFromPath:"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Motifs/09Shapes/Circle.Motif"

andName:"Circle"
withNumColours:1
fromYarn:"S2250153"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"linear")!=NULL)
[theTree addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Ribs/Single Rib.Stitch"

andName:"Single Rib"];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"cable")!=NULL)

[theTree addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Ribs/Cable 6 Stitch.Stitch"

andName:"Cable 6"];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"fair isle")!=NULL)

[theTree addFairIsleFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/FairIsle/2Colours/Abstract/Abst1.Stitch"

andName:"Abstract 1 FairIsle"];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"cable")!=NULL)
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[theTree addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Cables/Cable 6 Stitch.Stitch"

andName:"Cable 6"];

return self;
}

- alterPatternLayout:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep
{

//alter the position of the components on the design.
id tempObject = nil, motifList = [theRep getMotifList];
int index=0,motifCount=[[theRep getMotifList] count],from=0,to=0,count=0;
int layoutArray[34] =
{16,135,76,135,16,35,76,35,53,135,53,85,53,35,53,35,53,135,23,85,83,85,
16,135,76,35,52,95,76,135,52,95,16,35};

int sectionArray[10]={0,8,8,14,14,22,22,28,28,34};
char *description[5]={"geometric","line","circle","across","down"},*subString;
NXRect rectsToDraw[2];

motifCount = [motifList count];
NX MALLOC(subString,char,strlen(suggestion)+1);

subString=strstr(suggestion,")");

for (index=0;index<5;index++) {
if (strstr(subString,description[index])!=NULL)

{
from=sectionArray[count];
to=sectionArray[count+1];

}
count+=2;

}
count=0;

// reposition the motifs or add more if necessary
for ( index=from; index < to; index+=2)

{

// somewhere in here I gotta lockfocus on the view

if ((count>=motifCount) || (motifCount==0))
[theRep addMotifFromPath:"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Motifs/09Shapes/Circle.Motif"

andName:"Circle"
withNumColours:1
fromYarn:"S2250153"];

if ([theRep getCurrentTree]->display == YES)
[[theRep getCurrentTree] display];

tempObject = [[theRep getMotifList] objectAt:count];

[tempObject getDrawRect:rectsToDraw];
[tempObject setOriginX:(int)layoutArray[index]];
[tempObject setOriginY:(int)layoutArray[index+1]];

[[theRep getCurrentTree] motifChanged:CONTROL MOVE
withTag:[tempObject getTag]];

[tempObject getDrawRect:rectsToDraw + 1];
// Now set rect 0 to the union of rects 0 and 1
NXUnionRect( rectsToDraw + 1, rectsToDraw );
if ([theRep getCurrentTree]->display == YES)

[[theRep getCurrentTree] display:rectsToDraw:1];

count++;
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}
if ([theRep getCurrentTree]->display == YES)

[[theRep getCurrentTree] display];

return self;
}

- alterMainColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep
{

id aYarn,yarnDB = [theRep getYarnDB];
IRCSGTreeView *currentTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
IRCSGNode *selected = [currentTree getSelectedNode];

/*
if ((root->getLeft()!=NULL) && (root->getRight()!=NULL))

// More textures present than we need so get rid of them
[self removePatternComponents:theRep];

*/
//change the main colour of the garment

if (strstr(suggestion,"yellow")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"G0180108"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"green")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"S2933910"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"orange")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"S2933924"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"high saturation")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"S2258475"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"low saturation")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"G0180193"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"hue-yellow-red")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"S2250250"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"natural")!=NULL)
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:"S2639501"];

currentTree->selected = [currentTree getBaseNode];

if (currentTree->display == NO)
[theRep setColourForCurrentNode:[aYarn getCode]];

else
[theRep makeForestPerform:@selector( setColourForCurrentNode: )

with:(id)[aYarn getCode]];

if (selected != [currentTree getBaseNode])
currentTree->selected = NULL;

else
currentTree->selected = selected;

return self;
}

- alterContrastColour:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep
{

IRCSGTreeView *currentTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
id aYarn,yarnDB = [theRep getYarnDB];
IRCSGNode *root;
int noOfContrastingColours=0,counter=0;
char *colourArray[2]={"",""};

if (strstr(suggestion,"high saturation")!=NULL)
{

noOfContrastingColours = 1;
colourArray[0]="S2258475";

}
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else if (strstr(suggestion,"contrasting")!=NULL)
{

noOfContrastingColours = 1;
colourArray[0]="S2930052";

}
else if (strstr(suggestion,"complementary")!=NULL)

{
noOfContrastingColours = 1;
colourArray[0]="S2930051";

}

else
{

noOfContrastingColours = 2;
colourArray[0]="S2258475";
colourArray[1]="S2933924";

}

//alter some of the textures on the garment else add some
//and then recolour them.
// Need a method to add a texture or textures assuming no others on the current tree.

root = [currentTree getRootNode];
if ((root->getLeft()==NULL) && (root->getRight()==NULL))

// Check for textures on the current tree and if not some.
for (counter=0;counter<noOfContrastingColours;counter++) {

[currentTree addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Knit&Purl/Double Moss Stitch.Stitch"
andName:"Double Moss"];

aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:colourArray[counter]];
[theRep setColourForCurrentNode:[aYarn getCode]];

IRCSGNode *tempNode = [currentTree getSelectedNode];
tempNode->setY(tempNode->getY() - ((counter+1)*15));
[currentTree textureMovedOrResized];

}
else

/*
there are some textures here so recolour them or add some more depending
on how many we need.
*/

{
int theTag = 1; // start at tag 1

while (theTag!=0) {
IRCSGNode *tempNode = root->findNodeWithTag(theTag);

if (tempNode->getStitch()==NULL) {
if (theTag==noOfContrastingColours) {

[[theRep getCurrentTree] addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Knit&Purl/Double Moss Stitch.Stitch"

andName:"Double Moss"];

aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:colourArray[theTag-1]];
[theRep setColourForCurrentNode:[aYarn getCode]];

tempNode = [currentTree getSelectedNode];
tempNode->setY(tempNode->getY() - ((noOfContrastingColours+theTag)*10));
[currentTree textureMovedOrResized];

}
theTag=0;

}
else

{
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[currentTree textureWithTag:theTag];
aYarn = [yarnDB findYarnWithCode:colourArray[theTag-1]];
[theRep setColourForCurrentNode:[aYarn getCode]];
theTag++;

}
}

}

return self;
}

- alterStitchType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep

// alter the stitch type of the base garment or alternatively
// add some new textures with the same main colour.
// Need a method to remove textures from the view.

{

IRCSGTreeView *currentTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
IRNewStitchObject *newStitch = NULL;
IRCSGNode *selected = [currentTree getSelectedNode];

if ((strstr(suggestion,"stocking")!=NULL) ||
(strstr(suggestion,"single")!=NULL))
newStitch = [currentTree loadStitchFrom:

"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Knit&Purl/Stocking Stitch.Stitch"];
else if (strstr(suggestion,"moss")!=NULL)

newStitch = [currentTree loadStitchFrom:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Knit&Purl/Double Moss Stitch.Stitch"];

else if (strstr(suggestion,"more than")!=NULL)
[currentTree addTextureFromPath:
"/Albatross.CD-ROM/DesignSystem/Stitches/Texture/Knit&Purl/Double Moss Stitch.Stitch"

andName:"Double Moss Stitch"];

if ((newStitch) && (currentTree->display == NO))
[currentTree setBaseStitch:newStitch];

else
[theRep makeForestPerform:@selector( setBaseStitch: )

with:(id)newStitch];

if (selected)
currentTree->selected = selected;

return self;
}

- alterYarnType:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep
{

// change the yarn type of the entire garment

[theRep setYarnType:extractYarn(suggestion)];

return self;
}

- alterPatternComplexity:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep
{

IRCSGTreeView *theTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
int theLayer=1,flag=1;
DSControlsController *controlsController;

controlsController = [theRep getControlsController];
if (strstr(suggestion,"textures")!=NULL) {

while (flag!=0) {
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IRCSGNode *tempNode = [theTree getNodeAtLayer:theLayer];

if (tempNode==NULL)
flag=0;

else
theLayer++;

}
if ((theLayer != 1) && (theLayer != 0)) {

IRCSGNode *tempNode = [theTree getNodeAtLayer:theLayer-1];
Matrix *designMatrix = controlsController->designMatrix;

if (theTree->preview == NO) {
theTree->selected = tempNode;
[designMatrix selectCellWithTag:tempNode->getTag()];
[designMatrix scrollCellToVisible:tempNode->getTag():0];
[controlsController showDelete:self];

}
}

}
else if (strstr(suggestion,"motifs")!=NULL) {

int count = [[theRep getMotifList] count];
id theMotif;

if (count>0) {
if (theTree->preview == NO) {

theMotif = [[theRep getMotifList] objectAt:count-1];
theTree->currentMotif = theMotif;
[controlsController->designMatrix selectCellAt:count+1:0];
[controlsController->designMatrix scrollCellToVisible:count+1:0];
[controlsController showDelete:self];

}
}

}
return self;

}

int position(double px[10], double py[10], double posx[10],
double posy[10], int numCells)

{
int counter=0,overlap=0;

for (counter=1;counter<numCells;counter++) {
if (posy[counter-1] < posy[counter])

if (((posx[counter]+px[counter])>posx[counter-1]) &&
((posy[counter-1]+py[counter-1])>posy[counter])) {

overlap=counter;
counter=numCells;

}
else

if (((posy[counter]+py[counter])>posy[counter-1]) &&
((posx[counter-1]+px[counter-1])>posx[counter])) {

overlap=counter;
counter=numCells;

}
}
return overlap;

}

- alterPatternOverlap:(const char *)suggestion rep:(IRCSGRep *)theRep;
{

id aList = [theRep getMotifList],aMotif;
double px[10],py[10],posx[10],posy[10];
int index,cell;
IRCSGTreeView *theTree = [theRep getCurrentTree];
DSControlsController *controlsController;
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controlsController = [theRep getControlsController];
for (index=0;index<[aList count];index++) {

id theMotif = [aList objectAt:index];

if (theMotif!=NULL) {
px[index] = [theMotif getWidth];
py[index] = [theMotif getHeight];
posx[index] = [theMotif getOriginX];
posy[index] = [theMotif getOriginY];

}
}
if ([aList count]>1) {

cell = position(px,py,posx,posy,[aList count]);
aMotif = [aList objectAt:position(px,py,posx,posy,cell)];

}

if (theTree->preview == NO) {
theTree->currentMotif = nil;
theTree->currentMotif = aMotif;
[controlsController->designMatrix selectCellAt:cell+2:0];
[controlsController->designMatrix scrollCellToVisible:cell+2:0];
if ((strstr(suggestion,"Take")!=NULL) && (aMotif!=NULL))

[controlsController showDelete:self];
else if ((strstr(suggestion,"Move")!=NULL) && (aMotif!=NULL))

[controlsController showMove:self];
}
return self;

}
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/*
** Source file : DASuggestionObject.h

** Created by : brendon@zair

** Created on : Tue Aug 29 15:39:28 NZST 1995

** RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/DASuggestionObject.h,v $

** Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/11 01:21:25 $

** Last modified By : Brendon Woodford

** Current Revision : $Revision: 1.1 $

*/
// The purpose of this object is to represent a single suggestion made by the design advisor.

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DASuggestionObject.h for the purpose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the behaviour of the
preview facility and its user interface for DesignAdvisor. Added to
the implementation of DASuggestionObject.h

*/

#import <appkit/appkit.h>

@class ShadedButton;
@class IRCSGTreeView;

@interface DASuggestionObject:Object
{

ShadedButton *button;
Text *textObject;
List *motifList;
IRCSGTreeView *theTree;
}

- initSuggestion:(const char *)aSuggestion
withTag:(int)aTag
onDisplayRect:(NXRect)viewRect
buttonTarget:target
buttonAction:(SEL)action
currentTree:(IRCSGTreeView *)tree
motifList:(List *)list;

- free;
- getButton;
- getTextObject;
- (IRCSGTreeView *)getTree;
- getMotifList;
@end
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//
// Source file : DASuggestionObject.m
// Created by : brendon@zair
// Created on : Tue Aug 29 15:39:40 NZST 1995
// RCS File :
$Source: /Ramoth/Black.Albatross/CVS/DesignSystem/CSG.subproj/DASuggestionObject.M,v $
// Last modified : $Date: 1995/09/11 01:21:23 $
// Last modified By : Brendon Woodford
// Current Revision : $Revision: 1.1 $
//

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
DASuggestionObject.M for the purpose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s Objective-C methods to implement the behaviour of the
preview facility and its user interface for DesignAdvisor. Added to
the implementation of DASuggestionObject.M

*/

#import "DASuggestionObject.h"
#import <ShadedButton.h>
#import "IRCSGNode.h"
#import "IRCSGTreeView.h"

@implementation DASuggestionObject

- (const char *)version
{

return RCSId;
}

// This is the designated initialiser for the class. You may want to enhance it to take care of the methods
// for changing the treeview etc.
- initSuggestion:(const char *)aSuggestion

withTag:(int)aTag
onDisplayRect:(NXRect)viewRect
buttonTarget:target
buttonAction:(SEL)action
currentTree:(IRCSGTreeView *)tree
motifList:(List *)list

{
NXRect textRect;
NXRect buttonRect;
Font *font;

// Work out how big to make the buttons and text.
// Make the width of the text half the with of the view
textRect.origin.x = viewRect.origin.x + (viewRect.size.width / 2) + 3;
textRect.origin.y = 0;
// We’ll fix this up when we need to display it.
textRect.size.width = (viewRect.size.width / 2) - 6;
textRect.size.height = viewRect.size.height;
// We’ll fix this up just below....

textObject = [[Text alloc] initFrame:&textRect];

// Now set it up so that it resizes and displays correctly etc.
font = [Font newFont:"Helvetica-Bold" size:16.0];
[textObject setFont:font];
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[textObject setHorizResizable:NO];
[textObject setVertResizable:NO];
[textObject setOpaque:YES];
[textObject setBackgroundColor:NX COLORWHITE];
[textObject setText:aSuggestion];
[textObject sizeToFit];
[textObject setEditable:NO];
[textObject setSelectable:NO];

// If the text is shorter than half the height, we’ll resize to the appropriate height to make
// it look right with the white background.
[textObject getFrame:&textRect];
if(textRect.size.height < (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 6)
{

textRect.size.height = (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 6;
[textObject setFrame:&textRect];

}

// and create a button for it...
buttonRect.origin.x = 3;
buttonRect.origin.y = (viewRect.size.height / 2) + 3;
// This will sometimes be changed when it is displayed
buttonRect.size.width = (viewRect.size.width / 2) - 6;
buttonRect.size.height = (viewRect.size.height / 2) - 6;
button = [[ShadedButton alloc] initFrame:&buttonRect];

[button setTarget:target];
[button setAction:action];
[button setTag:aTag];

theTree = tree;
motifList = list;

return self;
}

- free
{

[button free];
[textObject free];
return [super free];

}

- getButton
{

return button;
}

- getTextObject
{

return textObject;
}

- (IRCSGTreeView *)getTree
{

return theTree;
}

- getMotifList
{

return motifList;
}
@end
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/*
* Process.h: spawn and control a subprocess

*/
/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
Process.h from (Garfinkel and Mahoney 1993, Pages 288-289)
for the purpose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s ObectiveC methods to implement the interface between
DesignSystem and DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of Process.h

*/
#import <appkit/appkit.h>

@class IRCSGRep;
@interface Process:Object
{

int toProcess[2];
int fromProcess[2];
int pid;
BOOL fdHandlerInstalled;

}

- initFromCommand:(char **)argv;
- free;
- (int)toFd;
- (int)fromFd;
- writeLine:(const char *)aLine;
- writeInstalled:(BOOL)result;
@end
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/*
* Process.m

*/

/*
This file contains only the alterations to the original source of
Process.M for the purpose of implementing DesignAdvisor.

*/

/*
Brendon’s ObectiveC methods to implement the interface between
DesignSystem and DesignAdvisor. Added to the implementation of Process.M

*/
#import "Process.h"
#import <IRCSGRep.h>
#Import <DASuggestionController.h>

@class IRCSGRep;
@implementation Process

- initFromCommand:(char **)argv
{

[super init];

if(argv==0 || argv[0]==0 || access(argv[0],X OK)){
return nil; /* cannot execute command*/

}

if (pipe(toProcess) == -1) {
[self free];
return nil; /* could not open first pipe*/

}

if (pipe(fromProcess) == -1) {
close(toProcess[0]);
close(toProcess[1]);
[self free];
return nil; /* could not open second pipe*/

}

pid = fork();

if (pid == -1){
[self free];
return nil;/* no more processes*/

}

if (pid==0) { /* executed by the child*/
/* set up and execv*/

close(0); /* stdin */
close(1); /* stdout */

close(toProcess[1]);
close(fromProcess[0]);

dup2(toProcess[0], 0); /* stdin */
dup2(fromProcess[1], 1); /* stdout */

close(2); /* stderr */
dup2(fromProcess[1], 2); /* stderr */

execv(argv[0], argv);
perror(NXArgv[0]);
exit(1);
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}/* executed by the parent*/
/* close the other ends of the pipe*/

close(toProcess[0]);
close(fromProcess[1]);
return self;

}

- free
{

if (fdHandlerInstalled)

if (toProcess[1]) close(toProcess[1]);
if (fromProcess[0]) close(fromProcess[0]);
if (pid>0) kill(pid, 9);
return [super free];

}

- (int)toFd
{

return toProcess[1];
}

- (int)fromFd
{

return fromProcess[0];
}

/* send a line to the process */
- writeLine:(const char *)aLine
{

int len = strlen(aLine);

write(toProcess[1], aLine, len);

if (len>0 && aLine[len-1] != ’\n’) {
write(toProcess[1], "\n", 1); /* courtesy*/

}
return self;

}

- writeInstalled:(BOOL)result;
{

fdHandlerInstalled = result;

return self;
}
@end
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